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Helios Custom
Our own interface system controls
and indicates for Dolby, dbx, or other noise
reduction cards, housed in the console.
o

c

Each foldback output can be fed with

push -button combination of sources, plus
echo returns, and has its own equalisation.

a

Monitor modes configured
to the user's complement of
machines. Master level by stud
pot or slide fader. 'Check' monitors
echos and auxiliaries.
Compact button arrangement
takes care of Ready -SyncSafe on 24 tracks and switches
noise reduction.

Mic and line inputs with
separate gain controls; hi -lo
filters; 3 and 4 -band sweep
frequency equalisers. A
mixture of equaliser types can
be fitted in the same console.

Echo send on a
slide fader, buttons

to 4 destinations.
Or separate knobs.
Foldback mono or
stereo. Pan
between groups,
odd and even. Or
to a quad bus for

Echo send /return modules
have equalisation and delay
control in send; stereo /quad
return with dual faders and
full panning.

mixdown.

Each Helios console is built and designed to the particular needs of the customer;
from the choice of panel components, through signal flow plans, to the
ergonomic layout. The plan view shown here is based upon the console designed
and built by Helios for the new Maison Rouge Studios in London. It may not be
your idea of the ideal console
your operational conditions may be
substantially different. And that's why Helios build custom consoles so their
customer's requirements can be precisely fulfilled.
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Helios Electronics Ltd., Browells Lane, Feltham, Middx., TW13 7ER, England
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Console Design
Meters; in this case VU's for tracks and European light -beams for mixdown; PPM's, LED columns, video
displays all available.

NTP 177 -300

1QL
VU

Meters

12

1

Button selection to 24 groups, odd
a special pair for quad
mixdown. Other options include rotary selection
with number displays.

Track Select

and even. Plus

Track Monitors

Monitor mix has full pan, echo
foldback sends, solo and mute per
track; access to insert Eq. if you wish.

24

13

Keys &

Buttons

TB

CUT

Auto Mix Buttors24
Channel
Faders

Your choice of units; we wire them
in and take care of interface
problems. We recommend and
procure if desired.
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G
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This model has all
channels under
VCA group control
with 8 separate
masters, wired out
for the latest Allison
programmer.

Fed from the last four groups for
simplicity, or accessible from the
jackfield.

Penny and Giles,
our normal first
choice. Alternatively, Seydel,
Watf.rs, or any
r.tfr_
,'an
I'lr. )C'Ir',n it

Producers Desk

Dimensions and finishes harmonise
with the control room. Laminate
work tops, padded edges, fine wood
trims, colour choice, all options are
open. Cigar lighters too, for gold
record people.

.

Helios Electronics Ltd. was fouhded eight years ago by Richard Swettenham to supply
consoles of the highest standard. That the Company's aim has succeeded is witnessed
by the many Helios consoles in use throughout the world in Recording, TV and Radio
Studios. The Helios team of design engineers has consistently attacked the frontiers of
technical development and ergonomic design to the advantage of their customers.
Each new console incorporates the best of modern technology.
Please visit our Booth No.'s 6 & 7, Los Angeles A.E.S. show, May 10 May 13, 1977 at the

A.

Hilton.

Accept our invitation to contact us and discuss your studio needs
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7037 Laurel Canyon Blvd.. North Hollywood, California 91605
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982 -6200

Some of the best ki own products in professional audio are usually the ones that are
But in stock right now at Sierra are the following items in quantity:

Ampex ATR 100
Ampex AIR 700
Ampex MM 1200
Amber 4400 test set
Amber 4550 spectrum analyzer

...As well

as equipment from:

AKG, ALLISON, CROWN, DBX, DOLBY,
ELECTRO- VOICE, EVENTIDE, INOVONICS,
JBL, KOSS, ROGER MAYER, MIC MIX, NEUMANN,
URBAN, PACIFIC RECORDERS & ENGINEERING,
SENNHEISER, SHURE, SONY, SPHERE,
U. R. E. I., WHITE INSTRUMENTS.
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"Studio Design" is probably the most misused
phrase in the studio supply business today. At
Sierra, we have a few good people who would
like to set you straight.
Too many studios are just a collection of
equipment and let's face it anyone can buy
the gear; what we sell is the expertise in its
interface.
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Studio Design to us is a comprehensive study
of everything affecting your project -site selection and evaliation; market assessment; financing; complete building planning and layout;
acoustic design; music room and support area
flow a id construction; ecuipment selection and
purchase; interface planning and execution;

So call Dave Holmes
or Kent Duncan at Sierra

--and find out what its all

abcut-

complete system checkout and release;
emplcyee training; office procedures and forms;
credit policy; and advertising.These are the
things that make a studio.
Anc when you make e deal with Sierra -you
deal with professionals n each of these areas
(for instance, maintenance and office training is
done at Kendun Recorders in Burbank -one of
Sierra's better known installations).
A design in which your idea comes first, then a
conceptual zation involving acoustic design
unique to your situation. Accuracy of reproduction is the goal in a control room -and the monitor system supplied by Sierra is one of the most
accurate as well as best known. And the acoustic
plan is not a carbon copy of a "stock design" or
a "second generation" imitation.

621 South Glenwood Place

Burbank
California

91506

Phone (213) 843 8115
Telex 691138
We

won't promise the World,
but we will deliver what we promise!
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engineer/producer
the magazine to exclusively serve the
all those
Recording Studio market
whose work involves the recording of
commercially marketable sound.

-

THE GRAMMYS by Howard Cummings

.

.

the magazine produced to relate

..

RECOGNITION 1976
The BEST ENGINEERED RECORDING
the GRAMMY winner,

- the nominees
- other classifications of GRAMMY winners,

.

Recording ART to Recording SCIENCE
to Recording EQUIPMENT.

Ì

i
Editor /Publisher
Associate Editor
Consulting Editor
Assistant Editor

listing engineers, producers and studios
an

h

.... MARTIN GALLAY
...
...

nomination

"RECORDING engineer /producer" is published six times a year by RECORDING &
BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS, 1850
Whitley Avenue, Hollywood,. California
90028, and is sent to qualified recipients in
the United States. One year (six issues) subscriptions for other than qualified individ-

Foreign (surface mail)
Foreign (air mail)
.
.

.

.

maintenance...
POWER

...

A BETTER WAY TO ADJUST AZIMUTH
by Neil Hopper, of Sound City, Van Nuys, CA

How Much Is Enough by Chris Foreman

page

.

.

.

page

$9.00
$17.00
$9.50
$19.00
.

... the selection ...
process ...

...voting

RECORDING THE ELECTRIC BASS by Paul Laurence
Dee Robb ... continued on page 62
Leonard Kovner ... continued on page 66
Ron Malo ... continued on page 70

uals or companies may be purchased at the
following rates:

United States (surface mail)
United States (air mail)
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CONTROL ROOM DESIGN for the SMALL STUDIO
by Abadon /Sun's Woody Smith & Galen Carol

EIS

0

interview and album analysis:
engineer of the year AL SCHMITT

HOW GRAMMYS ARE WON!

GARY KLEINMAN
PETER BUTT
D. KEITH LARKIN
V L. GAFFNEY

Business Manager
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Another incomparable SPECTRA SONICS
Model 1024 -24 console installed in Todd Fishers'
RaymaxRecorders, L.A. based mobile control room..

limits to enhance an extended kite for the components. Through
empirical data on SPECTRA SONICS audio amplifiers. a reliability
rate of 99 9% has been derived. These amplifiers are used in
SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles and materially
contribute to system reliability.

SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles show the

Quality

.

care and attention to detail that are the mark of the skilled
American craftsman. The internal wiring. module construction.
console housing. and the control display reflect the precision and
distinctive craftsmanship that is characteristic of SPECTRA
SONICS.

SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles are
Performance:
guaranteed to outperform any other console in the world in noise.
frequency response. distortion. and peak overload. All consoles
are provided with documented data acquired in tests of the
complete system. Guafanteed performance specifications are:
Frequency Response. + lisdB 20HZ-20kHZ: Signal /Noise Ratio
(microphone input). not less than 82.5dB below + 4dBM, output
for a -50 input (50 ohms source): Signal /Noise Ratio (line input),
not less than 87dB below + 4dBM output for + 4dBM input;
Harmonic Distortion. less than .01% at + 18dBM (1kHz): Inter modulation Distortion. less than 02% at + 4dBM; Crosstalk. not
less than 60dB at 20kHZ (typically 80dB).

SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles provide
an immediate initial capability that may be increased to 32 inputs
and 32 outputs. at minimum cost. The flexibility of the system will

Capability:

provide line /microphone selection, attenuation. equalization and.
through assignment controls. various other combinations for
the most sophisticated signal processing now required in
today's studio.

:SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles have an
of superior reliability. Through creative
reputation
established
design. the circuitry is developed to function well below operating

Reliability:

6430 Sunset Blvd.. Suite 1117
Hollywood. California 90028

770 Wall Avenue
Ogden. Utah 84404.

(213) 461 -4321

(801) 392 -7531
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Letters
and Late flews
from: WINN L. ROSCH
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Disco goes

portable... and
portable disco pros
make Stanton
their first choice!
If people can't get to Discos, then
why not bring Disco to the people?
Bring it to their Church Halls...to their
School auditoriums ... to a banquet
hall in a nearby Motel ... that's just
what Murray the K's DISCO ON
WHEELS is doing.
At last count, there were numerous
franchised Murray the K DISCO ON
WHEELS rolling across America,
bringing Disco to the people. And,
every last one of them has a STANTON
CARTRIDGE as part of the system; in
this case, the Stanton 500AL, a truly
tough performer that is also known as
the "work horse" of the Broadcast industry. The Stanton 500 AL does a fine
job of playback while withstanding the
rigors of back cueing, slip cueing,
heavy tracking forces, vibration and
potential mishandling.
For those Disco Operators who prefer a more sophisticated sound, Stanton has created the 680EL, the top
performer for both Disco and Radio.
So, Stanton, world famous for its
top -of- the -line cartridge, the Calibrated 681 Triple -E, also serves the professionals in an interesting new branch
of the Disco industry.
Whether your usage involves Recording, Broadcasting, Archives.Disco,
or home entertainment, your choice
should be the choice of the professionals ... STANTON CARTRIDGES!

Write today for further information to
Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive,
Plainview, New York 11803.
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audio and all the way through the aesthetics), which can give one a certain insecure feeling. And everyone I've heard
Tom has said, "It's great somebody is finally addressing themselves to this long overlooked aspect ", and, `far out'; etc.
Which, of course, gives me no indication
of how I'm really doing.
A statement of where I'm coming
from is perhaps in order here. The germ
kernel I guess of my veiwpoint is the asethetics - the what does it sound like? and from there 1 work back into the hardware. Where it seems most of the people
who contribute to professional audio
publications seem to be rooted in acoustics and electronics, my background is as
a musician and producer, aided and abetted, like you, with a Psychology degree.
I very much want to know how what I've
done interfaces with these two areas what might be termed empirical (as
oppsed to functional) acoustics and electronics - and will not be happy until I've
got it totally squared away.
As long as you seem to have the inclination, why don't we take the opportunity
and go whole -hog on this? Just off the
top of my head, there are three things
you can do: First of all, I would like a
point -by -point analysis of my last article
(actually three small articles), adding as
much as you can. You could also no
doubt provide a good working bibliography on the subject of psychoacoustics or
other writings in this general field. And
by all means, write your article. As
you've noted, it is a difficult-to- handle
subject. Mind -fryer is the expression that
always occurs to me.
Yes, let's get on with this. And how
about you other R -e /p readers out there?
Any ideas or suggestions? How do you
conceive of it? Any literature that you
know of? Let's hear from you!

Paul Laurence's article on Panning in
the December 1976 issue, seemed a good
effort on bringing a difficult -to- handle
subject under control, but I believe he
left out psychoacoustical principles that
are both important and necessary to understand, especially regarding the size of
a panned image.
In stereophonic recording or transmission system, relative levels between
the two channels do influence the placement of a sound source; to a more minor
degree, stereo localization is determined
by the relative phases of the two similar
signals. When considering the "size" of
the image produced by a stereophonic
system, this phase difference is of primary importance.
Mr. Laurence only hinted at this fact
when he indicated that "spillover" and
reverberation can increase the size of an
image. It should be noted that in each of
the above cases, amounts of information
of varying phasing is distributed in the
two stereo channels.
Perhaps the best method of creating a
genuinely "big" stereo image is to use
stereo mikes or more than one channel
for the various mikes used for a given
source when making a multitrack recording. For instance, to have a string ensemble that is more than a mere point of
sound, we can dredge up the age old
practice of two channel stereo (remember
when there only were two channels ?) and
have a beautiful image that stretches from
speaker -to- speaker.
Another way a big, fat image can be
produced is with a stereo synthesizer like
the Orban /Parasound. Just run one chanAUTOMATION "DITHER"
nel of noise into it, and a phase and spectrum shifted pair of images fall out fill- from: DAVE HARRISON
ing a full stereo panorama. And it all
President
combines down to a mono sound that is
HARRISON SYSTEMS
identical to the initial mono input perNASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
fect for AM radio mono mixes.
The addition of a phase -shift pot to
It is not customary for Harrison Sysaugment a simple pan pot on a console tems, Inc. to respond to editorial material
would give the engineer full command supplied to periodicals by our competitors.
over not only the size but the placement Articles of that nature usually clmfine
of the images in stereo mixdown. I am their inaccuacies to an, over enthusiasm
not aware of any equipment on which and over optimism as to the performançe
of a new or proposed piece of equipment.
this facility is currently available.
The article supplied brMCI, Inc. and
reply from: PAUL LAURENCE
published in the February 1977 issue of
Hollywood, California
R -e /p requires that we make an exception
to our usual policy, in that it contains serOkay. Believe it or not, I've been wait- ious errors in both its appraisal of existing
ing for a response like yours for a long automation systems and the performance
time. To the best of my knowledge, I of those existing systems.
As approximately 50% of all working
have sort of been holding down the fort
in this area (trying to relate the musical automated consoles in existence today
idea to the techniques and technology of are Harrison Consoles mated to Allison
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If listening is your profession .. .

wie got OrmillOros,u should meet.
If,you spend long, strenuous hours listening to
high -level sound, you can't afford to be
41:44tigued by distortion or distracted by poor
audio. You've got to have the best

-4ality
,

low -distortion monitors with top power
capacity} and extended bandwidth that money
can buys.
The àÓgwer -the professionals from Altec.
Recording studios worldwide rely on Altec
studiò mdriitors to deliver tight, crisp, accurate
playback in the most crucial of professional
audio environments.

a quarter century, Altec monitors offer high
efficiency, wide dynamic range and the
distortion -free power required to helpyee-make the right listening judgments.
For further information on Altec's line of studio
monitors, including the Models 620/604 -8G
and 9849 shown above, please write to:
Altec Sound Products Division,
Commercial Sales Department,

----

ALTEC

As standards in the recording industry for over

1515 So
ALTEC C

.'

ON

tér Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

92803. 714/774 -2900
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What Every Studio
Should Have In Common.

These studios are owned by businessmen who have at
least one thing in common...
an unrelenting commitment to protect and build on
their investment. In these times of growing competition and increased customer demands, success only
comes with hard work and a uniquely developed
talent.

For over two years THE EXPRESS SOUND CO.
has specialized in the service and support of that
talent. From the beginning, ours has been a focused
effort to create and customize the kind of company
these studio owners (and others like them) look to
for their equipment, consultation and service needs.

the time has come for you to join this special
community of professionals, you'll have the opportunity to share in the experiences and talents common
to them all ... technical knowhow, seemingly endless
hours applying it and, most important, profitably
selling and delivering it.
If

AND THERE IS ONE MORE THING
EVERY STUDIO SHOULD HAVE IN
COMMON
.

..

2!.i

1833 NEWPORT BLVD.
COSTA MESA, CA. 92627, (714) 645 -8501
'
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65K programmers, we must assume that
most of the erroneous allegations were
directed at us.
Rather than respond to all of the inaccuracies presented, I will confine myself
to those which would, if left unanswered,
lead to serious misunderstanding and confusion about the Harrison /Allison automation combination.
To quote the MCI article: (pages 63 and
65), "In the Analog Updating method, two
full scans are required to complete and
Update
Also, the accuracy of the system is severly limited since the digital data
is being processed by analog circuitry."
Harrison response: The Harrison /Allison combination uses an analog update
method. Contrary to the above verbage,
both the Digital to Analog, and the Analog to Digital conversion for a specific
function is accomplished on the same I/O
scan and is not subject to the scan delay
suggested by MCI.
As to the accuracy of the analog system,
the useful range (upper 48dB) of the
faders in the Harrison Console are encoded
in 1/2 dB steps. It is my understanding
(from their representatives) that MCI's
resolution is also 1 /2dB steps. I fail to
see a loss of accuracy here.
MCI: (page 63), "If sequential scanning can be made at a rate close to the
limits of human perception, a tape dropout will not be noticed, since the loss of a
single data word can be ignored until the
next scan. A drop-out would cause an
error of less than one -tenth of a second in
a progressive level adjustment."
Harrison response: MCI has indirectly
suggested that the total scan time of their
programmer is on the order of 80ms, and
that a dropout of one scan period and
therefore an additional delay of 80ms
would not be noticed as it is "close to the
limits of human perception."
The emperical work done at Harrision
Systems, Allison Research, and other organizations indicate that the limits of human perception as it relates to control delays in audio are on the order of 30ms. In
essence, when the level of a function is
changed more than 30ms after it was originally programmed to change, there is a
high probability that the delay will become noticeable and bothersome to the
mixer, producer, and musicians.
MCI: (page 63), "The Recording Method: Two methods are in current usage:
(a) Signal digitalization and data packing,
or (b) Sequential scanning. Obviously, in
a system containing a very large number
of automated functions, data packing
would be necessary. However, data packing has several inherent drawbacks, not
the least of which is the loss of a great
deal of reliability and usually has a limiting factor in the number of 'updates' it
can recognize within a given time frame.
A tape dropout can cause a major error

...

during a mix, since a significant piece of
data not repeated would be lost."
Harrison response: The data formatting
system used in the Allison 65K programmer does not fit neatly into one of the two
possible methods mentioned by MCI. The
Allison programmer in fact uses both
methods simultaneously. Sequential information is interleaved on a 1 to 3 basis
with priority information to get all of the
benefits of both systems while nullifying
virtually all of the disadvantages.
The two major arguments voiced by
MCI against priority (data packing) systems are:

Error due to dropouts
Limited update response
In the case of either dropouts or many
updates occuring at precisely the same
instant, the Allison 65K simply reverts to
a sequential scan mode of operation at
the worst case data rate.
MCI elsewhere states (page 63, column
3) that their programmer always works
"at the worst case data rate." I would
1.

2.

agree.
I appreciate the opportunity afforded
by R -e /p to make this limited response. If
further details or response is desired by
anyone, they are invited to call me directly
at (615) 834 -1184, or write me at Harrison Systems.

from: PAUL

C. BUFF

President

ALLISON RESEARCH INC.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

After reading the article describing the
MCI Automated Mixdown System, in the
February 1977 issue, I feel I must comment, and in certain respects, take issue
with the philosophy of the proposed MCI
system.
The first point is one of definition,
and regards the advertising of "Automation Ready" consoles. By my definition,
the term indicates a console which contains all the internal circuitry required for
automation, not simply VCAs and unconnected switches. An example of this definition can be found in the Harrison console, which may be automated by the
simple expedient of plugging a programmer into the console connector provided
for this purpose. The console itself contains, in addition to the VCAs, all automation signal processing circuitry required, and said consoles are fully tested,
in automated form, before leaving the
factory.
The current MCI advertisement, which
appears in the same issue as the article in
question, states "MCI JH500 series consoles require no modification to accept
the new automation ", yet the photographs included in the article indicate,
unless my eyes deceive me, a great deal
of modification.

CAPACITY REQUIRED
MCI states that their market survey
indicates "24 to 40 automated functions
are needed to implement modern mix down methods." Obviously the market
they surveyed was a different one than
my company serves. The 256 function
capacity offered by our first generation
programmers proved insufficient to our
customer demands, within the first year
after its introduction in 1972. Our second
generation programmers are good for
8,192 analog funtions, or 65,536 digital
bit functions.
Systems utilizing the equivalent of
several hundred analog functions can be,
and presently are being configured to be
cost competitive with, and operationally
less complex than their non -automated
counterparts.
This is particularly true since the
advent of programmable equalizers and
other complex functions, and promises to
be even more true as users demand systems where many mixes may be stored
on one data track, and programmable
editing between these mixes made possible.

-

DATA PACKING
PRIORITY ENCODING
MCI goes on to claim a number of defects in what they term "data packing"
programmers, into which catagory I
assume they place our 65K series priority

encoding programmers.
First they claim a loss of reliability.
Wrong! A well designed priority encoding
system is infinitely more reliable than a
sequential scanner, by nature of the fact
that each word, or function, in the code
carries with it digitally encoded information describing which console channel,
or sub -system belongs to the information.
Thus, each word may be instantly and
individually verified, as the validity of
both its data and console address, before
it is released as valid data. Sequential
scanning systems run the risk of the decoder losing track of which information
belongs to which channel, since a dropout
can (and does) destroy the decoder's
ability to keep in step with the encoded
sequence. This possibility is usually anticipated by deleting one or more scans of
data while the decoder finds its place, in
the event of the most minute dropout.
The manifestations of this type of
error detection can be disasterous when
the tape is punctuated by a multiplicity
of sub -millisecond duration dropouts, of
the sort which frequently show up on
well worn master tapes. Under such conditions, the sequential scanning system can
be rendered completely inoperative for
long periods of time, while the word addressed system simply deletes tiny fragments of data corresponding to the actual
lengths of the dropouts.
Contrary to MCI's allegations, fragmentary data deletions in a well designed
R-e/p 13
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priority encoding system are not lost, and
do not cause audible errors to the mix.
This would be the case only if the designer
of such a system encoded changes only,
and failed to provide redundant circulation
of static parameters.
Our 65K equipment, in addition to
providing fast priority access to changing
parameters, also provides redundant recirculation of non -changing parameters, at a
rate not far removed from the sequential
data rate described by MCI. Thus if an
important change should be deleted by a
tape defect, it will be around again a few
milliseconds later.
The likelihood of a change being deleted, however, is several orders of magnitude less than in a sequential scanning
system.
DATA OVERLOAD
I quote the MCI article: "Automation
systems which use data packing (and
usually have insufficient storage) often
overload when it is necessary to make a
large number of changes at the same

instant."
In rebuttal,

challenge the entire
MCI engineering staff to leave their drawing boards and go out into the field to
a console equipped with an ALLISON
65K programmer, Then I suggest that
they all huddle around the console, take
one control in each hand, and, on command from their leader, change it. When
the tape is replayed, they will, lo and
behold, find that the system did not overload but, in fact, responded probably a
little bit quicker than their own 64 function system!
Why? Because a well designed priority
encoding system does not, contrary to
MCI, have a defined point of overload.
When subjected to a continual stream of
changing parameters, it effectively takes
on the characteristics of a sequential scanning system, while maintaining at least an
order of magnitude better dropout imI

munity.
THE VCA CUSIIION
In all multiplexed automation systems,
an analog movement of a control (say a
fader) comes back from the decoder as a
stepwise approximation of the original
motion. The resolution of these steps is
directly related to the speed of the control
movement vs. the number of times per
second the control is sampled. Based on
this, allow me to set up a hypothethical
situation, using both the proposed MCI
programmer and the Allison 65K programmer.
According to the article, the MCI programmer would, in 64 function format,
sequentially sample the faders at the rate
of 1.2 msec. per fader, or one sample
from a given fader each 76.9 msec. (13
samples per second).
R-e/p 14

The 65K programmer, on the other
hand, will service a moving fader approximately 235 times every second, even
though the system may be processing
hundreds, or even thousands of funtions.
Now, let us assume that the operator
moves the fader from top to bottom in a
time span of one second. The MCI system
(based on my analysis of the information
given) will remember this change as 13
steps of around 8 dB each.
The 65K programmer will remember
the movement as 235 steps of under Y2 dB
each. In both cases, the steps must be
integrated, or smoothed out, so as not to

stated word length is approximately 1.2
msec., which indicates a scan time of
around 77 msec., plus the start code identification time required. The decoding
system is required to validate each word,
as received, without the aid of a buffer
memory or frame validation system. It is
also required, in the event of a dropout,
to abort any further decoding action until
the start of a new scan, where it can reestablish its counting sequence.
So far, there's no big problem. What
we've described is essentially the same
technology as the Allison first generation
system, although the MCI scan time is

be audible in the mix.
In the case of 13 steps of 8 dB per
second, the integration time required is
on the order of '/4 to '/s second, if the
stepping effect is to be rendered inaudible
on pure tone instruments. Unless a fairly
powerful computer is employed to introduce this integration only when mixing
maneuvers demand it, it must be built into the system full time. The net result is
that the fader must operate sluggishly and
be incapable of rapid movements, or else
it must introduce an audible 13 Hz
staircase modulation, under certain mixing conditions.
In the 65K example, however, the
introduction of a mere 20 to 30 msec. of
integration will completely remove any
trace of tone modulation, without imposing any restraint on the rapidity of fader
movements.
I must point out that the above situation is not simply a laboratory hypothesis, but is a field proven reality,
which may be verified by a short conversation with any engineer who has had
field experience with sequential scanning
automation systems.
My own recording studio experience
indicates that serious trade -offs begin to
emerge when the sampling rate for a moving fader falls below 30 samples per second. This realization, indeed, was one of
the prime considerations which affected
our decision to abandon our first generation sequential scanning programmers in
favor of a more sophisticated approach.

some 2.4 times slower.
Now comes the puzzle. If we are to
achieve the stated 1.2 msec. "bounce delay", the encoder and decoder must be at
all times precisely synchronized, and offset by exactly one word, or 1.2 msec.
This, of necessity, indicates that, during
an Update pass, the encoder must be controlled by, or locked to, the decoder. This
is entirely feasible if we assume the decoder is an absolute source of stable
clocking, and exhibits zero speed varia-

ACCUMULATED DELAYS
MCI claims that their system produces accumulated delays, which they
term bounce delay, of about 1.2 msec.
per encoding pass. Since I am not versed
in the internal workings of their programmer, I will not directly dispute this
claim. I am, however, somewhat puzzled
as to just how such a feat is possible, in
a real world system, when one considers
the physics involved.
Allow me to attempt to assemble a
system, based on the information given.
We are given a sequentially scanned
frame consisting of 64 words of approximately 12 bits each, together with some
unique data pattern which is used to
locate the beginning of each scan. The

tion.
In the real world, however, the deis not a stable source of clocking,
since it can be punctuated by long periods of inactivity due to tape errors, and
is modulated by the flutter, wow and
speed variations of the storage medium.
These factors indicate to me that
hard synchronization is not practical if
realistic speed variation specifications are
to be allowed. Instead, a flywheel controlled loose form of sync is required in
order to bridge the gaps and frequency
differentials involved.
In order to insure a "Decode before
Encode" relationship in a loosely locked
system, the offset between decoder and
encoder must be increased beyond one
words duration. The amount of increased
offset is dependent on the amount of
speed variation to be tolerated, as well as
the permitted inactivity time of the decoder. Increasing the offset, of course,
indicates an increased updating delay.
To further complicate matters, let
us assume that the data track to be
bounced is not a continuous flow, but is
an assemblage of "punched -in" data.
(Data punches are a field reality, and are
used to avoid "going to the top of the
song" when making spot corrections to
the mix.)
Now where are we? The encoder is
merrily following the decoder along, and
the decoder decides to alter its sequential
relationship (due to a data punch). The
encoder has to either accelerate or slowdown (within the limits of its flywheel)
in order to re- establish sync, or it must
leave a hole in th. code and wait for a
new start code to be received. In either
case, the resultant error would appear to
become a perma.ient part of the code
and, I would think, would be compound.
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SEE US ON STAGE AT THE A.E.Q. SHOW
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FACTORY
SPHERE ELECTRQNJCS, INC.
20201 A Prairie Ave,
Chatsworth, Calif. 9141
,
(213) 349 -4747

WEST and INTERNATIONAL
SIERRA AUDIO
621 So. Glenwood Place
Burbank, Calif. 91506
(213) 843 -8115
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SPHERE AUDIO SALES
478 Devens Drive
Brentwood, Tennessee 37027
(615) 794 -0155
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QA -3000
20 in x 16 out
$17,750.00
(from 8x8 to 40x16)
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QM -8A
8 in x 4 out
8 ch. monitor

function programmer, a constant access
time of about 77 msec., together with a
1.2 msec. accumulated delay factor. They
claim that 100 update passes will result in
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Quantum Audio Labs is an independent manufacturer, and is not affiliated with any retail stores, although
companies bearing a similar name

may appear on Q.A.L.'s authorized
dealer list.
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AUDIO LABS, INC
1905 Riverside Dr., Glendale, Ca. 91201
Telephone 1213) 841 -0970
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delay of under 1/8 second (125 msec.).
By my calculations, the net delay for
100 passes would equal (100 x 1.2 msec.
+ 77 msec.) or 197 msec. (about 1/5 second).
Looking at a more realistic 6 pass
mix, the author's analysis of the MCI system will define a delay of (5 x 1.2 msec.
+ 77 msec.), or 83 msec., with the additional probability of a Vs to t/2 second control voltage integration requirement.
The 65K programmer, under the
same conditions, but with essentially unlimited function capacity, will undergo a
delay of (5 x 4.8 msec. + 3.2 msec.) or
27.2 msec., with no significant requirement for control voltage integration.
Even if the 65K mix were undergoing
the unlikely situation where 10 functions
were simultaneously
and constantly
changing throughout the mix, the total
delay would be (5 x 4.8 msec.) + (5 x 3.2
msec.) or a total of 40 msec.
The implications of a system which
always runs at its worst case data rate (as
is the case with the MCI proposition) are
a

,

ii/i
\

further update passes.
Since I assume that MCI would not
attempt to market a system which was incapable of coping with data punches or
splices, I will continue under the assumption that they have found some ingenious
method of handling this dilemma. I
would even concede the possibility that,
through another feat of engineering skill,
that they have indeed accomplished a 1.2
msec. "bounce delay" within the framework of an acceptable speed variation
tolerance and tape defect rate.
For the record, the Allison 65K programmer has a speed variation tolerance
of just under 2 octaves, a data access time
of 3.2 msec. and an accumulated delay
factor of 4.8 msec. (reduction to zero
may be accomplished with external storage mechanism). It employs completely
non -synchronized encode /decode cycles.
The recovery from any form of data discontinuity, be it caused by dropouts,
splices or data punches, is under 3.2 msec.
These relationships are constant for
any number of functions employed, with
the exception of the access time, which
increases during times of multiple instantaneous changes, at the rate of 3.2 msec.
per simultaneous word change. A word,
in 65K terminology, is 16 bits of data,
and is thus equivalent to two analog functions. I
MCI's information indicates, for a 64
ed by

Sound...
Specs...
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\\\\\
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clearly evident.

OPERATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
MCI has taken the editorial standpoint that the automation system should

transparent to the user as possible. They have gone to considerable
lengths in this direction in what they
term Automatic Nulling. While the concepts involved represent a commendable
be made as

effort from

a technological standpoint, I
personally disagree with the psychology,
from an operational viewpoint.
Firstly, my contention is that past
automation systems are already too transparent. If man and machine are to communicate harmoniously, man must have
the ability to interrogate the machine,
and know what's going on in its little
binary brain. Being the real creative force,
man should be free to make all the decisions, good or bad, if he so chooses, just as
he does in a non -automated situation.
The machine, on the other hand, should
do what its operator tells it to, and
should, in no way block its operator from
deciding what is right and what is wrong.
It should assist man in arriving at the
right decisions, but it should never, or
certainly not by design, force man to lose
out in a confrontation over the aesthetic
value of a desired effect.
I will back up this rather ambiguous
psychology with some hard mixing realities:
In "old fashioned" automation systems, UPDATING (adding or subtracting
levels from a prior program) is generally
accomplished with the assistance of a
physical INDEX POINT on the fader. If
the opeator wishes to transfer from
READ MODE to UPDATE MODE without an abrupt level change, he first places
the fader on this mark, selects UPDATE
and then moves the fader to achieve the
desired modification. He may then, if desired, return smoothly to READ MODE
by re- positioning the fader to the INDEX
POINT and selecting READ MODE.
In order to achieve certain effects in
the mix, the operator may sometimes
choose to purposely introduce an abrupt,
but pre- determined level change by selecting UPDATE with the fader at some
point other than the INDEX POINT. Although the system designer may not
approve of this maneuver, the producer
may love it, because it works!
MCI's Automatic Nulling system sets
some pretty concrete rules governing this
sort of activity. The system states: "If
you want to UPDATE, you'll do it
smoothly, or I won't let you do it at all ".
"If you want to go from READ to
WRITE, you'll do it my way, when I'm
ready. I won't tell you where I am, you'll
have to find me with your fader. When
you cross my threshold, I'll put myself in
WRITE, but it will have to be smooth because my designers don't like abrupt
changes (like emphasizing drum licks and
horn shots) ".

-

CONCLUSION
Audio automation

is an

exciting field,

and promises to define a new level

of

technical excellence within our industry.
It is also an area of limited, but real practical experience, an essential ingredient in
the success of any endeavor. When entering such a field, a new participant can ill
afford the luxury of ignoring the realities
of industry experience in favor of the
promotion of laboratory hypotheses, particularly when those hypotheses have
been proven inadequate in field service.
reply from: TOM HAY, Chief Engineer

MCI

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA.
We would like to thank the editor of
R -e/p for publishing our original article

on Automation. It certainly seems to
have brought a lot of facts out of the
Automation woodwork.
MCI's original article was not directed
toward any particular manufacturer.
However, we feel that we must respond
directly to a few of the particularly confusing and inaccurate statements in the
letters from Mr. Harrison and Mr. Buff.
Mr. Buff attempts to refute our Automation Ready claim by pointing to the
pictures of boards plugged onto the bottom of our console (please refer to Figures 3 and 4 of the article, on page 64 of
the February, 1977 issue of R -e/p).
These are Automation boards plugged directly on to pre- existing connectors which
are built into every JH -500 console. We
have chosen this approach for two reasons. First, that we may build our Automation within the Console frame not in
a remote rack at the end of a cable. Thus
eliminating the requirement for additional rack space in the studio and the extra
cable to interconnect the Processor to the
Console. Second, so that a studio buying
a non -automated console is not forced to
pay for useless electronics and cables.
Concerning the accuracy of the Analog/
Digital system ; Mr. Harrison states: " .
the useful range (upper 48 dB) of the
faders in the Harrison Console are encoded
in '/z dB steps." We have also been told by
Mr. Roundtree of Allison Research that
while the A to D is 8 bits, only the most
significant 7 bits are used due to digital
"dither" of the least significant bit. Let's
analyze how this compares to the MCI
system.
If only 7 bits are actually recoverable,
the true number of preserved steps the
fader can be divided into is 2' or 128.
This may be the reason Mr. Harrison only
discussed the resolution of the top 48 dB.
Assuming they have 100 dB of range total
(as with MCI) the bottom 52 dB must be
divided into 32 steps of about 1.5 dB
each.
The MCI system divides the entire 100
dB range into .4 dB steps 20% better in
resolution than the best portion of the
Harrison /Allison system. MCI is able to
take advantage of full 8 bit Analog to

-

A
Two Faced

EquaIir
You Can
Trust.

The Model 530 Dual Graphic Equalizer is two completely incependent Graphic Equalizers with a common power supply. Each
channel begins with a differential input stage, followed by nine
variable equalizers centered at each octave from 50 Hz to 12.5
kHz. The transformer isolated outputs are capable of delivering
+20 dBm into a 600 ohm load. The bridging inputs may be fed
from balanced or unbalanced sources. Ideal for recording,
sound reinforcement, radio and TV, commercial
and home music systems. You'll like
having two equalizers in one package
and at a two for one
price, too. Get one
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1922 Valerio Street
No. Hollywood, California 91605
1

(213) 764 -1500

Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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and the A to D converter generates the
new data for updates and rewrites at a
rate which assures that the Processor will
never have to wait for information.
The microprocessor is the Central Control Block of the system and is capable of
making 400,000 decisions per second.
The CPU receives data from the ACI,
picks up the new fader values, computes
a new updated value, sends a new VCA
control word to the Digitizer block and a
data word to the ACI to be recorded, in
approximately 300 microseconds.
The recorded data and the update data

.

Digital resolution without "dither" problems because we use a voltage range of
-1v to +12v, not 0 to 5v. By using a greater dynamic control voltage we effectively
increase noise and interference rejection.
By using the greater voltage swing we
have made the .4 dB window a bigger voltthus making the window an
age change
A to D must stabilize on, two and a half
times bigger. In audio terms, our control
voltage signal to noise is 8 dB better.
The digital hardware of the MCI system is also different from the Allison system. The basic thinking device of the MCI
system is a microprocessor instead of the
hard -wired logic processor used by the
Allison system. We would like to take this
opportunity to further explain the internal workings of our digital system.
The MCI system is composed of several functional blocks (see Figure 1). One
of the most important attributes of the
system is that each of these blocks performs its functions completely separate
from the others. The internal workings of
the system are completely asynchronous.
No functional block has to wait for the
correct clock cycle to start doing its job.
No pre -synchronized clock is needed.
The time consuming process of acquiring and returning data to and from the
tape machine is taken over by an Asyn-

A

C.

I.

-

chronous

Communications

Interface

DIGITIZER

FIGURE

1

(ACI). This functional block presents the
Asynchronous serial data from the tape
machine to the microprocessor in parallel
form with parity already checked. When
data is being sent to the tape machine,
the ACI performs all of these functions in
reverse.
The Digitizer contains the A to D and
D to A functions in addition to routing
data to and from the console. The conversion functions in this block work fast
enough that the D to A converter is always waiting to receive data on command

are both handled asynchronously, allowing the modifications to the recorded
data to be handled digitally by the microprocessor. For this reason the system
does not have to send the previously recorded data all the way to the fader electronics to be updated by analog methods
before being re- recorded. The asynchronous architecture of the MCI system results in a bounce delay of 12 msec. per
pass, regardless of the number of faders

being changed.
The design of our system and the use
of phase encoding for data storage makes
our system immune to tape machine
speed variations. Data being sent to storage is phase encoded to create a self- clocking code. In Phase Encoding, bits are not
represented by high or low levels, but by
positive -going or negative -going transis tions. In this system each relevant value

The New Reverb Price/Performance Leader:
Introducing the new dual channel Orban /Parasound Spring
Reverb. The new 111B retains all of the electrical features of its
popular single -channel predecessor and augments them with a
new bass control and "quasi- parametric" midrange control.
The new midrange equalizer permits stepless adjustment of its
X12 dB equalization range, as well as continuously variable
center- frequency and bandwidth. This equalization flexibility is
unparallelled in the low -cost reverb field and effectively corn plements the simple equalizers usually found on low -cost
mixers and consoles.
Included in the new package is our unique "floating
threshold limiter" which minimizes "spring twang" and provides absolute protection from overload. And our highly -respected electronics provides a bright, super -clean sound with
the best signal -to -noise in the spring reverb field. Most remarkably, the two -channel 111B costs exactly as much as our single

channel model. The only thing you give up is the flexibility of
our dual- chassis construction -now the spring is mounted with
the electronics.
At $695 for two channels, the 111B provides the quality
alternative to the cheaper, consumer-quality reverbs on the
market. With industrial -quality construction, line -level balanced outputs, compact size, and smooth, four -spring (per
channel) sound, the 111B is the ideal choice for the user with
space and /or budget limitations. And as always, you can
count on Orban /Parasound's reliability and prompt service.
For more information on the new 111B, see your local Orban/
Parasound distributor, or contact

orten/pereiound
680 Beach St.. San Francisco, CA. 94109

for additional information circle number
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to be processed is represented by a character consisting of a number of digital
bits. Each character is a separate entity
and does not need to be rigidly related in
time to the preceding and the following
charcters.
The data access time of 3.2 msec.
claimed for the Allison system is deceiving. This figure is the access time of a single moving fader. As more faders are moving the total mix, this figure derates by
3.2 msec. for each additional moving fader. This time becomes serious when
there have been a number of update passes on a particular mix. Several faders are
normally updated on one pass, then more
faders are updated on subsequent passes.
As the total mix progresses, a large number of faders may be changing at the same
time. Thus, in the Allison system, the
access times and the bounce delay times
can become significant accumulatable
errors.
The MCI system has an average scan
time of 44 msec. This first time only
Encoding Error is independent of the
number of updates, and independent of
the number of functions which change at
any time in the mix. This scan time is not
comparable to the Allison access time
which is variable, depending on the number of changing functions, but never less
than 4.8 msec.
With the MCI system, the accumulated
delays are always a quanta of 1.2 msec.
Unlike the MCI system, the Allison system is a nebulously changing value depending on the complexity of the mix.
One of the problems encountered in
the day -to -day use of Automated mix down systems is the fear of incurring an
esthetically damaging accumulation of delay times. This fear will cause the operator to limit the number of update passes
so that the total delay (due to the number of passes) will not become noticable.
When this fear is present, it damages the
basic purpose of having automated mix down systems in the studio. If the mixing engineer cannot feel free to use as
many passes as he would like to polish off
a mix, then half of the value of automat tion is lost.
We agree with Mr. Buff that having a
system which works is not enough -the system must be responsive to the operators requirements. In our article of February, `77,
we discussed only the unique operator features of our system. We agree that for
some mix requirements the old manual
methods permitting jumps in level are necessary. Close examination of Figure 6 in
the February article shows that the Automatic Nulling fcaatr. can be cancelled on
command. For noteaal operation, however,
automatic nulling c apahility makes automation a more inxtinctive type of man/
machine interaction than the use of
nulling lights. Automatic nulling also

-

continued on page 113..
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Now relax, playfully invite your muse, and transform these tracks,
adding body, stereo perspective, flanging, and a host of other time-base effects. Since Lexicon introduced digital delay over six years ago, most studios
have come to depend on it at least for doubling and slap. Now, the stereo
102 -S with the new VCO module* produces many other effects, including
more natural double tracking, flanging, vibrato, time delay panning, extreme
pitch modulation, and signal transformation for special effects. Of course,
you can also use the two channels for completely independent processing.
The Lexicon Delta -T has earned an enviable reputation for its 90
dB dynamic range, impeccable audio quality, high reliability, and functional
modularity. All this is retained in the new 102 -S, while two channel operation,
finer delay steps (3 ms), and the VCO have been added. And the 102 -S is
economical. Its totally modular construction allows you to start with a bare
bones mono system and expand later as needs and budget grow. We'll help
you define the configuration you need to get started. Call or write Lexicon
for further information.
Write on your letterhead for AN -3, Studio
Applications of Time Delay. A 30- minute demo
tape is also available for $1 in cassette, or $5 on
7 1/2 ips /2 track tape.
The new VCO module also fits any 102 -B or C
mainframe to enhance its time -base signal processing capabdrtv

60 Turner Street
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
1617) 891.6790

for additional information circle number
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SUCH A DEAL!
you presently own an
Allison Research first genIf

eration programmer and
want to upgrade to the
65K standard, we'll give
you 30% off the tab.
(Limited offer not available through dealers)

-

THE

65K
PROGRAMMER
When it comes to storing data for automated mixing systems,
there is but one standard. The Allison Research 65K Pro-

grammer. In case you're wondering just what it takes,
performance wise, to be top banana in the audio programming
field, here's our secret:
Capacity: 65,536 bits. 8192 analog functions, or any desired
combination of analog and digital functions. Enough capacity
for tomorrow's needs as well as today's. No compromise. no
excuses.

Speed: 3.2msec access time from console control to data

track. At least 10 times faster than any other system we
know of, existing or proposed. Accumulated delay of 4.8msec
per update pass can be reduced to zero with external data
storage. Exclusive Allison priority encoding technique holds
access time and accumulated delays constant, regardless of
the number of encoded functions.
Speed Variation: The 65K can tolerate nearly 2 octaves
of speed variation in the storage medium. Turn the reels by
hand it'll work.
Storage Medium: You name it. Master tape, synchronized
audio tape, digital tape, cartridge, cassette, disk the 65K
is adaptable to any storage medium.
Interface: Whatever suits you. 16 bit digital data buss, wire
per function analog, multiplexed analog etc. The 65K easily
adapts to any combination of these interfaces, as well as to

-

-

microprocessor busses
and data terminals. By the way. you pay no premium in processing speed with our analog interface system.
We'll still get you on tape in 3.2msec.
Code Reliability: Individual word addressing plus 4 levels
of data verification on each 16 bit word assures absolute
validity of decoded information. After 14 months of gruesome
testing, we were unable to produce a single data error by
introducing noise, crosstalk, speed variations, punch -ins.
splices, phase shifts and level variations. No glitches no
excuses.
System Reliability: The 65K is a simple machine. All super
reliable C -MOS circuitry. Virtually no heat dissipation. Most
I.C.s are socketed. All boards are plug -in replaceable. The
65K has proven reliability. Ask the people who own them.
Track Record: More 65K programmers are in use, worldwide, than all other working systems combined (including
our own first generation 256 series)
Total customer complaints: Zero
Total field failures: One opamp
Customer feedback: Splendid

-

Cost: Ah yes, the bottom line.
1024 bit digital (65K- D1 -1K)
32 function analog (65K-Al -32)
(Includes 512 digital bits)

'$3100
$4286

THE GREAT EQUALIZER
Here's your chance to witness tomorrow's technology,
TODAY!
Give us less than one square foot of console control surface.
and we'll give you up to 64 channels of fully programmable
equalization. As a matter of fact, we'll throw in 4 random
access static presets of each equalizer, (expandable to 64).
Now, of course, when Allison designs an equalizer. you can
rest assured it ain't no run of the mill device. Through its
powerful 32 bit digital control, THE GREAT EQUALIZER
boasts a total of over 2 BILLION possible E.Q. curves. per
channel. Besides 24 overlapping E.Q. frequencies with peaking or shelving characteristics, you get 14 frequencies of
18 dB/octave high and low cutoff filters. and phase reverse

switching.
Regardless of whether you set it by hand or the 65K Programmer sets it from memory, you may visually verify the
exact E.Q. setting of each channel, instantly. You may also
instinctively update or override any programmed E.Q. setting
without any nulling or head scratching.

' Prices subject to change

- generous O.E.M. discounts available.

Through the aid of a peripheral display device, currently in
the design stage. you may even opt to view a 1/3 octave real
time plot of any equalizer in the system. without interrupting
the mix. Although each plot accurately covers the full 20
20KHZ spectrum. it may be generated in under 500msec,
thanks to a proprietory Allison frequency synthesis scheme.
Now if that's not enough to tickle your fancy, here's a few

-

MEMORY PLUS
Automate any console, instantly
MEMORY PLUS starts where "in console" automation systems leave off. Actually. MEMORY PLUS was built around a
very simple premise: The maximum utilization of digital
programming techniques. with a minimum of hardware. Out
of this premise came a concept, and the Allison Laws of
Automation. The laws are concise statements regarding the
philosophy required to achieve uncompromising performance in the man /machine interface.
The First Law: All controls shall be equally accessible to
either man or machine. Instinctive man /machine interplay
must be possible without the limitations imposed by mechanically positioned controls.
The Second Law: All parameters, states and modes shall
be visually verifiable by the operator, without program interruption.
The Third Law: All programmable parameters shall be
independently accessible and recoverable by the operator.
without influencing other system parameters.
Since conventional mechanical faders cannot meet the requirements of the First Law, the Allison Research FABULOUS FADER was developed. Briefly speaking, the FABULOUS FADER is a digitally addressable device whose
human input is via a positionless, optically encoded belt. A
linear LED array provides a visual indication of its simulated
mechanical position, be it caused by moving the belt, or by
command from the processor.

conventional, high quality fader, in terms of feel and travel,
yet allows for instantaneous digital/human interaction.
In order to meet the Second and Third Laws, within a reasonable framework of system cost, size and complexity, the
Allison CENTRAL CONTROL CONCEPT was initiated. By
centrally entering and verifying the many modes and states
required of an uncompromising system, MEMORY PLUS
allows the Nth degree of program versatility. The attending
removal of redundant mechanical controls is manifested in a
mass reduction in system size, complexity and, of course.
cost. An equally massive increase in reliability is obvious.

Putting it all together, then, here is the first building block
of the MEMORY PLUS system, the MEMORY PLUS LEVEL
CONTROL SYSTEM:
Patches into any console no modifications fully
portable
Up to 48 channels. 15 group masters, grand master
4 presets of all programmable functions (expandable to 64)
Instinctive operation no null lights or Index points
Unrestricted access to all operating modes
All digital data path no errors no adjustments
Full visual monitoring for verification of all parameters

-

-

Channel levels Group levels
Master level
Channel
mutes Group mutes Channel solos Group solos Channel to group assignments Auxiliary switching capabilities

The result is a fader device which is closely related to a

neat things you can do with your GREAT EQUALIZER

Audio Performance

Clear all equalizers to flat (or any other setting) by pressing
two buttons
Transfer E.Q. settings from one channel to another, instantly
Preset intricate E.Q. changes to occur on command

-

Programmable Functions

Price
M +L 16 -7 (16 channels,
M +L 24 -7 (24 channels,

SYSTEM:

-

7

groups, grand master) $12,500

7 groups, grand master) $14.900

115dB S/N Ratio
Low distortion, quiet switching
Studio tested curves
Adaptable to any console

Cost?
thought you'd never ask! A 32 channel GREAT EQUALIZER SYSTEM costs about the same as a conventional 32
equalizer installation!
We

Now do you see the importance of the Allison Laws of Automation and the validity of the Allison CENTRAL CONTROL
CONCEPT?

allison research, inc.
2817 Erica Place P.O. Box 40288

Nashville, Tennessee 37204
Dial (615) "ALLISON" or (615) 385 -1760
for additional information circle number
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.

the ENGINEERS ..
their STUDIOS ..
the PRODUCERS ... for the parts they played in
making the recordings which won 1976's GRAMMYS
.

.

..

.

HECO(iNITION 1876
BEST ENGINEERED RECORDING (Non - Classical)

Engineers
Producer

AL SCHMITT, assisted by Don Henderson
Tommy Lipuma
Capitol Records, Hollywood

Studio
Disc -Mastering

Doug Sax, The Mastering Lab, Hollywood
BREEZIN' - George Benson

BEST ENGINEERED RECORDING (Classical)

Engineers

BUD GRAHAM
RAY MOORE
MILT CHER IN
Andrew Kazdin
A Piano Player Track Clrveland
B
Columbia Jazz Orchestra, Columbia's 30th
Street Studios, New York City
Liss (Casper) F. Mornlello, CBS, New York City

Producer

-

Studio
Disc -Mastering

-

-

GERSHWIN: RHAPSODY IN BLUE
George Gershwin (1925 Piano Roll) and
Michael Tilson Thomas conducting the
Columbia Jazz Band.

BEST ENGINEERED ALBUM NOMINATIONS

Engineer
Producer

Studio

-

Jay Lewis

Engineers

Gary Wright
Sound Labs, Hollywood
Stronghold Studios,

Studio

Producer

Engineer

Producers

Studio
Lathe Operator

-

Mike Reese and Doug Sax,
The Mastering Lab, Hollywood
DREAM WEAVER ,
Gary Wright

Disc -Mastering

Ron Hitchcock

Engineers

LimUli Mayorga, Doug Sax
The Wyli'i Chapel, Hollywood
Mike Rei 5iß, The Mastering
Lab, Hollywood
THE KING JAMES VERSION,
Harry James Big Band
i

- Al:in Parsons
- M.Ima -Jo's, North Hollywood
EMI, London

Ninth Hollywood

Disc -Mastering

Alan Parsons, assisted by
Trefethen

- All! 7entz, Allen Zest,
M,,î rind, HoIlvi-vno(I
- SOMEWHERE I'VE TRAVELED,
Ambrosia

-

Alan Parsons, assi,,ted by Pat
Stapley and Ch
Blair
Producer
Alan Parso,
Studio
- EMI & Ki
a I, London
Disc -Mastering
Di,uq Sat and Mike Reese, The
Mastering Lab, Hollywood
TALES OF MYSTERY AND

-

IMAGINATION -THE ALAN

PARSONS PROJECT
Alan Parsons
Compiled by Howard Cummings

* Addendum; see page 109
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adapted to your specific requirements. Our construction designs are
TENNYSON
based on the most up -to -date building
Sugarloaf View, Inc., an architectural and acoustical methods to achieve
maximum recording fidelity.
and acoustical design organization
We invite your inquiry about our
located in New York City, is equipped
to handle all your recording room con- many services. Let us create your total
recording environment.
struction and audio needs. We have
View Representatives
-under one roof -the facilities, know - Sugarloaf
Francois Denton
Claude Hill
Studio Equipment
Audio Consultants
how and manpower to perform every
Poussin
19,
1200 Beechwood Avenue
75016 Paris, France
Nashville, Tennessee 37212
technical and aesthetic function, from Tel: 615-256-6900
647-64-01
thru
construction
design and planning
Robert Margouleff
Dag Fellner
239 North Stanley Avenue
MCI House, U.K.
and installation of recording studios.
Hollywood, California 90046
54 -56 Stanhope Street
213-874-1428
NW1, England
The primary purpose of every studio London,
01-388 7867
is optimum control and faithful reproduction of the sounds created by
Nin/
&
nusIi<AI
Iiun
Dttiyn &
musicians and vocalists. Because we
N, In(
are both architects and acoustical engi5 Isst
NIw Thais, Ni luwk rlwrJ/
neers we understand your needs. We
(") 159.1588
begin with an independent viewpoint

"Sweet is
Every Sound"

that

is
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1

Tel

Tel
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AI
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engineer/mixer of the year
GRAMMY WINNER

AL SCHNITT
an interview and an album analysis by
Howard Cummings
BREEZIN' WITH AL SCHMITT .. .
1976 was the year for George Benson. After years cording in New York City alongside chief engineer
of being on other record labels, George finally real- Tom Dowd. "It was love at first sight," says Al. "I
ized that "magic formula" with the team of engineer liked it so much I'd stay from 9 a.m. until midnight
Al Schmitt
producer Tommy Lipuma, and shot to every night,"
the top of the jazz and pop charts, even copping a hit
Since much of the work of Atlantic, Prestige, Natsingle out of the association.
ional and Mercury Records was done there, he had a
Al Schmitt's career began in 1950 when he was per- chance to work with many of the top R &B groups
suaded by his uncle to try the recording field instead and songs of the 50's including the Clover's DON'T
of printing. As a result he started work with Apex Re- YOU KNOW I LOVE YOU SO.

-

AL SCHMITT: We did that in half an
hour (DONT YOU KNOW I LOVE YOU
SO). Herb Abramson (Atlantic Records
staff) was the producer and it started out
as a demo. I think it was the first hit record I ever cut.

Our board had six inputs with one out.
The tape machine they had was a Brush
Sound Mirror and then thc-y got an
Ampex. We had people bring in recorded
wire and that became a pain when we had
to edit it. We had some old Altec speaker,

and the funny thing was, some studios
would have it mounted on the left side of
your ear and some would have it mounted on the right side for your right ear. We'd
have ear tests to see how developed our
ears were getting one side over the other.

-
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HOWARD CUMMINGS: Did you walk

around with your head tilted? Why didn't
they put the speaker in front of the board?
AL SCHMITT: There was actually no
room in front of the board for the speaker - the studio glass literally being only
inches away from the rear of the board.
Next I moved on to Nola Recording
(NYC), a little demo studio. Then Fulton
again I
Recording had a job- opening
was with Tom Dowd.

-

HOWARD CUMMINGS: !/ow did you get
to California?
AL SCI1MITT: I had worked at a place
called Coastal Recording, which bought out Fulton, and I had done some sessions
with jazz producer Dick Bock (Pacific
Jazz Records) in New York. During the
time I had also been working with the
Drifters, Clyde McPhatter, the Modern
Jazz Quartet, and Connie Francis, and it
was at this point that Dick suggested I
move to the West Coast. I said OK, if he
could find me a job out there because I
didn't want to go out on spec. So when I
came out I loved it. The scene was great,
the weather was great. So I started out
here at Radio Recorders and worked with
Elvis on his first post -army LP. G.I.
BLUES. Elvis was one of the first to start
the 12 -hour
the "marathon session"
days where food was sent in, etc. Ile was
great, very polite and a real gentleman.
Then I started at RCA studios in 1959
at their then -new Sunset & Vine location
in Hollywood. The rooms were great.
There must have been seven studios over
there. I used to see Groucho (Marx) every

-

day and got some of his one -liners as he
would go by on the way to his studio.
Around 1964 I wanted to become a
producer. I felt that being an engineer for
as long as I had, and with as many producers who didn't know anything about
making records and were getting all the
I wanted to do it. Steve Sholes
credit
(the man who signed Elvis, Chet Atkins,
and Eddie Arnold to RCA) and I talked it
over. And I told him I had been offered
another job as chief engineer with a lot
more money, but, if I can get into A &R,
I'd stay. So I took a pay cut and went
into A &R. He encouraged me a lot and
backed me on some of my avant -garde

-

-

ideas.
110 WARD CUMMINGS: Like what?
AL SCHMITT: We did a thing with Paul
Horn and Lalo Schifrin called TILE JAZZ
the
SUITE ON THE MASS TEXTS'
and that got some peoCatholic mass
ple upset ('65). We got Father O'Conner
in New York to do the liner notes after
sending him some tapes, but some guy on
the (RCA) board who was friends with
the Pope and very big in the Catholic

-

-

Church, got very upset.
HC: Because of this jazz -religion fusion?
AS: Exactly. But Father O'Conner
thought it was great and he even gave us
the title! It was the first album of that
kind done and was very spontaneous
and Lalo did some nice
done 'live'
arrangements, including some good sax there
voice things that just happened

-

-

-

TOMMY LIPUMA on AL SCHMITT and BREEZIN'
Al is ready when the music is ready. I'm too busy listening to the music, and
don't want to have to worry about things like equalization, etc., which are
things that also must be taken care of. He's able to get a balance within
10 to 15 minutes, while the musicians are still hot, and while they feel
good.
Al is a very musical guy; he's got
sensitivity to the things that are important. Anything that he treats with
EQ is very subtle, it's all mike technique with him, very natural sounding. You're not being hyped by EQ,
limiters, etc., when you listen to it.
He doesn't overemphasize anything
when he's recording = if it's used,
it's used only if it's needed.
When we recorded George, the atmosphere was very relaxed. It was a
team effort. A lot of care went into
the record; a combination of the
band, the mixing and the songs. I try
to cast songs for the artist, and I cast
them for albums not singles. I make
albums and then sequence them so
there is a good balance from the start
of the LP to the end
like on BREEZIN'.

-

--

AI Schmitt, Tommy Lipuma
and Don Henderson.
Photo: Howard Cummings

was nothing written out.

HC: Did you use a lot of reverberation to

simulate that church ambience?
AS: Certain kinds of things, yeah. The
album had an incredible cover I think it
won three Grammy Awards *, but was not
especially successful in terms of sales.
But when I got into A &R, I didn't
touch a board for about five years - didand what was
n't do any engineering
funny, the first year I was out of it, I got
a Grammy in engineering for the year before on HATARI.2

-

-

HC: Was there such a thing as points in
those days (royalty percentage) for staff
A&R?
AS: You could make like '4 of a point
it was almost impossible to make money
with the RCA structure and deductions. I
think the biggest bonus I got was like
$2,500, and I had had a couple of hit singles and albums. It was crazy. For example, the guy that produced THE SOUND
OF MUSIC
which sold in the millions
never got a dime (in royalties) because
he had the title of "Manager of the West
Coast ", and once you had a "title ", you
were off the percentage thing.

-

-

-

HC: /low were the HA TAR/ sessions with
Henry Mancini?
AS: The HATARI things were all done at
one time. I think there were 60 men and
Hank had gone to Africa for the motion
picture and to listen to some of the African music, etc., and he brought back all
these instruments.
It was the first time I ever saw a Kalimba (African finger piano). He also had
it was a large piece
a bass in the studio
of wood hollowed out and it was the way
you hit it and how you hit it and it gave
this whoomph. It was really a difficult instrument to record with this big fat sound.
He also brought back some of the long
about 4
dried beans they were huge
or 5 feet tall, and you'd shake them and
the pods would rattle. I think we did the
all done to
album in three sessions
mono and 2- track.

-

-

-

-

Simultaneously - for mono and
stereo release?
AS: Yes, and then we edited. We had like
six bass flutes, two upright basses, French
borns, brass, strings, all the percussion
I think there were four guys
going on
who doubled on everything.
I set up about four or five mikes and
got an overall balance on those and then
we kind of adjusted, on the run -downs,
to move
where the guys should move
back or play with softer mallets on vibes,
for example, to balance the whole thing.
So they would do the balancing of dyna11(.':

...

-

* Best Original jazz composition, Best
Albrun Cover (1965).

Soul trio in Studio A. Beethoven's 5th in B.
Rock co -rt in
park.

M M -1200 gets around.
The best multichannel audio
recorder in the
world is also the
most versatile. It
handles 16 -inch
reels of two -inch
tape for 16 or 24
channel work,
and does a
beautiful job with
an 8 -track head
and one -inch tape.
It'll give you the
flexibility to record
a vocal quartet one
day, and a full
orchestral ensemble
the next.
You'll probably buy

your MM -1200 for
the ruggedness
built into it. Roll it
from studio to
studio, truck it
around town, shift it
in the booth,
it'll stay
aligned.
And when it
comes to
maintenance,
the MM -1200
is an open book
to any service
technician.
But after you
have an MM -1200
working for you, it'll be
a real breadwinner.
for additional information circle number

Engineers love to work MM1200 sessions because the
machine is easy to control
and set up, producers love
the way each channel is
crisp and isolated, and accountants love the way our
multichannel machine keeps
returning profits on the
original investment.
MM -1200 is the multichannel audio recorder
from Ampex, for studios
t hat can't take chances.

AMPEX

Complete technical and performance
specifications are available in a free
brochure. Write us at 401 Broadway,
Redwood City, California 94063, or
call (415) 367-2011.
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mics among themselves instead of my relying a lot on faders.

Qtiiiicy

Jones...
demands quality

The way Hank wrote, the whole sound
it was hard to
pick out individual instruments.
was more of a blending

-

NC: Was this in the large studios at RCA?
AS: Right. It had about a 30' ceiling, 40'
wide and about 60 -65' long with the parquet floors
just beautiful rooms. It
took awhile to learn the room but once
you had it down, you could do anything
and I used to change set -ups all the
time just to experiment with the room.
No one would ever say to me, "Don't try
anything." It was just like we really had it
together. If you knew the room at all,
some sounds were great, no matter where
you set things up. But it was always good
- it was never bad. I've had as many as
110 musicians in at one time.
I tend to think that only a bad engineer can mess up a good room. I don't
think a good engineer is going to get great
results out of a bad room either, but I
think he's got at least a good chance of
getting something decent.

-

-

Photographed at RECORD PLANT, Los Angeles, CA

"...1

mix with AURATONE`" 5C Super Sound- Cubes© the little powerhouse
speakers. They tell me exactly what
will be in the grooves. You hear it all
with AURATONE" !"

Join "Q" and
other seasoned
music world
pros, top record
company
executives,
engineers, producers, and artists who lay it on the line with

NC: Well, my philosophy is that people
can overcome equipment.
AS: Exactly, I agree, and that's why I do
a lot of things at Capitol now because
most of my training, most of my background, was in large rooms in New York
and at the Annex at Radio Recorders
(Hollywood).

AU RATON E*.

Thorne Norgar's place?
AS: Right, part of Radio Recorders and down the street from that was the
old RCA soundstage.

Durability, flat full -range response, amazing power handling, and
portability
have made

AURATONE'
5C's the Record
Industry's

CO

E
m

Ti

e

o

.E
To

O

favorite
" mixdown monitors, "... for
comparison and final mixes, auditioning, remotes, and reference
standard speakers.
See your Dealer or order Factory
Direct (30-day return privilege,
one year guarantee). $49.95 per
pair. Shipping and handling add:
U.S.: $3.00 pair, Foreign: $7.50
pair. Calif. res. add sales tax.
Mail to: AURATONE PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 698 -C9, Coronado, CA 92118
Ship

pair 5 C's. Amount Enclosed

0

ÁName (Please

print)

Job Title

Date

ó
Shipping Address
State

City
-

Please send additional information.
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Zip

HG: When you say "the Annex"

-is that

HC: Because that stereo stuff that Thorne
did with Elvis in the early 60's was just so
great.
AS: Oh, I know what you mean.
HC: How about the equipment in those
days?
AS: At RCA they had 604 speakers.
When they went to 3 -track they had three
speakers, when they went to 4- track,
there were four speakers. We had separate
monitoring for cues. The way the board
was set up was: four faders and a sub -master, four faders and a sub -master, four
and a sub -master, and four and a sub-master. So there were 16 -in.

HC: Was this a Westrex or an RCA design?
AS: An RCA design. The EQ was "high"
and "low ". If we did anything, we used
to bring in Pultecs and Langs. But if I
need a lot of EQ, I go out and check the
room or change the mike instead of trying to save it with EQ. If I'm adding more
than 6 dB to anything, there's something
wrong for me and I better go outside and
change it. I really don't like to go more
than 2 -3 dB on anything.

HC: What sort of mikes might have pre
dominated on HATARI
lot of (RCA)
77's?
AS: No, I was into (tube) 47's, 67's,
(Sony) C37's
as many condensers as I
could. I used a lot of 49's and AKG's. On
celli, RCA had developed a mike, the
10001, and it looked like a (RCA) 44 on
one side and the other side looked like a
(RCA) 77 with that round back, which
was the dead side. It was a fantastic mike
for low strings using that ribbon cardioid.
But I used to experiment with microphones all the time. RCA had a microphone called the BK 5, then the BK 10
it was like two BK 5's together which I
used with Bing Crosby once.
In those days, if you were using a 77
on the vocals, we'd take a pencil, put it
across the mike and tape it at the bottom
so the pencil was off the mike and the
"wind" of the vocalist would be diffused after hitting the pencil to prevent
vocal "pops ". We also used cheesecloth at
times.

-a

-

-

-

I even thought of - if someone
doesn't know how to work a mike properly -of wrapping pipe cleaners around
with the ends sticking out and telling
them to keep that distance away from it.
AS: Right, exactly. I always used to tell
people to put their fingers to their nose
and stay away at least that far. It's a
little different today in recording. Stage
acts are usually on top of the mike all the
time
there are very few people that
have really good mike technique today.
NC:

-

HC: That's another thing about Elvis he knows how to work a mike.
AS: Elvis was great. Rosemary Clooney
was one of the all -time greats. You put a
mike on her, get a level, and you're all
set. I never had a microphone problem
with her. She'd lean in for the low notes
everything was "even" and done in
good taste she really had it down.

-

-

Those were the things where you got
great experience working with full orchestras, good singers, and good arrangers.
The writing never got in the way. It's different today
things tend to get "over busy". A lot of arrangers now have the
philosophy that, "Well, look, let me stick
it all in. It's always easier to take it out
than it is to add things." So a lot of guys
tend to over -write things and, of course,
it tends to put an engineer into fits. By
the time you get things cleaned up or the
producer gets things cut out, a lot of time
gets used. In those days they wrote exactly the way they felt; with the "fills ", the
things under the vocals were "cushions"
and there wasn't a lot of open brass on
the vocals. It was a lot easier to do "live"
sessions in those days also, whereas today
you do the rhythm section first, then
they'll overdub the singer, then the flutes,
then the strings. I've seen sessions where

-
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Master tram Audiodiscs. by Capitol.

Master from Transco Products Corporation

Your eyes are, now a cutting stylus.
And with AudiodiscsRthey've just cut a perfect master.
The Aud ()discs' master disc by Capitol is
magnified 200 times as is the master from
Transco Products Corporation. As this close -up
reveals, :here is a remarkable difference
betweer the two. Even more exciting is the fact
that these differences didn't exist 6 months ago.
What caused this remarkable superiority?
Since early 1975 Audiodiscs by Capitol have
been manufactured in the newest and most
advanced disc plant in the world. All aspects
connected with the manufacturing process,
including cleanliness, have been optimized to

produce a superior master disc. With
cbsolutely no comprcmise. This is apparent in
the coating process vvhere the exacting
cpplication of acque- ensures a smoother disc.
At this point, look at the pictures again...
-hey speak louder than words.
For a free s3mpleand brochure, write on
your company letter'ead, or call Harry
Preston at (213) 462-6252.
AUDIODISCS' A PROFESIONAL PRODUCT
MANUFACTURED BY THE SAME PEOPLE THAT MAKE
AUDIOTAPE: AUDIOFILRA,"" AUDIOPAK' BROADCAST
CARTRIDGES, AND THE _EARNING TAPE' BY CAPITOL.

aiidLodiscSa
BY

CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS

A DIVISION OF CAFITOL RECORDS INC

CAPITOL

a

1750 NORTH VINE STREET LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90028

tor additional information circle number
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Then they came down to (RCA) studio C to record. Their first LP had bells
and all kinds of stuff and it was terrible -I couldn't believe that a group that sounded like they did on stage in San Francisco
sounded like this on record. It was a big
disappointment to me.

they overdub the low strings, then the
violins so there wouldn't be any leakage
with that. Again it's OK because it's the
end result that counts. There are a lot of
good- sounding records out there. Just for
me, personally, I prefer it the other way.
I like leakage, I like that "open" ...
11C:

It's ironic that since yOU signed them
or had a say in signing them
that you
didn't produce.

Iniernetimi.

AS: yeah.

-

AS: I wasn't really interested in producing them at the time. I was doing a lot of
other things and was basically interested
in jazz things at that time.

II(:: / /ow did you get involved with the
.airplane?
AS: At RCA I was the first person to see
the Jefferson Airplane -- from the A &R
staff anyway. I went up to San Francisco and saw them at the Matrix (ballroom).
But I really liked them - everyone was
excited about them. I told RCA they
were worth the advance money.

VOLUNTEERS ('69) an awful lot. We
spent over five months on BAXTER'S
though. It was a whole new experience
for me
of experimenting with things.
We tried on one song to rewind a tape in
seven seconds to make it fit into an ending
we tried that for three days and
never got that right. (Song -POONEIL)

-

-

H( :: .Maybe I could set up the scene. Rick
farrard had produced their previous LP,
SURREALISTIC PILLOW .
AS: They hated it. Although it had two
hits in it, they hated it.
.

It had a lot of reverberation - super
reverb.
AS: That's it. They said it wasn't them
it sounded like it was done in a tunnel,
and they didn't care how many hits were
in it, they said they didn't want to work
with Rick again.
So RCA asked them if they'd like to
work with me and they said, "OK, we'll
give it a shot."
11( ::

H( :: You produced some of their LP'.c
starting in '67. 1 tended to favor B:IXTER'S3 over CROWN OF CREAT/O,V.4
AS: BAXTER'S took a long time. I liked

-

This was the album that really set
tltent up
it was the SERGEANT PEPPER era. Everyone had heard what the
Beatles had done on PEPPER - the Doors,
the Airplane. ,Vow when they came in to
you, did they say, "This is what PEPPER
sounds like, this is what the Beatles are
doing, we want the same think"?
AS: No. The important thing was that I
allowed them to make their music
that
was the discussion. They didn't know
anything about recording. It was their
third album, I didn't know a lot about
them, and I learned an awful lot in working with them as far as patience.
And some of the things they did were
done for shock value
not because they
actually believed in those things but because they wanted to become noticed and
looked at.
Each person would have his own song
and would act as co- producer with me.
But after awhile I was putting in so many
hours. With Eddie Fisher in the afternoons and singles and LP's for eight or
nine acts and the Airplane from nighttime
until early morning, it all became too
much. So I called the A &R head of RCA
in New York and told him about the long
hours and he said, "What do you mean
long hours? Truck drivers do it." So I
said, "Then go get yourself a truck driver,"
and handed in my resignation. This was
around CROWN OF CREATION (`68).
So I went independent. When the Airplane found out, they wanted me to continue working with them since there was
no one else they wanted to work with at
RCA. It became better for me mentally
and financially, and they continued to
ask me to work with them right on into
Hot Tuna. So we had a good rapport and
relationship.
11C:
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HC: Did you have a say in cutting the
disc- masters?
R-e/p 30

We Offer Our Complements

Modular tape components that complement
each other so you can design any customized
tape system you need. Heavy duty, reel -to -reel
or tape cartridge transports in one, two or four
channel configuration complemented by
separate record /play or play only electronics.

Your choice of tape speeds, options and
accessories including remote control.
You rarely see our tape components because
they work behind the scene. They work day
in, day out at broadcasting commercials or
monitoring spacecraft, activating machinery
and displays, playing background music,
repeating announcements or recording

scientific research data. They monitor the
speed of a train, record patrol car corrmunications or provide the roar of an amusement
park dinosaur. They record medical data, Icg
security information and emit high pitched
sound for warehouse rodent control. And they
serve as court recorders, in typing pools and
dial access systems. They work continuously.
When you design a custom tape system to
record, to monitor or to play, specify -eliab!e
Telex tape components. You'll collect the
compliments. With our complements
For detailed information please write:

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX.
COMMUNICATIONS,

INC.

9600 ALDRICH AVE SO
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN 55420 U S A
Europe: 22, rue da la Legion- dHonneur. 93200 St Denis. France
Canada: Telak Electronics. Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario
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I had to approve the level. We had to
submit the "right" tape and then RCA
just ran it.
When I was at RCA, if you submitted
a tape to be mastered, they cut it flat. If
it needed more high -end, you either had
to go back and make a copy of that tape
and add the high -end to it, or re -mix it.

AS:

HC: They wouldn't add it in the channel?
AS: No, sir. They just wouldn't because
they had to cut all over and they wanted
the tape to be perfect. That way there
would never be any complaints.
HC: I guess you kind of scooped everyone on this King Kong craze by using
part of the 1933 movie in their live LP,
BLESS ITS POINTED LITTLE HEAD.
AS: Right. They were showing the end of
the film before the Airplane came on, so
we had this audience reaction to all this
and we decided to use the line from the
film, "It wasn't the airplane
it was
beauty that killed the beast." (Chuckles)
So I thought that was good and left it
in.
That was another good thing about
our relationship. If I had an idea, they'd
be willing to try it. If they had an idea,
I'd be willing to try it. Nobody was ever
against anything. We all really worked
hard, and obviously they've got something going for them because they've
been around 10 -12 years.

wanted that big, big sound. We only had
little amp in the studio, but Heider's
had this room they weren't finished constructing. So we took his big bass amps
and put them in the other room so he
could turn them up to 10 and wouldn't
bother anyone else. Another thing was
that since Heider's was so new at the
we were one of the first groups to
time
go in there we had to take a lot of time
experimenting with the room.
The Airplane did teach me a lot of patience like I say. I was always a nervous
person. I hate to waste money, I hate to
waste time, "C'mon, c'mon, let's get it
done." It's a good virtue, but sometimes
that's not always the way. You have to
look at their side of it
if they weren't
in the mood to perform
cause sometimes rushing it took us ten times longer.
a

-

-

-

-

HC: Did you find the same things when
you worked with Neil Young for ON
THE BEACH?
AS: Neil was more marathon sessions.
We'd start around 7 p.m. and work until
7 a.m. We'd have a lot of people like
Steve Stills and Graham Nash come down
and we'd have to stop what we were doing and string up other multi- tracks to let
the guys hear what was going on. So I
asked Neil to let me make some rough 1/4"
mixes for convenience. He liked those
mixes so much that that was what later
came out on the LP!
HC: Were they dry?
AS: Dry, 15 ips, no EQ, and I later talked
to Neil about it for an hour at my birthday party and almost begged him to let
me re -mix them. "Just let me have a day."

-
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IIC: .11aybe I could name some tracks
from BAXTER'S and you could explain
the involvement: TIVO IIE;I DS AS: Grace wrote that. It was great. The
idea to do the double vocal thing was
mine. We did it as an overdub, both done
at different times. She hadn't heard the
other while she was doing one so it was
unplanned. It seemed to work. %Ve
thought it was going to be a smash single, but it was released as a 'B' -side.
The first single I put out with them was
POON 1:11..

RCA 77
AKCi 451
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//C: .mother one I liked thal was another song I was ,going lo mention: TM:
1'ul' .I NI) .11E .I.\'I) l'0011:1
\'EIL.
AS: That was one of my favorites, mostly written by Paul (Iantner) who was
very underrated as a contributor of song
ideas, like NIARTIIA3 for instance.
love that.
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HC: Another song 1 was going to mention. Those are 7ny favorite three.
AS: When we mixed l'OONEIL, there
were so many changes and mixes and
vocal balances, we had to mix it in six
or seven different sections. On the vocals we used 1r67's.
1IC: llore about I'01.1'. \'7EERS?
AS: When we went to Wally Ieider's in
San Francisco, we had a few problems on

VOLUNTEERS. Jack Casady
R-e/p 32

(bassist)

U 67
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He said no, he liked them the way they
were. And my argument was that, "You
can always use those but I think I can

make them sound better and more state of- the -art." But there was nothing in the
world I could do to change his mind. I
even think the (lacquer) masters were cut
flat off the tape.
Another thing, we set the orchestra
up orchestra, it was three guys in like
a living room with dim lights so we could
barely see. Rusty Kershaw (Doug's brother), who is a magnificent guitar player,
was playing while drinking and had had a
few. The thing was going along really nice
and all of a sudden we'd come to the
acoustic guitar solo, and it would disappear! I'd be cranking up the pot and
getting room noise and I'd look out into
the studio through those dim lights and
couldn't see what was wrong. Finally I
snuck out into the studio and found that
as he would come forward to play, he
would push the mike aside

-

-

...

Recording quality that
speaks
itself
Two things make Scully's
284B -8 unique. First, it's the
only master recorder /reproducer
of its class that handles
14" reels at speeds up to 30 ips.
The second unique feature is
the fact that it's made by the
leading supplier of professional
recorders ... Scully.

Scully speaks for itseif through
more than 200 Scully sales and
service dealers worldwide.
For the Scully dealer nearest
you, contact Scully Recording
instruments, Division of
Dictaphone Ccrp., 475-R Ellis Street,
Mountain View, California 94043
(415) 968 -8389 TLX 34 -5524

*Scully

Recording Instruments

HC: (laughter)
AS: he did that to me two or three times
just push it out of the way and play.
They had to carry him home he was so
out of it.
Most of the good material we got was
in the first few hours. After we ate, it

-

-

was just

'Shown with Varisync
accessory.

... just ...

NC: downhill from there.
AS: But Neil was great, he kept it together.

¡IC: I was always curious about the Streisand sessions you and Tommy were involved in for THE WAY WE WERE. The
three top songs for me off the LP were
THE WAY WE WERE, SOMETHING SO
RIGHT, and ALL IN LOVE IS FAIR. I
understand there were two different versions of THE WAY - the film soundtrack
version and the LP version.
AS: We did four things I think, of which
only three went into the album. That was
also all live
there were no overdubs.
First of all I went and found a U49,
which I knew was the microphone she
really liked, so when she saw that she was
really comfortable.
We got an earphone mix quickly on
the session and then she wanted echo in
the earphones and we couldn't do it
the way it was set up. We just could not.

-

-

HG: Not even any "slap "?
AS: I think that would have bothered her
more
she was looking for an echo ef-

...

fect to fill out the cans. Another thing
that upset her occurred in the first rundown. I always record the first run -down
cause it might be good you never know.
While I was adjusting the faders, the maintenance man at United -Western was trying to adjust the limiter on her and as he
was getting it set, she hit some peaks that
were just killers and the limiter just
sshoomp
it was 30 dB and you could
hear it suck. So she came into the control

-

...
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room and wanted to hear it and I wasn't
nuts about playing it back because I knew
those things were there. I hit the playback and she knew right away: "You're
using a limiter on me? It's terrible ", and
this and that. So I think my comment to
her was, "Look, you don't always do it
right the first time. Give us a shot, too."

said, "The sound of my voice is magnificent. It's just beautiful -- I love it -- it's
great." She was very pleased and happy.
Most guys wouldn't record the first
take but me and Tommy have worked so
long together, we automatically do it. We
were there about 15 hours straight with
all those musicians also.

11C: Now did she take that?
AS: She took it not badly
get crazy or anything

1/C: With about 40 people?
AS: 40, 42, 44. Some of those cuts in the
album were done in the 1960's, too.

...

-

she

didn't

ANaybe because you stood up to her
and she accepted it on that (gestures) pro fessiun -lo- profession basis.

NC:

AS: Right. So then she went in and
think on the fourth take we played back
again. When she came in and heard the
fourth take after we had it together she

/ /C: In the can all that time?
AS: Yeah, But when we went in to mix,
Tommy told them the only way he would
60's cuts
be involved was to mix it all
so it would
with the new stuff we did
all sound like it was done at one time,
which they gave us the OK to do. Some

-

-

The Live Reverb Chamber
From TAPCO

of the stuff was done on 8- track, some of
it wasn't marked, we had to figure out
which vocal tracks to use. Then Barbra
and Jon (Peters) came down to listen and
the only thing was that
they loved it
we used a different ending on THE WAY
WE WERE for the single.

-

1/C: Then there are three versions: the
Jilin soundtrack, LP track, and single track.
AS: Right. The single version and the LP
versions are different in that the endings
are different. There were no marks. no
one had left us any information on any of
these things to pick the right endings. So
when she heard it on the radio two
months after it was out, we got a phone
call from her, but there was nothing we
could do at that point.
She has an incredible memory. When
we worked on BUTTERFLY. she'd call
me on the phone. and sing endings to me.
She'd say, "I did this on take one, I did
this on take four." Great memory when it
comes to what she's done musically. And
ever.
doesn't sing badly

-

That's what impressed me about
those acts 1 mentioned on the 1.1': the
selection of material, the execution, and
the technical end - cause 1 was never
much of a Streisand fan before that.
AS: Well, one of the violin players who I
respect a great deal said, "Look, God just
11(.:

came down and kissed her on the throat.
It's like a bell." Her intonation is just incredible, but she's a little intimidating. I'd
have to think twice if she asked me to
work with her again.

How did you gravitate back into
being away
engineering after five years
from the board and into A&R?
'AS: Tommy l.ipuma
we've been friends
asked me to come in and overfor ages
dub a couple of things on Dave Mason
(ALONE TOGETHER LP) which Bruce
Botnick had originally started. said OK.
Then he asked me if I would mix it, and
11C:

-

We designed features into our
two -channel Tapco 4400
Reverberation System that, quite
literally, give you the electromechanical equivalent of a live
reverb chamber. Innovations
that make our 4400 a more usable
reverb at a more reasonable
price include: Bi -Level Peak
Sampling circuits and Dual

Differential Constant Current

drive circuitry that minimize the
"spring slap" associated with
other reverbs, and smooth out any
reverb irregularities. AutoPad®
gain controls match the 4400 to
any audio equipment. Reverb
Drive Meters let you constantly
monitor your signal level for
optimization of performance.
The four -band Reverberation
Equalizer, with specially selected
center frequencies, allows you

to synthesize a reverb that is
indistinguishable from the reverb
quality you get in nearly any size
room. Input Mute permits
you to conveniently evaluate
the reverb decay by itself.
These features are unique
and they'll work for you!
The reverb quality of any brand
has to be heard to be completely
assessed. So lend an ear. Hear
and compare the 4400 at your
Tapco dealer.
The Tapco 4400 Reverberation
System goes for only $389.00
suggested pro net. Nothing has
been eliminated except the price!

-
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said to him, "Gee, Torn, I haven't done
any mixing in so long and I don't know if
I could do it any justice." He said, "Try
it. I think you could do it." And 1 didn't
want to embarrass myself and embarrass
but I
him by saying it's not working
ended up saying OK again. Fortunately it
I was just thrilled
carne out fantastic

-

-

with it.
Would you favor that one over
BREEZIN' as jar as mixing?
AS: Ah ... different time, different place,
1/C:

different studio, 'The difference was,
BREEZIN' was done in 9 days - start to
finish. Three days to record it, three days
to mix it, and three days for acetates and
that sort of stuff. It was quick, really
quick.

775 4411
!
For more information write or call Larry Parypa. TAPCO. 405 Howell Way. Edmonds. WA 98020 1.206
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We did eight things, six of which went
into the album, but out of the eight
things, five were the first take. The vocal
on THIS MASQUERADE was 'take one'

-

that was it. We went on and did extra
takes and the sound got better on some
of the things, but we never got that
so we went back and
"feeling" again
used that first take.

-

HC: So by the time the technical end was
there, the feeling was gone?
AS: Right. People don't buy records for
the technical end. Certain buffs do but

-

most people buy for the feeling of the
how it makes them feel. That's
record
what's important. I've seen engineers say,
"I've gotta do one more, I've gotta do
one more, I've gotta do one more cause
this wasn't right, that wasn't right."
Hey, the hell with it. If the record feels
good, if it sounds right, if the producer
that's it. You
and everybody's happy
accept having something not sound
exactly the way you would want it to
sound. You have to give up a little of that
ego and say, "That's not important
to the record." I've seen a lot of producers and engineers go past the "feeling"
time and time again and wear the thing
down.

-

KLARK-TEKNIK
EQUALS
THE SOUND OF TODAY

-

HC: How did the George Benson - Tommy Lipuma - Al Schmitt association
come about?
AS: Tommy and I were in a cab in San
Francisco going to record some Dan
Hicks I think, and all of a sudden we see
this marquee that says "George Benson ".
He's one of my favorites and one of
Tommy's favorites, so we went in and
caught his act. That was the first time I
heard him sing
it knocked us out. At
that time he was signed to CTI, so when
he signed to Warners Tommy was going
to produce and Tommy asked me if I'd
like to work on it and I said, "Are you
kidding? Sure, I'd love to. It'd be a labor
of love." And I knew it would be one
of those things where it would all come
off at once. So it was nice. We had great
musicians: Ralph McDonald played on it,
Harvey Mason (drums), ,Jorge Dalto
(keyboards), Ronnie Foster on keyboards, Stanley Banks (bass), and one of
my favorites
Phillip Upchurch (rhythm
guitar)
who set some of the moods and
got a lot of the feeling going he's great,

-

-

Up until now, whether you tried to equalize your control
room or contour your sound system for a concert hall, the
end result was an increase in distortion. That was yesterday.
Klark - Teknik equalizers are built for today, for tomorrow.
Uncompromised. Unequaled. If your livelihood depends on
good clean sound, depend on us. After all, if you're using
yesterday's equipment, will you be ready for tomorrow?

SPECIFICATIONS:
Input Impedance: Unbalanced, 10K ohms nominal.
Output Impedance: Unbalanced, less than 10 ohms, short circuit protected.
Operating Level: -20 dBm to +24 dBm; input protection 60V RMS.
Center Frequency Accuracy: 12 %.
Calibration Accuracy: ±0.5 dB.
Frequency Response (controls flat): -0.5 dB 20Hz to 20kHz.
Output Clipping Point: +22 dBm into 600 ohms load.
Distortion: Less than 0.01% ... 1kHz at +4 dBm into a 600 ohm load;
less than 0.05% ... 20Hz to 20kHz at +18 dBm into a 600 ohm load.
Equivalent Input Noise: Less than -90 dBm unweighted, 20Hz to 20kHz.
:
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-

-

fantastic.

JIG: flow did you go about screening

studios?
AS: Well, we'd been working a lot at Capitol with that nice echo chamber and
Tommy likes it there. They seem to give
us almost anything we want in equipment,
it's a nice -size room and we could fit the
people in it.
As far as the lay -out, we had the drums
and then everybody on risers around
they
them, so everybody was so close
could almost reach out and grab everybody's hand. Benson was facing the
drummer, the piano was wide -open, the
bass -player was facing rthe drummer. So
everybody could hear well nobody really

-

-

KLARK-TE Km K

THE
SOUND
OF
TODAY

For more information write or a3 /l:
Hammond Industries Inc., Klark -Teknik Division
155 Michael Drive, Syosset, New York 11791 (516) 364 -1900
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needed earphones. Although we did have
some, most of the time they didn't use

them.
{IL': flow did you like 67'c for the bass?
AS: The U67's are fantastic. They're a
much better mike than the 87. But I use
the 87's on a lot of things. They sound
better when they're open all the way
around (pickup pattern) than when they're
only in the cardioid position. It gives you
a chance to get part of the room. I use it
in omni when I do an acoustic guitar or

horn.
The other ones I like a lot are the
AKG C12, and the (Neumann) SM69
stereo mike in the M -S pattern for overdubbing strings.
a

HG: You talked about the sessions themselves - the general "feel': Were there
any problems?
AS: Little problems with the bass.
Is this acoustic or electric bass now?
AS: This is electric. Also a lot of engineers came down. As a matter of fact,
Hank Cicalo came down, and once people started to hear what was going on, it
was kind of an underground thing that
"Benson was in town recording and it
was really happening" and sometimes at
the end of sessions there would he 20
people coming down to sit in the studio
while we were playing -back.

So the only minor things were bass
things.
AS: \Nell, another thing happened. I put
up a mike because I thought we were
going to overdub his voice. So I stuck up
this cheap mike, a (EV) 666 and then we
realized we had this thing (performance)
that was great.
So on his next album (IN FLIGHT), I
wanted to use a better mike and he (Benson) wouldn't let me
even though it
might have sounded a little better to me.
He's a very superstitious person and in
fact he wanted the same studio, the same

-

engineer, the same personnel, the same
microphones. The important thing is as
long as he's comfortable. So I stuck it
(666) back up and it was fine. He had
that little thing of wanting to duplicate ...
11G: Success.
AS: . . . his success,

of course. In other
words, "Why change now ?" Even though
I knew an 87 or a 67 or whatever would
give me a better sound on his voice.

have a problem but we didn't. As 1 said,
the first take was it, I didn't even have a
chance to change microphones. We did a

couple more right after that but they
were so excited and so happy. Maybe I
was fortunate I used the 666 because it
kept a lot of the leakage out.
What about EQ and compression
while you were recording on the 666?
AS: I didn't use any EQ at all and I
used about 2 dB of limiting
as a matter
of fact, I don't even think we had the
limiter in while we recorded. I think we
limited when we mixed. But there are
spots on the record where it sounds like
he's being limited, but he's not. It's the
666 and he moves his head a lot. When
he moves out of range, it sounds like it's
being "pulled ". But I say again, the important thing is that it feels good and it's
com fortable.
I never thought I'd win a Grammy for
it, to be honest with you, but I wasn't
ashamed of it. I thought it sounded aw11G:

-

fully nice.
the original intent to do the vocals as a "scratch- track "?
AS: See, I didn't know at first and when
put a 666 up there, I assumed we'd probably do the vocals over because I thought
they would he playing some hard things
and they're sitting right in the middle
with no baffles around him at all and
Was

1

everybody was so close.

I

thought we'd

Next to your Oscilloscope, perhaps the most
powerful test instrument you can own.

Did you expect it to gel nominated?
AS: No I didn't . . those things are so
much a matter of luck at times. There are
lot of good -sounding albums that
a
shouldn't necessarily have to be popular
to win a Grammy for best -engineering.
The good -sounding albums that never get
brought to the attention of the people
11G':
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Swept sine wave frequency response plot of the recipricai
action of a low frequency equalizer The small negative
spikes are markers at 6211z. 1 kHz and 6kHz. The amplitude
window between the top and bottom reference lines is 30áB.
the horizontal avis is log 20Hz to 20k14z.

Amber model 4400 Multipurpose Audio Test Set
US list $3650

Oscnoscope not ncklded

The Amber model 4400 Multipurpose Audio
Test Set
powerful, comprehensive test
instrument combining in o single package
olmost all the test and measurement facilities
needed for professionol audio testing.
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Use it to

plot the frequency response of o
tope recorder, o microphone or o speaker.
Look of the slope chorocteristics of a filter or
equalizer. Equalize o monitor system,
measure the crosstalk in o console, check
the gain of an amplifier or plot the phase
response of o preomp -the 4400 will give
you a fast, concise and accurate picture of
the performance of o piece of equipment.
It incorporates a function generator with
low sine wove distortion, 10 octave log
Amber Eléctro Design Limited
1064 Golf Rood

amber
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Montreal Conodo H3E 1H4
Teo. (514) 7
odo
Telex. 05-245451

sweeper, tone burst generator, noise generator and high power (over 1-00 dBm) output
amplifier. It has on outo-ronging digital
dßm meter with over 150 dB measurement
range, o frequency counter, o multifunction
filter that con be used os o spectrum analyser
and four digital memories that give you X Y
frequency and phase response plots on any
non -storage oscilloscope.

Frequency response of the speaker and room in a monitor
system The top trace. wan 40d6 wtnddw between reference
Unes. is before equalization. the bottom trace after equalization The source was pink noise and the plots were mane
using the spectrum analysis mode wan a Mroctave bandwidth

A fantastic time saver both in new product

development and regular equipment
maintenance. If you're involved in professionol audio acoustics, studio equipment,
tope recorder maintenance, whatever
find out what the incredible Amber 4400 can
do for you.
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who are on the (Grammys) board just
seem to go by the wayside. One in particular was the Dave Mason album
(ALONE TOGETHER), which I thought
was a phenomenal album. But in those
days they were afraid to give it to anything that was over- dubbed. Over -dubbing
wasn't considered engineering.

¡IC: I noticed you used (Ampex) 407
which is I mil.
AS: Yeah, on BREEZIN' and on IN
FLIGHT also. With George, when they
get burnin', they just keep playing. The
song may run 61/2 minutes one time and
you'll do take 2 and that may run 11 minutes. So once they got cookin', no one
wanted to stop them and rather than take
a chance and run out of tape, we used the
mil and it worked out fine.
1

IIC: How did you handle the strings?
AS: This is called, "Get your shit together" (laughs). We sent 71/2 ips of ref tapes
over to (conducter) Claus Ogerman after
we were done so he could do the arrangements. So we decided that because they
had such great string players in Munich,
we would record them there. Well, we
had this studio booked, I can't remember
the name of it, and we went over the
arrangements with Claus. Then myself
and Tommy flew to Paris for a couple of
days while Claus worked out the arrangements. The next day we were going to
record at 7 p.m. and we had 39 -40
players who were going to show up.
So I brought the four 2" reels I had been
guarding with my life, carrying them
around, and we got to the studio and it's
incredible. All the equipment is fantastic,
everything was so modern. They had their
playback panel in a drawer you pull the
drawer out. If you even wanted to EQ
your playback, you could -- it was
magnificent. So I looked over at the tape
machine and it's a Telefunken, and all of
a sudden my mind does a little skip. The
only other time I had an experience with
a Telefunken was when I was doing some
mastering and the machine only ran 7'/s5, while I had a 30 ips tape resulting in
the guy having to bring another machine
in. So now we asked these people, "Is it
30 ips ?" and they said, "Oh, no."

-

1

IIC:

So you had 30 ips -2 inch.
AS: We had 30 ips -2 inch and all they
could do was 15, and here we had 40
musicians coming up. So Claus says the
only other studio is Musicland. We called
them and Giorgio (owner) is there working on his stuff. Fortunately he didn't
have an outside client. So we practically

If you think our
Stereo Synthesizer is just
for old mono records...
... you don't know what you're missing!

Applications of the 245E Stereo Synthesizer
are limited only by your imagination:
In the recording studio, you can

save tracks by recording strings, horns, or drums on
a single track and spreading them in the mix
create stereo depth from synthesizers, electronic
string ensembles, and electric organ
create a stereo echo return from a mono echo
chamber or artificial reverb generator
use one channel to create phasing effects
In broadcasting, you can

use it on announce mikes to create stereo depth
without an image that shifts every time the announcer
moves his head
synthesize mono material before recording it on
stereo cart: you'll minimize mono phase cancellation
use mono cart machines and synthesize the output:
you'll eliminate mono phase cancellation entirely
create an audience -pleasing stereo effect from mono
agency spots and network feeds
The 245E is a fundamentally different, patented way of creating stereo
space. Its sound is distinct from panpotted point sources or stereo effects synthesized with digital delay lines. It's a dramatic, highly listen able sound that's fully mono- compatible -just add the channels to get
the original mono back. At $327, it belongs in everyone's bag of tricks.
(If you get bored, you can always process old mono records into
pseudo- stereo).
For further information, see your local Orban /Parasound dealer or
write us direct.

orben/perosound
680 Beach Street, San Francisco, Ca. 94109 (415) 673 -4544

-

threw him out of his own studio
what
it boiled down to was we wouldn't let
him say 'no'.
Now we get in this room, and when I
you stand on your
tell you the ceiling
tippy toes and out -stretch your hand
you could touch this ceiling. I had three
flutes in a vocal booth because it's the

-

-

The Orban /Parasound 245E Stereo Synthesizer
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continued

-

IIC: Now what sort of music was Giorgio
doing?
AS: He's the guy that does the Silver
Convention -Donna Summer stuff.

.

I could put them. I couldn't
put anybody in any conventional set up. I
had people bending around corners,
everyone was so close together, there
weren't enough music stands, not enough
lights, there were no earphones. The only
person with earphones was Claus. He
conducted the whole thing, which is a
tribute to him. I thought the session was
a disaster but I went into the room and
he said, "What do you think ?" I said,
"Look, we're going to have to pay for the
musicians anyway. I don't think it's
going to come off hut let's try it anyway
we've got nothing to lose."

only place

Symphonic disco.
AS: Yeah, but all little six string things,
four violins. But the room was really
small.
I /C:

/IC: Do they have only the one studio
there?
AS: Only the one. Also the equipment
was kind of strange
out -dated. There
were two meters on the board. If I wanted to see what the violins were doing, I
had to throw a switch to l to read what

-

SAY WHEN!
audio industries knows that in today's
competitive studio business, client requirements demand
immediate action ...your clients won't wait...
you shouldn't have to- that's why-

audio industries
delivers from
stock!

Now! AIC has all models of the widely
acclaimed MCI Multi -track Recorders
and MCI Consoles in stock and

available today.
They are on our floor now, made
session ready* by AIC's factory trained
team of MCI specialists... Ready today to
start producing platinum.
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will convince you:
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(213) 851 -4111.

"SESSION READY" did you know that all MCI recorders
and consoles are first assembled
tested
and QC'd and then
operated at the factory before shipment
then, re- calibrated
re -QC'd
and test operated again, before delivery to AIC's
customer
that's SESSION READY!

0
1419

:-

........

are great people to do business with- just one call

*

...
-

...

...
...

...

audio industries corporation
pro -audio in the golden west

LA BREA AVENUE

track one was doing, #2 to read what's
on track two JIG: 16- rotary position?
AS: Right. You couldn't see them all at a
glance.

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 90028

-

(213) 851 -4111
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IIC: Two meters and take your pick.
AS: That's it. Also the musicians had
worked all day playing on a symphony,
then they came in to do this. By 1 a.m.
we had four things done
there were
supposed to be six
and they couldn't
work anymore. They were ready to fall
down. We couldn't get the studio the
next day. There was nowhere to go, so we
finally decided to call London to see if
we could get in there.
We got in there on a Sunday morning.
We did two long things and we did two of
the (LP) introductions. It was a big beautiful hall (CTS: soundstage) with Tannoy

-

-

speakers, plenty of room, plenty of facilities with Neve and Studers, and great
help.
!IC: Was it a problem getting in on a
weekend?
AS: No, it was amazing, and there they
pay the musicians at the end of the session. We had great musicians. The contractor is called "the fixer ". They also
put up these little tiny speakers in front
of each guy.
IIC: Like five- inchers for foldback?
AS: Yeah, and we adjusted those so each
guy could hear exactly what was going
on. We didn't get much leakage and it
worked out OK. So we were in London
for about 24 hours.

People talk about Grammy award records. Well, sure I would have liked to
have done the strings at Capitol, but this
was something we had no control over
it just happened that way. When we were
at Captiol with the strings (IN FLIGHT)
and I had the room and space, I could use
the M -S stereo mike to get that spread effect so that the strings would appear to
he positioned left but there was a lot of
bleeding and leakage to the right side and
the same thing with the low strings to
eliminate that violins left, violas right.
Just to eliminate that total isolation.

-

¡IC: It seems strange to me when I hear it
with that total isolation.
AS: I hate it! But the room for the
BREEZIN' strings was so small I had to
bleed it in the mix with echo, etc.

IIC: It seems like you assigned all of your
strings to one of the stereo buss' on some
things. (BREEZIN')
AS: On some things. What I tried to do
was spread them as much as I could: violins on one side, violas and celli on the
other, flutes kinda' centered and spread.
But in the rooms we worked in, there
was no room to use stereo microphones.
There was no space to put a mike up to

get room ambience, all we got was the
sound off the instrument. The mikes
couldn't have been far from the instrument 2-21/2' cause that's all we could do.
We just made -do with it.
Again I say, the album has sold 2 mil-

lion copies, it won a Grammy, it was

record of the year

-

AS: The expense was nothing -- not even
70 hours. We mixed it in no time at all about two days.
But George got rich, he deserves it.
He's only been another 20 -year overnight
sensation, struggling for years and years.

...

And netted ... netted a lot of money
with only nine days of recording expen11(::

-

DISCOGRAPHY REFERENCE AL SCHMITT
['Grammy Wins)
1(P) As Producer)

TITLE
JAZZ SUITE ON
THE MASS TEXTS

1.

2.

ARTIST
Lalo Schifrin

U.S.

B

B

Henry Mancini

RCA 1962

AFTER BATHING
AT BAXTER'S IP)

B

The Jefferson

RCA 1967

CROWN OF CREATION (P)

B

STUDIO

HATARI

3.

4.

LABEL & DATE

RCA 1965

Airplane
The Jefferson

RCA 1968

Airplane
5.

THE WAY WE WERE

6.

ON THE BEACH (PI

7.

BREEZIN'

8.

IN FLIGHT

H,A

Barbara Streisand

Columbia 1973

Neil Young

Warners 1974

D,G

George Benson

Warners 1976

D

George Benson

Warners 1977

E

HOLLYWOOD SOUND, Hollywood
RCA, Hollywood
WALLY HEIDER, San Francisco
D CAPITOL, Hollywood
E - SUNSET SOUND, Hollywood
F WALLY HEIDER, Hollywood
G CTS, London & MUSICLAND, Munich
H UNITED /WESTERN, Hollywood

STUDIOS: A

B
C

-

-

-

-

Equalized NATURAL SOUND AMBIENCE

1 A

et

...

the 'Super C' Master -Room

y

l

A

0

I)

A
Sound Columns not shown

True Natural Sound Ambience characteristics have made Master -Room the chamber preferred by
"Masters of the Recording Art" throughout the world. Go east or west, from Memphis to Moscow
you will find Master -Room in the finest of studios and with the best of groups on the road.
'Super C' models combine this exceptional performance with effective equalization controls.
Each fully independent stereo channel features variable decay, separate reverb /direct (dry signal)
mix controls, and provides the typical smooth response (without the necessity for limiting) that has
made Master -Room the number one choice in performance.
Originators of the Natural Sound
Reverberation Chamber.

(214) 352 -3811
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MICMIX Audio Products, Inc.
2995 Ladybird, Dallas, TX 75220
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. RECOGNITION 1976
RECORD OF THE YEAR
illl-'t.
AL SCHMITT, assist
t_ 11

Pp

Ha..
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i

-

-

-Masterrin ,

Don Henderson

Toienry Litnntta
Capitol Records, Holly:.
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--

d by

Sax, Mast..rinn Lai

l

,

H
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THIS MASQUERADE George Benson
-

ALBUM OF THE YEAR
GARY OLAZABEL & JOHN FISCHBACH,
assiat,d by Dave Hi iunn
Producer
- Stevie Wonder
Studio
Crystal, Hollywood
The Hit Fat tory, New York City,
Ris ()RI Plant, Sausalito, California
Dise -Mastering- Andrew Berliner & Jeff Sanders,
Crystal, Hollywood
- SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE
Stevie Wonder

-

PRODUCER OF THE YEAR
STEVIE WONDER
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE
POP VOCAL

-

Engineers

Producer
Studio

FEMALE
Val Garay, assisted by Greg Ladanyi

VOCAL

Engineers

Engineers

Peter Asher
--

Disc- Mastering
POP

-

COUNTRY VOCAL

-

-

- MALE
-

Sound Factory, Hollywood
Bernie Grundman, A &M, Hollywood
HASTEN DOWN THE WIND - Linda Ronstadt
Gary Olazabel & John Fischbach,
assisted by Dave Henson

Producer

Stevie Wonder

Studio

Crystal, Hollywood
The Hit Factory, New York City
Record Plant, Sausalito, California
Andrew Berliner & Jeff Sanders,
Crystal, Hollywood
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE

Disc -Mastering

Producer
Studio
Disc -Mastering

FEMALE
Brian Ahern, Stuart Taylor, Bradley Hartman,
Miles Wilkinson, and Rudolf Hill
Brian Ahern
The Enactron Truck (remote)
Rudolf Hill, Amigo Studios, North Hollywood
ELITE HOTEL - Emmylou Harris (album)

-

COUNTRY VOCAL

MALE
Bill Harris, Al Pachucki, Chuck Seitz
- Tom Collins & Jack D. Johnson
- RCA, Nashville
Randy Kling, RCA, Nashville
//'MM STAND BY MY WOMAN MAN
Ronnie Milsap (single)

Engineers
Producers

Studio

-

Disc -Mastering

-

Stevie Wonder

VOCAL

-

DUO, GROUP OR CHORUS
Engineers
Wayne Tarnowski, assisted by Tom Likes
(Armin Steiner)
Producer
James William Guercio
Studio
Caribou Ranch, Nederland, Colorado
United- Western, Hollywood
Disc- Mastering
Doug Sax, Mastering Lab, Hollywood
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW - Chicago

POP

POP

-

Studio
Disc- Mastering
R &B VOCAL

-

-

-

Studio
Disc- Mastering

-

-

Sam Phillips Recording, Memphis

Larry Nix, Ardent, Memphis
THE END IS NOT IN SIGHT (THE COWBOY TUNE) - Amazing Rhythm Aces

-

Recording, Chicago
Westlake Audio, Los Angeles
Wally Traugott, Capitol, Hollywood
SOPHISTICATED LADY (SHE'S A DIFFERENT LADY) - Natalie Cole

COUNTRY INSTRUMENTAL
Engineers
- Bill Vandervort, assisted by Mike
Shockley and Ray Butts
Producer
- Chet Atkins
Studio
- RCA, Nashville
Disc- Mastering
Randy Kling, RCA, Nashville
CHESTER & L ESTER - Chet Atkins,
Les Paul (a /hum)

-

PS

Disc- Mastering

-

MALE

Engineers

-

Producer

Studio
Disc- Mastering

VOCAL

Tommy Lipuma
Capitol Records, Hollywood
Doug Sax, Mastering Lab, Hollywood
BREEZIN' George Benson (album)
Paul Serrano & Steve Hodge
Chuck Jackson & Marvin Yancy

Studio

VOCAL

Al Schmitt, assisted by Don Henderson

FEMALE

Engineers
Producers

R &B

- Barry "Byrd" Burton
- Barry 'Byed" Burton

Engineer
Producer

INSTRUMENTAL

Engineers
Producer

R &B

- DUO OR GROUP

COUNTRY VOCAL

-

Gary Olazabel & John Fischbach, assisted
by Dave Henson
Stevie Wonder
The Hit Factory, New York City
Crystal, Hollywood
Record Plant, Sausalito, California
Andrew Berliner & Jeff Sanders,
Crystal, Hollywood
l WISH - Stevie Wonder (track)

-

DUO, GROUP OR CHORUS
- Jim Vitti, Reggie Dozier, & Ellis "Pete Bishop
- Don Davis
Studio
- United Sound, Detroit
ABC Records, Los Angeles
Disc- Mastering - Phil Cross, ABC Records, Los Angeles
- YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A STAR
(TO BE IN MY SHOW) Marilyn McCoo,
Billy Davis, Jr.
Engineers
Producer

-

JAZZ SOLOIST
Engineer
Producer

-

Studio
Disc -Mastering

-

Bob Simpson
Norman Granz
RCA, New York City
Richard Simpson, RCA, Hollywood
BASIE & ZOOT - Count Basie (album)

JAZZ GROUP
Engineers
Producer

Bernie Kirsh, assisted by Michael Frondelli
Chick Corea
Electric Lady, New York City
Bob Ludwig, Sterling, New York City
THE LEPRECHAUN - Chick Corea

Studio
Disc- Mastering

JAZZ BIG BAND
Producer
Disc- Mastering

-

Duke Ellington (1959, 1971, 19721
Richard Simpson, RCA, Hollywood
THE ELLINGTON SUITES
Duke Ellington

Compiled by Howard Cummings

* Addendum; sec page 109
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EQUALIZATION ANALYZER

New! Equalization analyzer...

Balance a system...ßalance a budget.
Quick and accurate adjustment of
sound system frequency response
is finally within the reach of
most budgets. The Shure M615AS
Equalization Analyzer System
is a revolutionary breakthrough
that lets you "see" room
response trouble spots in sound
reinforcement and hi-fi systems without bulky equipment, and at a
fraction of the cost of conventional
analyzers.
The portable, 11 -pound system
(which includes the analyzer,
special microphone, accessories,
and carrying case) puts an
equal- energy -per- octave "pink
noise" test signal into your sound

system. You place the microphone
in the listening area and simply
adjust the filters of an octave
equalizer (such as the Shure SR107
orM610) until the M615 display
indicates that each of 10 octaves
are properly balanced. You can
achieve accuracy within ± I dB,
without having to "play it by ear."
Send for complete descriptive
brochure ÁL558.

TECHNICORNER
The M615 Analyzer's display contains
20 LEDs that indicate frequency
response level in each of 10 octave
hands from 32 Hz to 16.000 Hz.
A rotary hillo envelope control adjusts
the HI LED threshold relative to the LO
LED threshold. At minimum setting.
the resulting frequency response is
correct within ± I dB. Includes input
and microphone preamplifier overload
LEDs. A front panel switch selects
either flat or "house curve"
equalization.
The ES615

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada:

Omnidirectional Analyzer

Microphone (also available separately)
is designed specifically for equalization
analyzer systems.

H SI--IURE

A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS, MICROPHONES, SOUND SYSTEMS AND RELATED CIRCUITRY.
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the selection_ nominating_votinq process-

How GRAMMYS are Won!

"

winner

(1)

********-Ar*********

voting for nominees (5)
* *** * ********** ********** **
voting for pre nominations (268)
*****************************-Ar*********
(x)
s
e
i
n
t r
T
e
4,
I I
******
********************** Nk
**********
The recording team, after multiple
mike set -ups, "takes ", delays, upsets, revisions, mixes, and test pressings, finally
realizes the day when their creation is
borne from the recording studio to disc,
and finally into the world.
Critical success and sales may follow
and if they should happen to be so lucky,
that attention that will result in acclaim
a GRAMMY nominafrom one's peers
tion.
But there may be questions in the
minds of some of those who transform
that recorded sound into feeling and emoand even in the minds of those
tion
who follow the process closely. What are
the workings of the GRAMMY procedure? Who votes and how are the final
winners determined? And, specifically:
How are the engineering entries handled? As a result of these questions, this
article will attempt to explain that process. Most of the discussion is devoted to
the GRAMMYS in general, and the nonclassical engineering category in specific.
First of all, some of the ground rules
should be layed out.
NARAS (The National Academy of
Recording Arts and Science), is made up
of seven chapters situated in the cities
of Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,
Memphis, Nashville, Atlanta, and New
York City. Each chapter is composed of
active members who have participated
creatively in the field of recording in
some way, shape or form, whether it be
in art design, arranging, engineering, etc.,
and these are the people who vote. Record
company chiefs (unless they are in a
creative capacity), marketing directors,

-

-

-

-
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Figure

1

GENERAL CATEGORIES:
1

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

Record of the Year
Album of the Year
Song of the Year
Best New Artist

SPECIALIZED CATEGORIES
1 -

2
3

-

Pop, Rock, Folk
Rhythm and Blues

- Country
4- Inspirational and Gospel

5

-

6

-

7

-

8

-

Ethnic, Traditional, and Latin
Children's, Comedy, Spoken Word,
Documentary, and Drama
Composing
Classical Music

CRAFT CATEGORIES:
Arranging
Engineering
- Album Covers
4 Album Notes
5 - Producer of the Year
6 - All Jazz Performances
1

2
3

-

-

-

promotion men, and the record companies themselves are not allowed to vote.
Only the individuals who have contributed
creatively to the minimum number of recordings receive ballots with which to
vote.
Feeling that NARAS members should
only vote in those categories with which
they are familiar, the National Trustees
set a limit on the number of creative fields
in which a member may vote. In round-

one of the voting, the round that determines the ultimate finalists, members can
vote in no more than five out of eight
Specialized fields. (See Figure 1) In the
final round, a member can vote in seven
of the fourteen areas (Specialized and
Craft combined). Each member can also
vote in all four of the General categories:
those of "Record of the Year ", "Album
of the Year ", "Song cf the Year ", and
"Best New Artist ".
THE VOTING STAGES
Pre -Nominations List: This is the list
that is the largest. The National office
sends entry forms to members and record
companies on which they list those entries
(in various categories) which they feel are
worthy of consideration in the first half
of the eligibility period.* Record companies are invited to submit entries at this
point ** because they are less likely to
overlook recordings that members may
miss. Screening committees (critics, reviewers, trade press, record company
members, and experts in various musical
fields) then refer to these entries to make
sure nothing gets left out. These entries
(sometimes totaling 5,000 in all three cat-

*The Eligibility Year of 1976 ran from
October 16, 1975 to September 30, 1976.
In 1977, this will be changed from October 1. 1976 to September 30, 1977 to
give (.'raft committees more time in
screening/selection.

record company does not enter
everything it has released during the year,
but they do provide 7 copies (one per
chapter) of everything entered.
* *A

after more than 100 installations
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Why "SON of 36 GRAND" is today's best
value
...when
were
these ads appeared
short
console
delivering numbers
106...and the claims
delivering serial numbers
.. both of
we
a few
years ago
and 38. Now, we are
105 and
made in these ads have cer inly borne the test of time! But, we would like to have you think of it this
way: These deliveries are additional
units of improvement, update, experience, refinement, and change. Yes, a
lot of this is the result of updated
component technology. (When we
find a better way to make "SON"
we immediately make those
18
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though, "SON OF 36 GRAND"
is still very much the produc
of perpetual progress talked
about in those early ads
...mostly because of the
great wealth of feedback
from so many of the in
stallations in the U.S.
and abroad where "SONS" are con timing to pay

the rent, day

after day, night after night,
after night... in recording studios... remote
vehicles...sound reinforcement systems. ..radio and television
studios ... theaters .. .
L+

When you consider
"SON OF 36 GRAND;' as we
sincerely hope you will,
either for a new project, or
when you are considering
upgrading, you will be capitalizing on the reliability, as well as the
operating experience of, perhaps, the largest club of owners of any single line of
recording console equipment. There can't be anything iffy about your choice. We will
be more than delighted to put you in contact with others whose requirements, similar
to yours, have been satisfied by "SON OF 36 GRAND:'

...and, amazingly, prices still start at less than 23 thou for 16 in, 16/24 out...for
real pro -console...
we would be delighted to tell you more... please call-

auditronics, inc.
P.O Box 126370 Memphis, Tenn 38104. 901/ 276 -6338
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egories) are then reviewed and added to
the Pre -Nominations List. In the event of
cross -over records, a committee decides by
majority vote where each belongs. This
national meeting takes place because of
the overlaps that may exist, for example,
between jazz, rhythm & blues, rock, and
even classical music. The voting in this
stage was completed for this year's awards
on November 1.
After the Pre -Nominations List has
been completed, copies are mailed to each
of the Academy's 4,000 active members.
On the list are those entries in the General and Specialized categories (but not in
the Craft categories). Here the members
are allowed to vote for as many as five selections in each of the four General categories and in five of the eight Specialized
fields. These ballots are then mailed to the
independent accounting firm of Haskins
& Sells in Los Angeles.
THE CRAFT NOMINATIONS
Entries in the Craft fields are not submitted to the general membership in the
first round of voting. These nominations
are handled by five -person committees in
each category in each chapter. These are

the people who vote on the various entries
in their particular craft. For example, the
arranging category is made up of arrangers
in that chapter, the album packaging committee is made up of art directors, design-

ers, photographers, and illustrators, and
the engineering categories* arc composed
of the engineers in that particular chapter.
These are the people who sift through the
hundreds of initial entries in their respective craft categories to nominate the recordings he or she feels are most artistically
creative and worthy of GRAMMY Award.

JUDGING CRITERIA FOR THE
ENGINEERING CRAFT
According to the Academy, the basic
criterion for the judging should be the
finished product
the recording itself.
Recognition of creativity in engineering is
also encouraged. Other factors such as
overdubbing, the number of tracks used or
the location or mode of recording become
secondary. Members are asked to consider
the overall mix, the quality of the sound
and the trueness of its reproduction all
the factors a recording engineer tries to
achieve in the recording process. What it
is said to come down to, is what is in the

-

-

grooves.

The quality of the pressing should of
itself have no bearing on a member's judgment of the engineering that went into the
recording. The Academy states that engineers should not be jeopardized because
of inept factory quality control.
Except where one or more tracks are
specifically indicated, any evaluation of a
long playing record should be made on

OCTAVE BAND ANAI.YZEA
FEATURES

Simultaneous display - TEN one octave bands -31.5 Hz to 16 kHz
Light Emitting Diode readout
Meets ANSI 1.11, Class II for
Fully calibrated in dBspl
Broadband
Octave Band Filter Sets
dBspl Line Input -calibrated in dBm Flat or A- weighted measurements Hand held- battery operated (rechargeable nickel-cadmium
Precision microphone, carrying case, noise generator,
cells)
battery charger included

APPLICATIONS
Sound system set -up
Noise surveys
Octave equalizer
adjustment
Speaker checkout
rn alignment
m surveys and
ker placement

ALSO: Active and passive
equalizers Other real time
analyzers
Dealer inquiries invited

R%3:*C
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Call or write today: WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
512/892-0752
Austin, Texas 78767

P.O. BOX 698
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the basis of the total record itself.
Engineering credits should not be the
committees concern. Whether one or two
or even six engineers were needed to create
the recording is not important. What is important is the finished product. The National Trustees are the ones who determine
who is entitled to receive A GRAMMY,
and this they do after consultation with
the recording companies and the recording's chief engineers.
Throughout both rounds of judging
each judge should function solely on his
own as a member of a national committee
composed of members from all NARAS
chapters. He votes as an individual representing his craft rather than his chapter.
THE JUDGING PROCEEDURE
Round I: After listening to all submitted records each judge lists his top 10
choices in order of preference on a ballot
supplied by the Academy. Afterwards, the
Academy in conjunction with Haskins &
Sells, tabulates all ballots on the basis of
10 points for the first choice down to one
point for the 10th choice. The Academy
then supplies to each committee, alphabatized lists of the top 10 choices of the
other committees, inter -mixed, so that no
committee votes on its own first round of
nominations, except for those selections
that have also been nominated by another

chapter.
Round I1: After listening to those selections nominated by the other chapters,
each judge lists in order of preference, his
five top choices on the second round ballot supplied by the Academy. The five
final nominations are then determined on
a basis of five points for the first choice
down to one point for fifth choice. The
five top selections become the finalists in
this category, to be voted on by the gereral membership.
All records are retained after the first
round, even those not selected by the local
committee, in order to have them on hand
for possible use in the second round of
voting.
Some committees have found that the
judging can become more objective if the
identities of the artist, engineer, and record
label are not divulged prior to the playing

of an entry.
We now proceed into industry member
comments. Responding are:
Fred Catero, of the Automatt, San
Francisco. Producer, engineer, and President of the San Francisco chapter of
NARAS. Grammy nominee in 1969.
Jay Cooper, Los Angeles entertainment attorney, NARAS National President.
Ray Moore, Classical recording engineer at Columbia Records, New York City.
Grammy winner: 1970, 1973, 1975, 1976.
George Simon, Special consultant to
NARAS, New York City. Author, producer.
*Classical and Non -Classical

We're narrow- minded,

price -conscious and
sticklers for quality.

Duncan's new Series 400 Slideline®
controls have a remarkably narrow 5/8"
width. This design not only saves you
will save you money.
space
Quality and performance have been
proven beyond
question. The element,
RESOLON conductive
plastic, has long-life
and low -noise characteristics that are recognized throughout the industry. In fact, RESOLON
has a seven -year, failure -free record in the audio /broadcast field.
Among other advantages unique to Series 400 are: extremely low
profile, linear and audio outputs, plus single or dual channels. Their
high- impact cases are durable, solvent- resistant plastic with built -in
moisture and dust seal. Offered in two
stroke lengths, Model 421 has a 23/4" woo
travel; Model 441 a 41/4" travel.
Terminals are solder type flat lugs,
'
41.4.4;
which accept quick- connect
T
receptacles. Models 422 and 442
Duncan Series 400
have printed circuit pins.
Temperature range 55°C to + 125°C. Conductive Plastic
In addition, internal SPST or DPST Slideline Controls
cue switches with GOLDPLATED CONTACTS are available with no
increase in package size. Center taps are available (linear units only).
These controls may be obtained with metric mounting (Series M4OO).
Call or write today for literature with complete information.
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GRAMMY PROCESS
continued...

Questions posed to the record companies: Of what importance are the
GRAMMYS to you and what sort of support do you give your artists once they
have been nominated?
Responding are: A &M Records, Hollywood; Capitol Records, Hollywood; and
Warner Brothers Records, Burbank.
BOB MERLIS: Publicity Director, 11'arner

Burbank
Brothers Records
We are nothing but exultant about the
number of nominations we have received
this year as opposed to previous years. As
far as support %ve give on behalf of the artists once they're nominated, there's no
real campaigning. %l'y're not going out and
breaking arms. If they win, it'll be on
their own merits. I don't think you'll see
any label-campaigning like the Academy
Awards where page upon page of ads in
'oriel y and Reporter occurs.
I
think the best thing to happen to
George Benson is he's got a hot new
abum at the same time as he's nominated
from his BRIE ZIN' album, which keeps
his name in the news. So he's doing his
best kind of electioneering, which is the
musical kind.
I

Ray Moore: How the thing was recorded
We had around 268 nominations (in
'live' vs. an overdub situation. It's not engineering) this year including albums,
the last word. Over the last three years I singles, and LP tracks. This is what we
may give a little extra "something" to a had to go through.
as
performance recorded that way
opposed to an overdub situation. That's Fred Catero: I'm a "purist" and in a way
only a frame of reference. Sometimes I have to fight that (being a purist). If I
engineers will give themselves away with buy a record of a 'live' concert, I want
some splices, or a change in ambience and everything in there: mistakes, distortion,
if it gets to be a little too quiet in a live' audience noises
everything. If that's
recording, you become skeptical. Given the way it happened, that's the way I
enough time, you can make things be- want to hear it. When I first started evaluobviously but ating records, if I heard a harpsichord
come what they're not
being in the business long enough, I know very loud above a rock ensemble, instantwhat can be done and what can't be done. ly it offended me because I felt it was so
At the Academy, they do not like to unnatural. There's no such thing as a
if it's in harpsichord being able to cut over a set
make any awareness of that
which / of drums or electric guitar amp. But then
the grooves, it's in the grooves
think is an old wives' tale. I think that I re- evaluated. I said, "They're not trying
was fine 10 years ago, but knowing what to re- create a true sound. They are using
you can do now, you have to think about the medium to do what the ear would
hone it was done. That's my opinion, not never hear in reality." Based on that, in
have voted for records which
the past
theirs.
Certainly if the album itself has got a were not well -engineered at all, but which
lot of different kinds of ensemble whe- contained so much engineering. I.ast year
ther overdub or 'live' -- and they've hand- I voted for a two -record set which soundled it well in my opinion, add a little ed bad from a sound point of view, but
extra weight to that, too. 11'hen there are voted on it because all the other albums
four instruments, and I have to compare were a one (mike) set -up thing. But this
that to where I have a lot more, I sort of record was a namnioth undertaking,
down -play the four instruments* unless every cut was a different piece of enginthey're extremely good. figure it takes a eering. You know these mothers must
little more challenge to be able to handle have 'spent a year in the studio - every
more than four instruments. Like ECM cut had engineering contributions. The
(jazz record label) has had some things music and sound were lousy, but so
over the past three years which I thought varied and had so much work in them. I
were fantastic and they never got past the went against my purist feeling in that
case. So go on engineering involvement,
original nomination.
Another subjective point: I try to tem- too.
per it with the fact of how long the
George Simon: We vote on what is on the
album is. If I had two selections, and
liked them equally well, I try to look for record
the finished product, but some
something that I can really find to cut the people may be too concerned with the
other one clown or go with the one
creative production instead of reproducthink is better. I also try to take the len- tion. These are two considerations.
gth of a side into consideration, too. The think it's a great engineering feat to he
loudness of a record should not play that able to reproduce something beautifully.
much of a part. So, if I'm overwhelmed
by the sound, I try to analyze if I like the What equipment does your area use for
sound.
evaluation?
I'm not that country oriented or Jay Cooper: Some people use their per"Ilollywood- country ", but last year
sonal equipment. A few of the chapters
chose RHINESTONE COWBOY (Glen have a listening session that people arc
Campbell) because it was cleanly done. welcome to come to, and that's late in
For what the engineer was doing, the the game. But there's no control as to
instrumentation lie worked with, and what people listen on or listen to. It's up
everything else considered, it was a damn to them to determine on their personal
good job. I thought it was clean, and it equipment or equipment at the studio or
was a lot of instruments, not just a few
whatever
there's no way to do it. At a
and that went nowhere. So I can be ob- recording studio "listening ", people come
jective. There was also a Stan Kenton in to catch up on things they may have
thing that I was very partial to, and that forgotten over the year. But they do not
didn't even fit in the top 10. So it's take a vote there and then walk out.
things like that that bug me after awhile.
Sometimes I try to avoid knowing who Moore: I've been involved three separate
the engineer is, but I've noticed lately
years and it's been done three different
have a tendency to look for these people
ways. don't think any one of the ways is
better than anything else. The first year
I think highly of to see what they're now
we went to Electric Lady (NYC), then to
doing.
* Author's Note: Does this explain the A &R (NYC). The second time was at the
lack of EC%1 nominations oyez the years? NARAS office in New York with KLH 33
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The award is also important as far as
album sales
there's a little more mileage because of the exposure the award
affords the artist
both the work involved and future material. A case in point
would be (Simon & Garfunkel's) BRIDGI'. OVER 'l'ROt1BI.I:D 11'.YI'I:R.
A

spokesperson

from Capitol Records

Ilollywood:
Obviously, they're important because
they increase sales. As far as support, we
send out press releases to the trade if
they're nominated. If they win, we put
special stickers on the albums saying it's
a GRAMMY winner and send out a news
release to that effect to bring it to
people's attention.
We get behind our artists if they're
nominated, but it's not going to hurt if
they're not. If an artist has talent, he'll
make it anyway
a GRAMMY won't
-

make or break him.
Fred Catero: In a way. I disagree with the
(voting) process because a lot of the
times the general membership is not sensitive to the fine points of the particular
craft. They just vote on the "vibes" they
get from it or the popularity it has achieved without any actual knowledge of
what goes into creating the ultimate
winner. But at least the one that wins is
one of the five finalists that the craft
committee has chosen. It's not one of
these things that's chosen out of the blue.
What engineering criteria do you use in

evaluating GRAMMY nominations?
R-e/p 46
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1 hit in the making..
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A Trzdea console... naturally
The Trident 'A' and 'B' Series studio consoles and the Fleximix portable mixer are developed from
the first -hand experience of our own engineers working in the recording environment. This, together
with the painstaking assessment of user requirements, has resulted in superlative equipment which
frees the recording engineer to exercise his creative talents to the full. Trident sound desks are used
by discerning people the World over.

Trident Audio Developments Ltd.

United States Agents:

Sales Office-

Studio Maintenance Service
2444 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 214
Santa Monica, CA 90403

36-44 Brewer Street London W 1
Tel: 01 -439 4177

Tel: (213) 990 -5855
Contact: David Michaels

Telex: Tridisc 27782
Factory Address:

Shepperton Studios
Squiresbridge Road
Shepperton Middlesex.
Tel: (09328) 609241 Chertsey

A,.

SEE US ON STANDS 120/121
LOS ANGELES
AT THE 57th AES

-

TRIAD
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speakers and a Garrard turntable. At
other times I've evaluated at work or at
home. But I don't think it's all that critical to have the most outlandish equipas long as you maintain consisment
tency from disc -to -disc.
I remember one year being knocked
out by a particular recording and then
taking it to another place for a listen,
and feeling, "Why the hell did I think it
was so great ? ", and when I checked into
it, I found out the copy was from a different batch a different stamper copy.
So it was an influencing factor I had to
take into consideration.

-

-

Catero: We may rent, from some hi -fi
shop, some good stereo gear. But mostly
each member will take the discs home for
evaluation on his own system. The records are not special copies, in fact, some
of them are even DJ copies with the holes
punched in the label.* An interesting
note here is that the packaging committee
(liner notes, photos, etc.) get all the jackets without the records and now they'll
start getting the records too in order to
see if the package is suitable for the recvalid point.
ords
Each committee member is supposed
to go through every record and every
note for proper evaluation. Let me say, I
cannot do this. It turns out that most of
the people that are super -qualified are
also super -successful and therefore very

-a

busy. They can't take three months to sit
and listen to 300 records. So we have to
spot -check them. You do acquire a skill
after awhile and you're able to tell after
a minute or so, if you should continue
listening. But in all honesty, I listen to
every one for at least a minute and weed
them out from there down to 100 or 150
and concentrate on those for repeated
listenings.
Is there anything a Producer /Engineer
can do to strive for a GRAMMY award?

Any special "formula "?
Catero: Yes. And this is the worst thing
in the world for me to say, but it's the
way I feel and I think it's true, and part
of the way things are set up. We're trying
to change it but there's nothing we can
do. The only way I honestly feel an Engineer /Producer can win an award in the
GRAMMY system, the way it is set up
today, is to be lucky enough to have himself a hit, to work for a top label, to work
for a top act, i.e. Stevie Wonder, Elton
John, etc., then he'll win. Otherwise the
most he can do is become nominated
which is not the worst thing in the world.
Look back on almost every nomination; almost every winner has been on a
major label, or a record that got super
exposure, or it's a well -known artist. And
it's not anything
this is very common

-

-

against the GRAMMYS because the
Oscars work in the same way, the Ohies

-

any of the other awards shows where the
mass membership votes. Nobody is going
to vote for something they've never heard,
and it's unfortunate because most of the
membership doesn't have the time or the
inclination or whatever to hear these records and that leaves the radio for exposure. If it's had enough exposure when
the ballots come up and the membership
sees the five finalists, they say, "Oh, yes,
I remember that was a big record last
year that was outta sight. Let's vote for
that." We've had meeting upon meeting
to try to change it to make sure an artist
wins because they deserve it, and not because they're popular.
Simon: In a technical sense, he would
have to know what "sound" appeals to
each member
but I don't see how that
could be done.

-

-

Cooper: I feel there's nothing you can do
to become nominated. You don't know
what people are going to vote for. You
get some big surprises. For instance this
year George Benson has become nominated
that to me is a surprise not because he's not talented or great, but because he doesn't have the "popular
appeal" that some of these other people
have like Chicago, Paul Simon, etc.,
and yet he's right up there among them.

-

-

-

Moore: My previous comments on the
final product would hold. If you've got a
group that over -dubs a lot and has different types of instruments I already said
that was quite a challenge for a Producer
to get the sound of the instruments, regardless of how he does it and then enmesh them into the others to get an overall "feel ".

-

-

What about record company support /influence to promote a nominee winning?
Simon: I did a survey in New York and
found out that no record company had
more than 3% of the membership. If it's
"support" in a bad sense, I've talked to
record company heads to make sure it
gets discouraged.

MRT IS CURING HEADACHES FOR MAJOR RECORDING
STUDIOS, FILM STUDIOS, AND TAPE DUPLICATORS.

MOST OF MRT'S NEW CUSTOMERS DO NOT COME FROM ADVERTISING. THEY HEAR
ABOUT US FROM FRIENDS AT OTHER STUDIOS WHO HAVE ALREADY DISCOVERED THAT
THE CURE IS MRT.

ASK A FRIEND ABOUT MRT!
WE NOW OFFER RECONDITIONING OF CAPSTAN IDLERS FOR AMPEX

AND SCULLY TAPE MACHINES.

MRT

OFFERS (AND DELIVERS) THE FASTEST, MOST RELIABLE SERVICE, THE HIGHEST
QUALITY, AND THE MOST ADVANCED HEAD RECONDITIONING TECHNOLOGY IN THE
INDUSTRY. SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS.

MAGNETIC RECOVERY TECHNOLOGISTS, INC.
10145 SEPULVEDA BLVD

MISSION HILLS. CA 91345

(213) 892 -5611
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Cooper: That question has been raised
from time -to -time. I don't see how it's
possible. Here's the structure: There's
4,000 members of the Academy. Nobody
has the (membership) list except the
(L.A.) office itself. That list is never given
out for any purpose whatsoever. The people (membership) are spread throughout
the entire country, they're not necessarily in any one place or any one company's headquarters. No company knows
(their own membership) unless they go
around within the company to each
member. The ballots are sent to the
people's homes. There is no particular
way that they can mail (promotional)
* Seven copies each (one for each chapter)
every LP, single, liner notes, and record covers are secured.

of

literature to people, there's no way they
can find out who the list is or what they
are. No one company has enough members within its own company to sway the
ballots in any one way or another. So it's
difficult to see how it could be done.
There's just no way for the record companies to know who they are to reach them.
There are members in Nashville, Memphis,
all over Georgia, San Francisco, Seattle,
Portland, Minneapolis -all over the country. How are they going to reach all these
people?

Catero: I worked for CBS for 9 years, and
they did come around and say, "I hope
you're going to vote for some of our stuff."
Nobody ever told me, "Look, this is the
one we're pushing -you better vote for it."
Nobody ever told me, "Hey, Fred, remember which side your bread is buttered on.
We expect you to vote for this." But they
did sort of imply, "Don't forget -take care
of your own." This is 8 or 9 years ago remember. And I never did vote that way.
But as far as the record companies exerting
power that way, I don't think so. I really
don't think so. I voted for Columbia product only if I believed in it.
I think the reason it appears the big
labels have power is because so many of
the records that have been nominated are
on the major four labels. They have more
exposure
they get stuff played on the
radio and have tremendous publicity cam-

-

paigns. That's why they're big and I think
they exert more power that way. By exposing their records so much, people
know the records are out.* If a little
record company had the promotion
dollars and could get one of their records
played on a radio station day and night
and make it a turntable hit
it would
stand a good chance of becoming a nominee.

-

-

Moore: I have not been aware of it if it
does occur. Certainly no one has come to
me saying, "You'd really better vote for
this one because it's ours." I think the
people here know me well enough, that
they know if they did that, they'd have a
good chance of not getting a vote.
As far as Columbia's concerned, they
do make a list over the years, mainly as a
guide to see what we've had out this year.
But nobody is going to tell me to vote for
any particular thing because I know I'd
be annoyed enough to complain about it.

-

*Author's note: Based on Fred's comments, I could almost pick the engineering winner for the year.
Fred Catero on the GRAJIMYS in general:
NARAS is set up to acknowledge and
present awards to people who have achieved excellence and meaningful contribution in their particular field of endeavor
in the recording industry. We are not in

CROSS
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active balanced inputs
12dB /octave filter slope
3 degrees maximum phase shift
.005% typical distortion
frequency response +' 2dB, 20Hz -20kHz
noise level below -95dBm
plug in IC's
2 year parts and labor warranty

The Sound Workshop 223A Electronic Crossover...$325.
The Sound Workshop 223AB with balanced transformer
outputs max level 26ciBm into 600 Ohms
...$400.

business, if you want to call it business,
to promote sales
though that's what
the record company gets a chance to do
when it's over. We are not there to stroke
our friends. We are not there to do anything but show appreciation and acknowledgment to those who have done this.
To my knowledge, no one, since I've
been in NARAS, has come to me and said,
"Look, can you convince your committee
to vote this way ?" Never ever, ever, and
I'm a life member
I've been in NARAS
for some 17 years. However, when I ask
people how they voted, they say, "Oh,
yeah, I voted for my friends
for the
records I know."
A lot of people still feel it's a bunch of
bullshit
that it's just to perpetuate the
record companies and serve self -interests,
and the people vote only for the stuff
that they engineer. I rarely do (vote for
himself). For me it's a priviledge
that
my opinion weighs.
Anybody who has been involved in the
manufacture of a record
and thinks
that NARAS is just bull join, cast your
vote and get involved and we can fight
those selfish people who vote for their
friends and themselves. Fight for the art form. We get enough people fighting for
principle, I guarantee you, the major
record companies won't stand a chance
with all their exposure. A person who
really cares will find those records that
are great.
MOO

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The Sound Workshop 223A Electronic Crossover is a
departure from the typical electronic crossover available
today. The use of state variable filters eliminates the
phase shift problems associated with most designs.
Single knob crossover frequency selection, level
controls on all outputs. and crossover characteristic
controls allow maximum system optimization with a
minimum of hassle. The 223A has 2 -color screening and
push button mode selection for ease of use in either the
stereo bi -amp or mono tri -amp mode. Unique booster
amplifiers on all outputs permit levels of + 20dBm into
600 Ohms ( +26dBm into 300 Ohms) across the entire
audio band with a maximum THD of .05 %! Compare the
features and performance of the Sound Workshop 223A
with the unit you are now using or planning to use, and
cross over

Sound Workshop
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS

1040 Northern Blvd. Roslyn, New York 11576 (516)621 -6710
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Why do you think it's called public address?
The audience is there to have a good
time. You're there to work. But, if you're not

projecting the sound you've worked so
hard to perfect, you just wasted all those long
hours in rehearsal.

Now that you're increasing your public,
time to address yourself to an investment
in PA. Check out Yamaha's EM- Series of
affordable, fully- integrated sound reinforcement systems.
The EM-80, 100 and 150 integrated mixer/
amplifiers. From four to six input channels,
from 60- to 150 -watts RMS. Link them together
for even greater flexibility. They're reliable
and roadable because they're built Yamaha
tough.
Yamaha's unique stereo balance control
lets you optimize sound levels in different
parts of a room. Practically any setup is
possible with combinations of microphones
and electric instruments taken direct,
amplified and submixed.
When it comes to speakers, Yamaha has
two impressive models to choose from.
it's
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made by Yamaha to our
own exacting specifications.Yamaha's
super -efficient, two -way S4115H enclosures
with a horn - loaded 15" woofer, HF horn/
driver combination with level control. and
100 watts power handling, make perfect
mains. On the other hand, our S0112T
enclosure with 10" and 12" woofers, four 2"
cone -type tweeters, and 80 watts power
handling, are ideal as stage monitors or
excellent low -cost house mains. Both
models have built -in passive crossovers,
and are available with built -in power amps.
For all the facts, send this ad along with
three dollars. (Please, certified check
or money order only. No cash or personal
checks.) We'll rush you an operation
manual complete with block diagrams on
our EM- Series. Or better yet, see your
Yamaha dealer and plug -in to an EM.
It may be for your audiences, but their
enjoyment is going
to pay off for you.
YAMAHA
Every component is

for additional information circle number

Musical Instrument Combo Division
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue. Buena Park. CA 90620
Write PO Box 6600. Buena Park. CA 90622
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COfTROL ROOM DESIGfI for the SMALL STUDIO
BY: WOODY SMITH & GALEN CAROL
We at Abadon /Sun decided to write this article because

we felt a large number of small studio owners required more

information to properly design and build their first studio.
What we've tried to do is to simplify things as much as possible and provide the builder with the design fundamentals.
Since most small control rooms are rectangular in shape we'll
detail the design considerations for a room of that shape. Our
primary goal is to eliminate severe resonant modes in the room
and establish the low- frequency response of the room through
the proper selection of room dimensions.
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
A room with parallel surfaces and no acoustic treatment
will exhibit resonant modes between opposite surfaces. That
is, we will have resonances created between the two side walls,
the front and rear walls and the floor and ceiling surfaces.
When selecting the various room dimensions the objective is to
avoid common resonances between any of the room modes to
avoid build-up of sound at the resonant frequencies. If a common resonance is present, it will probably result in an increase

in volume of that one frequency producing a very boomy
sound (for low- frequency resonances). Since the low frequencies are the main souce of difficulty in room design (and are
the hardest to correct) this article will concentrate on them.

The frequencies at which resonance occurs are determined
by the distance between the two walls under consideration.
The formula for the resonant frequencies is:
fn =

565(n)
d

n = (1, 2, 3,

...)
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where d is the room dimension (in feet) and fn is the resonant
frequency (in Hz. or cycles /second). The resonances will occur
at multiples of the fundamental frequency f(1). For that reason we use the multiplier (n). For example, two walls separated by 10 feet will produce resonances at 56.5 Hz., 113.0 Hz.,
169.5 Hz., etc. By this method the resonances occuring in the
room can be readily calculated. Considering a room 10' x 15'
x 20':

d=

10'

15'

20'

f(1)
f(2)
f(3)
f(4)

56.5
113.0
169.5

37.6
75.3
113.0

28.3
56.5
84.7
113.0

1.1

Our conclusion from these calculations is that 10' x 15' x
20' is a very bad choice of room dimensions. The reason is
that we have a resonant frequency (113 Hz.) common to all
three room dimensions. This would produce a very bad room
resonance everytime we encountered a 113 Hz. signal which
would probably occur fairly frequently.
Changing our choice of dimensions to 10' x 14' x 22' and
applying the same equations we find these resonant frequencies:

d=

10'

14'

22'

f(1)
f(2)
f(3)
f(4)
f(5)

56.5
113.0
169.5

40.4
80.7
121.0
161.0

25.6
51.4
77.0
102.7
128.5

- --

- --

f0 =

565

,

The room diagonal can be found from the equation:
=

a catalog and a list of over 60
deale,s in the USA and Canada, contact
J

G. (Jay)

McKnight

gate are given as:
18.8 Ft.
16.1
14.1
12.5

=

40
45

Looking at another example, a room 9' x 11' x 14' is suggested. The ratio of dimensions is 1:1.2:1.6 which is acceptable according to our graph of acceptable ratios. The lowest
frequency will be:
dd

=

f0 -

MRL Calibration Tapes are designed and
supported by experts in magnetic recording
and audio standardization ... we helped write
the standards. Each tape comes w th
detailed instructions and application notes.
The MRL catalog includes tapes for all studio
applications. In addition to the usual spot
frequency tapes, we make single -tone tapes.
rapid -swept frequency tapes. wideband of
1 /3rd octave -band pink random noise tapes.
and difference- method azimuth -setup tapes.
Most are available from stock.
-

ill \dB\
T able

Magnetic Reference Laboratory, Inc.
to Vasue
%M et
229 Polaris Ave., Suite 4
xw AV
Tape 1'10
Mountain View, CA 94043
1415) 965-8187
.1
Exclusive Export Agent: Gotham Export Corp. 0
New York, NY
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The MRL Calibration Graph is your proof of
the quality control that goes into every MR L
Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee
each one to exceed the performarce
requirements of IEC. NAB, AES, and EIA
Standards.

at

(length)2+ (width)2+ (height)2

From these equations you should be able to determine the
lowest frequency that can be propagated in the room. The diagonal lengths required for some sample frequencies to propa-

[NOTE: Some of the ratios within the limits of the graph may
produce undesirable additive resonances. For this reason you
must check them thoroughly by calculating the resonant frequencies before committing yourself to a vri rtirr. /

Foi

where dd is the room diagonal (in feet).

dd

f0 =

you

2.0

'5

RANGE OF ACCEPTABLE RATIOS

Another calculation which will enter into your choice for
dimensions is the diagonal dimension of the room. For a room
to reproduce low -frequencies well, there has to be a sufficiently long dimension to allow the low frequency waves to propagate themselves. The equations are:

dd

As can be seen there is no common resonant point between the dimensions selected this time. One limitation we
will impose on your choice of room dimensions is that the
ratio of dimensions should lie within the limits of the graph
given in Fig. 2. For example, a room measuring 10' x 11' x 18'
would have a ratio of dimensions of 1:1.1:1.8 which would
not be acceptable. A room with dimension ratio of 1:1.4:2.2 is
within the acceptable range.

What
is'what e

1

Figure 2.
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+ 121 + 196 =

565
dd

=28Hz.

19.9ft.

Home Cookin'!
See that guy at the board? Once upon a time he was
an engineer at the busiest studio in town. The place had
everything big money could buy. And it cranked out
super -slick albums at an absolutely psychopathic rate.
But because its hourly rate matched its image, it wasn't
only the busiest studio in town, .t was also the most expensive. Which was alright if you had a fortune to
spend- which the band you see here didn't.
After years of being a staff engineer he decided he'd

been sitting behind somebody else's board long

enough, thanks. So with the money he'd saved, he invested in a complete TASCAM Series recording studio
by Teac- 80 -8* eight track, 25 -2* two track, mixing consoles -the works!
Two days later, he was making tracks like they'd never

been made before - in his home! And at a fraction of the
price charged by his former employer.

Well, the band cut a demo at his new studio ana with it
they got a record deal. And with the front money they invested in their own Teac mini -studio. So with the band
members taking 'urns at the board, they laid down the
tracks for their album. And to make sure they got the
most out of the tracks they made, they asked the old pro
to do the final mix.
Could this story have happened without Teac recording equipment? Not on your life. Bo it's the sort of thing
that's bound to happen whenever a second generation
engineer and a second generation band team up with
a new generation of recording instruments.

TASCAM SERIES 3YTEAC

A new generation of recording instruments
for a new generation of recording artists.

'Nationally advertised value. Model 80 -8 tape recorder shown above, less than $3.000 Model 25 -2 tape recorder
also snown, less than 51900 (Rolling Consoles not included) A.ztuol retail
prices to be determined individually at the sole discretion of authorized Teac Toscam series dealers Prices
subject to dealer preparation charges where applicable.
TEAC Corporation or America, 7735 Telegraph Rd Montebello.
CA 93640 'TEAC 1977
.
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HARDWOOD OR SHEETROCK

FIBERGLASS INSULATION

L

SOUND BOARD

HARDWOOD OR SHEETROCK

Figure 3.

DOUBLE WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

other than those between the studio and control room
may be of single -wall construction but should be packed with

Room resonant frequencies are:
f(n)
f(1)
f(2)
f(3)
f(4)
f(5)

Length:14'
40.4
80.7
121.1
161.4
201.8

Walls

Width:11'
51.4
102.7
154.1
205.5
256.8

Height:9'
62.7
125.5
188.3
251.1

313.8

From these calculations we can see that this is an acceptable choice of dimensions.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Once the room dimensions have been selected we can begin looking into the finishing of the walls, ceiling and floor.
Sound travels by both acoustic and mechanical means. That
is, it not only travels through the air but also through solid
objects. So, to minimize the leakage of sound between rooms
we must provide both acoustic and mechanical isolation.
Maximum mechnical isolation is best achieved when the
inner and outer walls are independent; as in the use of double wall construction. This type of construction uses separate,
staggered studs for the inner and outer wall surfaces with
fiberglass insulation in between. (Fig. 3.) Also, care should be
taken to insure that no holes exist between the two rooms,
such as through adjacent electrical outlets or mic lines run
through the walls, since an air -tight seal between the rooms
is required for maximum isolation from air -borne sound.

BURLAP

FIBERGLASS INSULATION

GLASS WINDOW

Figure 4. CEILING AND WINDOW DETAILS

R-e/p 54

insulation.
As to wall surfaces, the heavier a wall covering is, the
lower its' resonant frequency. Normally we'll want the resonant frequency to be as low as possible. Sheetrock will resonate at a lower frequency than thin paneling because of its
increased weight. We can also reduce sound transmission and
lower the resonant frequency of a wall by the use of a highly
damped material such as sound attenuation board. For example, by attaching thin wood paneling to sound attenuation
board added weight and thus, damping will be achieved. This
provides the twin advantages of an attractive surface that exhibits good acoustic characteristics.
Typically, windows should be of double -pane construction with the two panes at angles to each other to eliminate
internal resonances. All seals around the window should, of
course, be air -tight. (Fig. 4.)

Experiments have led to the belief that the ceiling
should be padded with 4" thick fiberglass insulation folded
slightly to produce a corrugated surface. This should then be
covered with burlap or other similar material. The effect is to
deaden the ceiling and reduce floor -to-ceiling resonances.
To retain a proper stereo image in the control room the
need to have a room symmetric about its center (front to
rear) axis has been well proven. That is, the side walls should
be mirror images of each other. If they are not, the acoustic
characteristics of the two walls may be different. Let's say
one wall has a hard flat surface and the other wall is made
very dead. The hard surfaced wall would produce lots of reflections back to the console making that side seem both
bright and loud. The deadened wall would do just the opposite by absorbing the sound hitting it, resulting in a dull
sound at reduced level. It's obvious from this that the hard
surfaced wall and the dead wall both have shortcomings. We
prefer to use side walls which are irregular in shape and texture to minimize resonances between the two walls and also
to break up any reflections from the walls. We will try to
avoid using deadening materials on the two walls because we
do want them to retain a bright sound. This type of side wall
construction can be seen in Fig. 4, for which we've used
cedar shingles to form a pattern on the wall. The wall also
has a slight curvature to it to further reduce resonances between the two side walls. The surface formed by the shingles
is acoustically hard but very irregular so that reflections produced by the wall are diffused. This will further enhance the
stereo image produced by the monitors through de- centralization of the sound source.
An additional prerequisite for proper design is that the

There's a Trouper in every crowd!

;.-

e

.14

°N

\1 /

Where there's good music, there's a crowd.
And a Trouper Series Mixer.

UNI-SYNC

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 57TH CONVENTION BOOTH 124

UP

A I3SR COMANY

& MANUFACTURERS OF PROFES90NX AUDIO SYSTEMS & EOUIPMENT
742 HAWSHRE ROAD, WESTLAKE VILUiGE. CAW-0MA 91361 1805 497- 0766

DE SiGNERS

For a poster of this ad, send $1 for postage and handling to:
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console must be centered between the walls, and the monitors
should be placed at equal distances from the side walls.
The criteria for monitor placement has been outlined in
Fig. 5. From your position while mixing, the angle between
the monitors shouldn't exceed 90° and their axes should cross
about one foot in front of you. If possible you should be about
two- thirds of the distance back from the monitors to the rear

wall.

The choice of monitor loudspeakers is practically unlimited. The monitors ultimately selected should be as reliable as
possible and be capable of high sound pressure levels. The reasoning behind this is that in mastering use a monitor is fed a
fairly high continuous level of uncompressed sound. Allowing
10 dB of headroom for peaks in the music, a 95 dB SPL signal
may reach 105 dB SPL on transients. This is not very dramatic
to the ear, but is a drastic change to the speaker. 10 dB translates to ten times power, so if we were using 20 watts continuous power for 95 dB SPL the speakers would require 200 watts

Figure 5.

MONITOR /CONSOLE PLACEMENT

peak input for 105 dB SPL. A speaker requiring only 8 watts
for the same 95 dB SPL would require 80 watts peak. It is advisable to allow at least 10 dB above your continuous monitor
level for peaks and you should select a monitor capable of
handling repeated inputs at 10 dB above that level without
failure or distortion. Obviously, the power amplifier should be
chosen after you choose the speaker unless you plan on buying
a big amplifier. We normally install Crown D- 150A's, with JBL
4311's or Klipsch monitors and Crown DC- 300A's with every-

thing else.

Placement of the monitor speaker in a corner of the room
will reinforce the bass output of the monitor as will placing it
near the floor or ceiling of the room. Placement in the center
of a wall will provide the least amount of reinforcement. If

you want to demonstrate this effect simply place a speaker on
the floor, run pink noise (or FM inter -station noise) through
the speaker and slowly lift it off the floor. You will notice a
marked change in the sound of the speaker.
We recommend that you allow some time to try out several different monitor placements in your control room before
committing to a certain spot. However, the relationship between monitor and console placement as outlined in Fig. 5
should still apply regardless of your final choice for the monitor placement.
At Abadon /Sun we consider several things to be important in the early stages of design concerning the esthetics of
the control room. We center our designs on providing the mixing engineer a comfortable place to work. This includes providing comfortable surroundings and eliminating unnecessary
distractions. For that reason we like to place all the recorders
and accessories behind the mixer, or to his side so that when
he is mixing there are just the artists performing and the console readily visible to him. This excludes, of course, such things
as limiters which must be adjacent to the console but should
be below eye level. Proper lighting of the control room is also

The Sound Workshop 411 Broadcast/Disco Mixer.
The

first broadcast mixer hip enough for disco...

or perhaps the only disco mixer good enough

for broadcast.

::-
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4210,10.002
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Sound Workshop
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YOOK 421 .NOAOU..
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The Sound Workshop 421 Broadcast /Disco Mixer...$500.

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS -

bringing the technology within everyone's reach
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1040 Northern Blvd. Roslyn, New York 11576 1516)621 -6710
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FELT OVERTRAPPING

'1ONITOR
DARK PANELING
OVER SOUND BOARD
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Figure 6.

1

RFC

7

RFC

CONTROL ROOM OVERVIEW

important.

We normally light the area of the console with multiple low intensity flood lights on overhead tracks and soft
light the recorders with additional track lighting. This eliminates quite a bit of the distraction that arises from all the moving meters and lights on equipment other than the console.
The point behind all this is that the mixing engineer's attention is concentrated on the work at hand which in turn leads
to a better product. As a further extension of the same ideas,
we recommend the use of dark colors and wood surfaces in the
control room. For example, try using sections of dark walnut
paneling and sections of padded felt in dark blue, black or
The effect is very pleasing.

lia=
STEVENSON

You should now have all the basics required to construct a
good control room without a lot of guess-work. The 9' x 11' x
14' room discussed earlier has been recently bui:t and seems to
work very well.
There is another part to this article concerning the design
and construction of the studio which will become available
shortly. We would like to invite your comments about this article. Please remember that it is based on a sma:l control room
situation and as such is merely one design approach, however,
it is a proven approach which provides excellent results in a
minimum of space. Please direct your responses to:
: \hadon /Sun, Inc., P. 0. Box 6520, San Antonio, TX
78209

SERIES 104 AND 108
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PROFESSIONAL MIXING
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INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
3810 lNESTHEIMER
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Apart from drums, the electric bass
the most difficult instrument to record, because of its tonal range, the variables
in the particular player, and the general intransigence and unpredictability of just what it
sounds like. Some nights your bass sound is there, an
others it's not, having to do (man) have said
with whether the spirits are happy or
not. Most would agree that on
those nights when it's not
there, there isn't a whole
lot you can do about it.
Cherokee's Dee Robb,
Davlen's Leonard
Kovner, and independent
engineer Ron Malo (though
he works a lot at Devonshire),
talked about the way they approach
and execute recording the electric bass.
is perhaps

DEE ROBB
Dee Robb was born in Ann Arbor, Michigan in 1943. While still in his teens, he, two
brothers, and a cousin formed a band, known
unsurprisingly as the Robbs. At age 17 he had
his first release, a single on Chess called "The
Prom ", penned by Del Shannon, which featured Dee as the artist /vocalist. They were Del's
band at the time (Dee played guitar), and
would back a number of the day's top pop
artists, like Bobby Vinton, Brian Hyland, and
the then -reigning Gene Pitney.
After four or five singles for Chess, Dee
and the other Robbs went to RCA. And,
amazingly, Dee had been able to grab two years
of college at Marquette University in Milwaukee. For two years during the middle '60's, the
Robbs were regulars on Dick Clark's "Where
the Action Is" TV show, and had a few moderately successful records on Mercury.
Dee "stuck" (as they say) as a staff
producer for Mercury, and later formed his own

independent production company, producing
records mostly for the Atlantic label, but also
United Artists and Columbia. Dee laughs when
he remembers these days and these records.
"They were mostly silly things, like Wolfman

Jack...

.

From there it was into engineering,
recording artists like Little Richard, Rick
Nelson, Dr. John, and Richie Havens. He
had co- founded Cherokee Recording Studio,
which was located originally on a ranch in
Chatsworth, California. However, there were
some problems with the location (not the least
of which being unamenable neighbors) and so
they had to move. In January of 1976, Cherokee opened its doors at its present location, at
751 N. Fairfax, in West Hollywood. Since
that time, Cherokee has become one of the
really "happening" studios, and Robb one of
the hottest engineers in town, working with
artists like Rod Stewart, Art Garfunkel, Cat
Stevens, Donovan, the Manhattan Transfer, and

Joan Baez.
R-e/p 60

... continued on page 62

LEONARD KOVNER
Leonard Kovner is a fairly remarkable
guy. He started playing guitar at 7, studying under four of Los Angeles' finest teachers in
Stanley Black, Jay Lacey, Ted Green, and the
venerable Ernie Ball himself. By 12 he was
immersed in creative home recording, having
fashioned a primitive home studio where he
taped space noises via a microwave receiver,
original comedy monologues, and all manner of
sounds and sound effects. And none of this
prevented him from seeing "every science
fiction movie ever made" and amassing a
formidable collection of monster magazines.
During this time he was doing "a great deal of
listening" as well, to artists like the Everly
Brothers, Duane Eddy, Phil Spector, Ricky
Nelson, Del Shannon, Dick Dale ( "to listen to
him have his Dual Showman on 10 with his
reverb unit was like really a . . . you know,
moving experience "), and even country artists
like Roy Clark and Chet Atkins.
By 1964 he had made it to disc. Only
14 at the time, his mother drove him to the
studio, where he and his band cut a single for
Capitol Records, made possible, Leonard
thinks, because somebody big at Capitol was
one of the band member's Little League coach.
Three years later, he began playing sessions as a
guitarist. And shortly after that, he started
engineering, doing much work at American
Recording with Richie Podolor (whom he
credits as a major influence recording technique- wise), and later producing.
In the fall of 1972, frustrated with working in not -so -good studios and on product that
was going nowhere, he decided to build his
own studio. He spent a full year in preparation,
amassing as much information on the subject
as he could. He took a tour of the United States
and Europe to see personally all the great
he took along
studios. He didn't just "visit"
booked time . . .
some of his own tapes
ran some mixes
and took it all in at over
100 different studios, some being Sunset
... continued on page 66

...
...

RON MALO
Ron Malo, like many, became an engineer
"by accident ", through answering an ad for a
job with the Northwest Sound Company in
Detroit that had a position for a "radio repairman, no experience necessary". While still in
high school, he began recording band concerts
and making
literally
his own records.
He graduated to building quite a few little
recording operations in the Detroit area,
and at the same time doing remote radio
broadcasts for station WJLB. During this
period he recorded the Royal Tones and
Johnny and the Hurricanes, two of the earliest -ever rock bands.
He met Motown founding father Berry
Gordy at the Flame Show Bar, a "black and tan
club ", ultimately building the original Hitsville
for him at the site of a former photo studio on
West Grand Avenue. Around Christmas of
1959, he left Detroit to become head engineer
at Chess Records in Chicago at a salary of

-

-

3150 per week.
Malo remained at Chess for over a decade,
during which he had at least something to do
with almost every record released by the label
and personally engineered a huge disproportion
of the classic first- generation rhythm & blues
records. Some of the artists he worked with:
Howlin' Wolf, Bo Diddley, Muddy Waters,
Chuck Berry, Etta James, Little Walter, Willie
Dixon, one of the Sonny Boy Williamsons, Otis
Rush, Buddy Guy, and Jimmy Witherspoon.
These records were the very foundation of the British R &B boom in the 60's,
and so when those artists came to America,
they wanted nothing more than to come
to Ter -Mar (the Chess studio's real name)
and work with the "legendary blues engineer" himself. The Yardbirds cut one of their
early albums with him, and the Rolling Stones
cut 21 tracks at Chess in just two sessions,
appearing on their second through fifth U.S.
LPs. They were just knocked out with Ron, the
studio, the equipment, the sound everything.
continued on page 70
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HARRISON
The studio designers choice
After mon:hs of planning and building a studio, we want to
hear the results. Harrison consoles have a transparency that
lets us hear he difference.
Automation ready, up to the 40 inputs, 24 or 32 busses, L.E.D.
VU PPM le'el indicators in a package bound to please

the most dis riminating user.
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that's better, now that had a little more
edge on it the other day . .. ". Finally all
of a sudden, boing!, you get what you
had the other day. And it's real, real .
It's fine points, it's a very critical instrument.
Favorite Bass Sounds
Probably two of my all -time favorites
are Ace "How Long Can This Keep Goin'
On" and "Funky Broadway ". But that
depends on what you're going after. I
mean, I like those two ... generally I like
rock & roll and I like R &B, probably my
more favorite. The Doobie Brothers have
a great -sounding bass.
photo: Andrew Sackheim
I liked a lot of the bass sounds on
Rod's album. I liked some of the bass
things on Artie Garfunkel's album
there were some nice things on that. On
Rod's I liked
"Georgic ", and "Trade continued from pair 60 ..
winds" I like very much. On Artie's
Approach to Bass
I like "Breakaway ", and
Oh, Christ,
Absolutely, I think it's the least con- the first song on side one, I never could
sistent instrument. However, I often say the name of it
the Stevie Wonder
think that it's the player. 'Cause I have song. It is "I Believe When I Fall In Love ".
had situations where we have taken
people who are open-minded and willing The Player
to work with you, and we've wanted to
I'll tell you why / think it's one of
punch a bass line in that we'd done the the harder things to record. 'Cause I don't
day before or something, and boy - I think there's hardly anybody around that
mean it doesn't even sound close! And can play the damn thing, is really what
we'll end up by saying, "Okay now, it it's down to.
sounds like you're playing a little harder
Dynamics and touch. I mean, there's
than you were
ease off a little. Okay, lots of guys that can play great feel and
notes and on stage it's incredible, but
when you get into a studio, a bass is one
of the most sensitive things, and touch is
Your oscilloscope
so all- important. Lee Sklar doesn't
necessarily always play the greatest part
can be a Real Time
that could be played, but his touch is so
Audio Analyser.
great that you don't even have to put a
limiter on him, you don't have to do
anything. Just shove a mike in front of
Add ARA -412.
the amp and a direct box and, boom!,
you're off to the races. And there's a few
guys like that, but very few, and I mean
even some of the greatest bass players
with the greatest names
I have had a
hell of a time recording. And it's not the
room you know, you're going direct
'0
ARA -412
it's not the equipment .
There's no
Acoustic
variables, everything's the same, it's the
Response
guy. And it's funny
I have had situations where I get in a lot of hassles with
Analyser.
bass players. Where I will ask a good bass
Now you can perform
player
I'm not gonna mention any
Real Time Audio Analysis with just
three things - (1I your dc oscilloscope. (2) a 'pink noise'
names, but people that are well known
source. and (3) the new ARA -412 This unique. easy -to -use
I'll say, "Look, you know, could you be a
instrument permits you to test microphones
isolate cross
talk
balance crossovers
check loudspeaker defilittle steadier with your dynamics, a little
ciencies
test tone controls
adjust equalization
more constant? Can you play it a little
and much more The ARA-412 is priced at
$1,450.
brighter can we get a little more edge on
For additional applications.
(FOB San Diego)
the thing? And they'll really take it as
write for the free ARA-412 data sheet
an insult
"Look, man, I've made
millions of records . . ", you know.
Okay, well so have I, but we're here to
make
you know, to do the best thing
inc .
we can for this record.
Two good bass players can pick up
3490 Noel' Street
II
San Diego. CA 92110
the same instrument and it will sound
Telephone (7141297-3261
totally different! The same bass player,
without touching his controls, can run
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the gamut from pure mush to . just
biting pop, simply by changing his touch.
That's why bass is such a critical instrument to record. You have to be so consistent on the thing. You know, once a
player is into a place as far as his touch
he really has to stay, and work within a
very tight set of parameters to keep from
varying the sound enormously. Which is
consequently why about 90% of the time
you end up limiting basses and compressing and things like that. Duck is one of
those few people that I don't have to
limit. His touch in general is very consistent, and once he locks into what you
want, why he can stay on it all night long.
There are times when, -for a bass to
get through, you need that "smack" that
a pick gives it. And it's a different type of
thing than popping it with your fingers.
Popping it with your fingers, you're using
a little of the slap on the fret, you're
sometimes getting the slap of the string
on the pickup. With a pick, you can
play lightly and delicately and still put a
"smack" up on the top of it that is a very
definite, defined thing. And as I say,
there are times when that's not attractive
if you're doing a very open ballad and
you want a nice round kind of bass. But
if you're doing something where you have
a full track for instance, and you have a
lot of mid -low program, sometimes
the only way to get the bass through with
any definition is by using a pick and having that tight kind of control. Another
thing in a situation like that that I do
quite regularly is to place a little piece of
foam underneath the bridge of the bass,
just touching the strings, and then you
have to work with it until you get it
just right so that the strings decay a little
quicker. Again, this would be a program
where you have a lot of low end. You
don't want that low end roaring around
down there with, say, a grand piano that's
very fat and some acoustic guitars that are
very fat
that type of thing so sometimes you will just mute the strings a little
bit, and use a pick, and it will give a very
nice, defined bass sound, without getting
it sharp and nasty- sounding and
You
know, "funky"
without that kind of
thing. It shortens the decay. It's like just
putting the damper slightly on a piano or
something. Or, it's like putting one strip
of tape on a tom -tom, on a drumkit.
Sometimes there's just too much of that
roaring around down there, and especially
true if you have to limit your bass player,
and as I say, most of the time you really
do.
.

.
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Equipment
Depends on the player again. And it
depends on what you're going after. I
have had very satisfactory results, because
we were going after a sort of effect like
with a Rickenbacker. There's nothing else
that sounds like it it's got that string -y
sound and for an effect it's great. Some
people can play a Fender Jazz Bass and it

-

3M
The studio designers choice
Now that we've got the sound, we need a storage medium to
catch those musica: moments. The 3M series 79 professional
recorder more than meets the challenge.
Deck systems thct respond with precision tape movement,
electronics that cut square waves with unequaled accuracy,
full- function remotes and Selectake II for rapid tape location.

Irons acoustic design
to down beat...
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But overhas all the punch and sock
is
a Fender Precision
all, a Precision
probably the best instrument, no doubt
about that, for overall bass- playing.
Almost every bass amp that I have
ever recorded I have found gets mushy
and washy when you really crank the volume up. We have two Ampeg B15's
which are my favorite bass amps in the
world, and our maintenance partner keeps
them very, very quiet, and so that's what
I use most of the time. And I find that at
a very low volume, the amp has a tremena lot more pop
dous amount of punch
than the direct box does. The direct is a
little . . . more "present" a signal, but it
doesn't have the bite on the top end, so
the combination of the two usually is
very attractive.
I really think of Roto-Sounds as an
effect. Most of the session bass players, if
they have Roto- Sounds, they usually have
'em on one instrument and they use that
as an effect, and then they'll have a nice
good old set of Dead Fenders or whatever.

-

-

-

Miking
I usually use a 421 on the bass. Sometimes an RE -15, but usually a 421
the
same thing I use on a kick drum. It's a
great-sounding . . . / think it's a great sounding mike for bass.

-

Direct

don't necessarily like all direct, because there's tonality that, if the amp is
good, you get that you just don't get with
I

a direct box. And a lot of times you get a
lot more punch with an amp, and high

end and snap and everything. I like a bass
to be . . Well, again, depending on the
material if we're talking about a ballad
like "Yesterday ", then that's something
else. But if you're talking about the average medium- to up -tempo rock & roll/
you know, that ballpark ...
R &B song
I basically like a bass to be fairly tight. I
hate any ambience on a bass it destroys
so I like it to be tight, I close a bass
mike it real tight, usually turn the amp
down pretty low. It usually sounds better
with the amp down low unless again we're
going for a distortion effect or something
like that. One thing
I'm surprised at
how many people I talk to about this and
don't realize it is that 90% of the time
when you're recording a bass miked and
direct, they're out of phase with each
other. Reason being that the speaker takes
time to move, and consequently it's
enough time that it just throws a direct
and a miked bass out of phase. And so I
I never just do it as a
always check it
matter of course but I usually end up
flopping the phase on one or the other, it
doesn't make any difference.
I would say about 50% of the time I
use both
a combination of direct and
amp and about 25% of the time it's direct and 25 it's amp. It depends on the
instrument, the way the guy's playing,
how good the amp sounds you know, a
.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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lot of variables.
Limiting
Because of the general inconsistency
of most bass players, bass is an instrument
that you tend to limit. And the other reason that you tend to limit it is because
there's no transients to a bass, and so
you're not losing anything so ... it's easy
to limit a bass and keep it more consistent. The problem is that the sound varies,
depending on how hard the guy's hitting
the limiter. So you can put a guy into the
very same limiter, and you can set the
controls exactly where you had `em, and
it's going to be different, depending on
how hard he nails that limiter. And so
consequently, quite often punching basses
in is a real hassle, trying to match it up.
I limit the bass most of the time. I
usually use an 1176 on the bass, and I
never pull it more than -3, and I set my
attack a little slower than midway, and I
set the release fast. I set the release real
fast, because the detrimental thing
with a limiter is that it will hold the tones
up, and it will sound mushy, it makes it
sound mushy. Especially on an up -tempo
thing. Like the most extreme example is a
Stevie Wonder /R &B real fast kind of bass.
Boy, you gotta be real careful with
limiting on those, because that kind of
approach totally depends on the separation of notes, and if you start
You
know, it starts to get boomy, you start to
run 'em together a little bit, why you lose

...

that.
Equalization
There's a quality in the bass I call
pop. When I'm talking about the percussion of a bass . . . I like basses to be
percussive. I know guys who can come in
and play with their fingers . . . One of
them being Duck Dunn from Muscle
Shoals. That son -of-a -gun can come in
and he can play with his fingers and it's
got more bite or pop than 90% of the
guys playing with a pick. I don't know
what he does. I've no idea what he does, I
watch him, I try to figure it out you
know, if I could figure it out I could
tell people! I don't know what it is. But
he can do it and there's a couple other
guys that can do it.
I generally like a percussive, popping
bass. And, if it's percussive, I always find
that it works better with the kick drum
if they're playing tight together. Of
course, the kick drum, if they're playing
tight, adds to the percussiveness of the

-

-

bass.

The percussive quality is in the upper
mids, like you were talking about. Actually about 3k's a little high in most cases
usually about 2k. Right around in there
is where I really find that percussiveness
that I want to hear. That's where I usually find it, but as I say, I am usually
not successful in boosting at that region
I'm usually more successful in cutting
at another region. As a matter of fact, I

-

do that most of the time. I boost EQ very
little, and very seldom. I usually go for
the opposite approach
I usually find
out where there's too much of something
and I cut it. For several reasons: One
is because you're eliminating equalizer
distortion, which may be nil in a good
console like the Tridents. You know, you
can hardly hear it but
everything you
do multiplies, and you equalize it when
you record it, you equalize it when you
mix it, and it builds. And so consequently I prefer to cut things. In general I
do not like low midrange. There's hardly
anything that I like low midrange on
except in some cases vocals, because like
500 Hz is a lot of times where you will
get the "warmth ". Or 400
somewhere
in there
where you get the warmth to a
voice. Very few voices are effective like
down at 100, because it starts to get
mushy.
Well, I'll tell you, I have found something very interesting. I have found that
first of all, a bass is the most unsatisfactory instrument to EQ that there is. If it
doesn't sound good, there's nothing you
can do to the damn thing
generally
to make it sound good. However, I stumbled onto something not too long ago, and
that was I found that for about 90% of
the electric basses I record, I can roll out
low-mids, in a fairly sharp curve, at about
250 Hz, and it does amazing things. It
takes away distortion that you would
swear was on the top end, it takes away a
lot of the mush. The amount that you
roll out is totally dependent on the program. What it does is, it seems you'would
swear that you were pouring like 3k on.
You'd swear you had tons of it on! All of
a sudden that pop and the strings start
to come up, you'll hear a nice round low
end
It's been the single most satisfactory thing that I can do with an electric
bass. Where I use it heavily
and I seem
to do a lot of those projects for some reason
is when I'm mixing other people's
material, and the bass is on the tape and
it's all . . You know, there's no option
of working with the player.

-

...

-

-

-

-

...

-

-
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Track Allocation
Unless I'm asked to do something
else, I usually record the bass on two
tracks, so that we have a choice down the
road somewhere. Also, because of the
fact that there are no transients to a bass,
it's an easy instrument to bounce over to
another track. And I record it direct and
miked.
We've always been very pleased with
the combination of direct and amped.
The only thing you have to be careful of
direct and amped is a lot of the time
they'll be out of phase, it's . . . Certain
frequencies get cancelled and lost, others
don't, and so actually that's another thing
that you can play with, depending on the
type of material that you're doing. By
leaving the two signals out of phase, you
get a very round, elastic sound
toppy

-
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and bottom, bottom end. Loads of bottom end, and very little midrange. Like
if you're doing real quiet, open things, it's
very nice. Possibly "Tradewinds ". I did it
I can't remember, to tell you the truth,
but I might have done that on "Trade winds". There certainly are going to be
places on Joan Baez's album that I did it.

-

One Particular Player (Duck Dunn)
Well, first of all, the obvious thing is
that he plays the right things. He's not a
busy bass player, he works totally conscious with the drummer . . . He works
with the drummer, he treats the bass not
as a lead instrument, but as an integral
part of the basic rhythm section. Ile
really strives to make it fit in and make
it mean something to what you're doing.
I mean, he analyzes the material and then
he'll get into it and if he doesn't like what
he's doing he'll stop for a minute, listen,
then try something else. Till he gets what
he wants. Technically, the obvious thing
is that he's consistent. He's incredibly
consistent all the notes are basically the
same intensity. In general, bass is not an
instrument that should be played with a
lot of dynamics - it's like a foot drum. I
mean, if the entire track has a lot of dynamics, then that's something else. But
not the way you would emphasize things
with a rhythm guitar, or you'd emphasize kicks and pushes and stuff. The bass,
it's like the kick drum
it's gotta be
there all the time. And a lot of people
don't realize how important this is.
The other thing is Duck'll do anything you want. Ile's just as happy to
play with a pick as with his fingers he
doesn't care. A lot of bass players
I
mean, I have literally gotten into nasty,
nasty situations with bass players over
playing with a pick! I've had it to the
point where, "Look. We're paying you,
and if you want to do the session, you
play with a pick. That's what we want ".
And that's terrible. I hate that
I hate
to hassle with musicians. I mean, that is
so detrimental it's the worst thing that
can happen in a project. I'd rather have
the tape machine blow up than have a
hassle with a musician on a track.
So Duck has all those things covered. And the other thing that's great about
Duck is he is incredibly versatile. Duck,
boy, he really runs the gamut
I mean,
he can play just about anything! The guy
is really good.
He has two basses. He has a Precision
and a Fender Jazz Bass, and most of the
time he uses the Precision. And that's all
no amp. It's usually up to the discretion of the engineer or the producer
which one you want him to use, depending on the sound you want
you know,
a Precision is a little punchier, funkier
sounding bass, and a Jazz Bass is a little
cleaner, "rounder " -sounding instrument.
And so he'll use generally whichever one
you ask him.
He never has brought an amp in with

me. Now I don't know whether he has
one or he doesn't, but he never has. We
have a studio amp. A lot of that customized stuff has been given to us by corn panies, and then some of them we've
customized a little bit and some of them
we haven't, but the main companies are
Ampeg, and Caraco drums and Roland
Synthesizers and effects. They have given
us a whole array of synthesizers which are
very handy, and have been used on almost every project we've done in there.
Premier has given us tympani and we have
orchestra chimes and we have a full drum
set also.

-

-

-

-

-
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be a very common thing in Hollywood.
You get a whole set of sounds you get
a drum sound, you get a bass sound, you
get a guitar sound
long before you've
ever even heard the song itself. And that's
sort of . . . an ass -backwards way of doing it. It's like you're going to make the
song fit into the sound, or are you going
to listen to the song, and derive the character of the instruments from the mood
of the song? I kinda like to work that
way, I get concepts for drums and bass
and things long before I even come in
and record them
how I want them to
sound
and if I can get them to sound
what I imagined in my head, then I'm
way ahead of the game. Otherwise, I've
defeated my purpose.
Quite often you come in and get a
really good sound, and it just doesn't
fit the track. For example, I'm working
with a strange producer, and material
that I haven't heard, I'm expected to get
a whole sound happening, and I don't
even know what the song is! I may mike
the drums for a gigantic, powerful drum
sound like all punch
then I find that
it's a ballad or it's all stick -and -rim and
high hat through the whole thing. You
know, with an occasional "toop" of the
tom -toms or the kick drum. And the bass
is a very unimportant part of the tune.
If the bass and drums are playing a contrapuntal part to let's say the piano and
the guitar, and they're not getting in the
way of the song vocally, then maybe they
should have a different kind of sound. So
I like to hear what it's gonna be first. I
don't usually get that chance, but I'm trying to eliminate that. You know, by not
taking outside work anymore! So I hear
a song first, and then I get a sound to fit
the character. You don't want to go in
and have it sounding like . .. Led Zeppelin when it's supposed to be a ballad, and
you don't want to have a gigantic drum
sound like Supertramp if it's going to be
a rock thing. You 've got to sort of characterize the sound of the instrument to
fit the song. Unless you're really into
stylizing yourself or something.
I like a bass that's clear. A bass that's
full, yet clear that every note is audible
within it, and is recorded in an audible
sort of way. That in the mix, it remains
audible throughout the entire mix, and
never once is ever inaudible, no matter
where it plays. It has integrity, apart from
the kick drum, or maybe it is part of the
kick drum you know, maybe it's joined
together or maybe it is an integral part
But just so that it has
of a piano part
integrity, and if it's supposed_to be corn bined, how it's combined.

-

-

-

-

-
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Sound, Amigo, Sound Labs, Producers'
Workshop, Westlake, Caribou, Criteria,
the Record Plant, Electric Lady, A &R,
Trident, Olympic, A.I.R., Island, Abbey
Road, the Chateau, Strawberry, and Sarm.
In April of 1975 it was unveiled to
the world his baby. Leonard researched
it, he designed it, he raised the money, he
owns it, and he runs it today: Three years
in the making, Davlen Sound Studios on
Lankershim Boulevard in North Hollywood. And it's quite a nice studio, too.
His credits as an engineer include
Quincy Jones, Van Dyke Parks, Les
Dudek, Sarah Vaughn, and Boz Scaggs on
his recent "Silk Degrees" LP.

-

Approach to Bass
"The first thing you have to consider
is what it's playing musically. I mean
what its part is within the track. Is it a
part to be featured, is it a part that's back,
is it a disco track, is it a ballad ...? The
bass sound depends a lot upon the drum kit, and how it's going to combine with it.
It depends on the material. There's a tune
on the new Fleetwood Mac album where
the bass is like really important to the
whole arrangement
it's the loudest instrument. It's like a really well- recorded
bass, sounds really nice. I think it's important, before you record an instrument,
to know what musically it's going to play,
note -wise
get an idea of what the
arrangement of it is going to be so that
you don't just always get the same sound
on it that you always do. That seems to

-

-

-

-

-

...

Favorite Bass Sounds
"Silly Love Songs" to me is an excellent bass sound
I love the sound of
that bass. It's clean and clear ... Of course,
that's the bass-and -drum mix. I mean, it's
like all bass and drum. But it's a good
it certainly sounds good on
bass sound

-

-
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Range of consoles give you Neve
quality of performance and unequalled
service, at very attractive prices.
And we included all the custom
features that make Neve consoles
number one around the world.
Why should you buy Neve?
Beside the superior engineering,
you want to deal with a stable,
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one that will remain in business
for many years to come.
Remember all those console brands
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the radio, it sounds good in my studio.
Silver Convention's, that "Fly Robin
Fly ". When I play that in the control
room, it really sounds good, okay. The
basic tracks for Boz Scaggs' album were
done here
the album wasn't mixed
the bass on that is pretty good- sounding. It comes through across the radio
pretty well. I would have liked to have
heard a little more bottom on it, but .. .
I loved McCartney, his bass sound.
Usually I like his bass sound they're the
loudest thing on the album usually. Very
loud, yes, all the way to "Abbey Road"
in which it is almost all bass.

-

...

-

The Player
Some bass players are really easy to
record
an example David Hungate,
Reinie Press
These people have good sounding basses to begin with, they have
good technique, they play evenly, the
sound is just generally there to begin with.
I've got some bass players who come in
whose axes sound bad
they're muddy,
and you have to do radical things like roll
all of the bottom off, and filter the bass
and compress the bass to try to make
some sort of . semblance of solidity.
That's the biggest problem.
Pick players tend to be cleaner
much cleaner players. Much more dynamic. It depends on the player, it depends
on the part. The other night we had an
excellent player in
an unknown kid
but he played with his fingers, and had
such great right -hand technique that I
swore he was playing with a pick, at first,
and then realized that he wasn't. It was
that clean.

-

...

-

.
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-

-
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The Equipment
Roto -Sound strings are usually awful,
in here. The one that all the kids use to
sound like Yes, they're usually awful. The
roundwounds are what all the kids use,
the flatwound medium -gauge are fairly
La Bella makes a good one, Fengood
der I guess still makes a good one. I think
I have Roto -Sound flatwound mediums
on my Ricky now. On the Precision
there's a flatwound
same thing, medium flatwounds. They don't have that
Roto -Sound twang.
Little Ampeg amps are nice. Little
amps turned down real low are real good.
Now in my home studio, I record the bass
If I'm recording like a phased bass, I
happen to use a Dyna Comp, a Rickenbacker with heavy -gauge flatwound RotoSounds, no pick, and I use a phaser sometimes. Okay, and I run it through a little
Music Man amp and I like it at a very,
very low volume 21/2. Very low volume.
In fact, if you don't have the headphones
on, it's very disappointing the way it
sounds in the room, but coming back off
the tape, it sounds very big and punchy
and huge.

-

...

...

-

Miking
If

I
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can not record the bass with a

mike, I do try. I've had very little luck
with milting the bass. If I do have a
choice, I use a U47 tube mike. That
seems to work very well. It depends on
the amp and the player. If you're using
those little Ampeg amps, sometimes it's
great, you can get away with like
a
Sennheiser 441 or 421, depending on if
you want it not -so- bright or bright. Depends. Sometimes a U87 or a U67 will
work, or a 251 Telefunken.
Now I have some guys who come in
who like to do a whole number with a lot
of effects. It really depends on the player.
And it depends on the amp. Really depends on the sound of the instrument,
the sound of amplifier. If he's gonna play
light and soft . . A lot of bass players
like Chuck Rainey come in and they sit
and turn their bass .
. Even though
they're direct, they have the bass amp
behind them and it's turned up just a
little bit, so they get to hear it, the sound
of it. Most usually I take it completely
direct, if I can.

...

.

.

Direct
We're using really good direct boxes
to start. We're using Larry Comara's Fat
Box. It is a transformerless direct box,
which uses a discrete amplifier to achieve
the impedance match. We also have another direct box, which is the same sort
of thing as the Fat Box. It is a small amplifier
phantom powered which has a
pot on it which also allows us to drive the
bass in at line level, bypassing the mike
transformer completely, making the
entire mike input transformerless. That
tends to help clean it up a bit.

-

-

The Fat Box has bottom on it. It's
the idea that it doesn't do anything.
That's the trick. It does less than any of
them. We use the Comtec direct boxes
Deane Jensen transformers - they're real
good, too. They get a really good sound,
but the Fat Box seems to be ... It seems
to, you know, work the best.

-

Limiting
In the past it's been sort of a rule -ofthumb always to throw a limiter on the
bass. The Inovonics limiters are excellent
on the bass it's a broadcast -type limiter
and a lot of people are using it. That
and I use a filter, like the Audio Design
and Recording Selectable Bandpass Processor it's a tuneable bandpass filter. Or
a tuneable filter, is what really it is. Meaning you can tune the frequencies you're
filtering. I use the Urei filters the 550's
a lot, 85 -, 90 -cycle roll -off. That gives
the bass a very bright, clear sound. I've
always thought that you can always make
it fatter when it's bright, but you can't
make it thinner when it's fat. And it also
seems to react on the tape better, too
it doesn't tend to bubble the tape and if
the machine isn't quite biased right on,
you don't get rocks and whatnot. So a
very clean, clear bass sound is achieved

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

that way filtering with a little touch of
compression. But lately less compression
and backing the fader off and letting the
headroom in the board handle it a little
more. It seems that the instrument . .
This really depends on the player, too.
That movement around the neck especially into very low frequencies and into
upper frequencies, in example going up
to ... D above middle D on bass, which is
at the 7th fret
moving that far up, not
limiting tends sometimes, depending on
the player, to give more uniformity of
sound. The bigger the wave, the more the
limiter's going to act, of course. The
lower the note, the larger the bass wave,
the more the limiter is going to react.
You know, it really depends on the
player. Lately if you have a really good
player, you can sometimes get away with
not limiting at all, other times you can't.
See, you get the bass dropping out in
both cases. If you're limiting a great deal,
the limiter's attack and recovery time
may not be set just right, so if he hits a
very low note, the limiter's going to be
working in a very extreme sort of way
and if you then go to a very high note,
the limiter may not recover in time, depending on the passage, depending .
See, it depends on the music, you know
it really depends on the music. It depends on the notes that you're playing
and the time -rhythm that you're playing
in. You might have to limit more for a
player who's playing fast than if he's
playing a very slow ballad, where the
limiter has a lot of time to attack and
recover. If the guy is playing very fast,
sort of jazz things, the limiter may never
ever really get a chance to recover.
.

-

-

.

.
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Equalization
I usually do add top. If the part
seems to need better uniformity, dynamically throughout the arrangement, sometimes EQ is applied in higher registers.
I can't say that I always do it a certain way. You know, it's like I search the
equalizer for the notes that I'm looking
to attenuate, and when I find it I attenuate it. I used to have a set thing, where I
always would go like right to 1,400 on
my console, and boost it 3 dB, and roll
120 or 400 off so many dB, you know. I
would do the exact same thing every time.
I've tried to stop doing that. I'm not always going to the same EQ that I know
works. Those are tried -and -true methods
that took a while to develop, but like I'm
not trying to do that anymore I'm trying to ... listen to the whole arrangement
and hear what it needs. I used to start
with each instrument individually without ever hearing the song. Now I'd never
do that
now I push all the faders up
with no EQ in, to start at a level
at a
fairly low level and listen to the entire
arrangement to see what's going on. As
they run it down two or three times, I
start making my equalization adjustments.
So I'm looking at the total, rather than

-

-

-
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OTARI MX-7308: Unquestionably

your best buy in one-inch
eight-track machine.
you're tuned into the multichannel
scene these days, you may have
heard this news: Your best value
by far in one -inch eight -track
machines is the Otani MX -7308.
Why? We believe its because it
has the same performance and
features as the other eight- tracks,
but costs 20% to 25% less: $8150
including console. That's enough
savings to let you buy a two
channel mix -down machine as well.
And when you stack it up against
used machines (most of which sell
for about the same price as a new
factory -fresh Otani), you find the
MX -7308 gives you several new
features that just weren't around in
the old days. Things like motion
sensing, reliable FET equalization
switching. reel tension servo. long
life deep gap heads, and LED
peak reading indicators, among
others. Consider these features:
If

Superior electronic performance; all front accessible adjustments.

Electronics: S N greater than 65 dB:
synchronous reproduce response
to 15 kHz for excellent fidelity
when ping ponging; large standard
VU meters plus peak reading LED
indicators: professional XLR
connectors; balanced 600 ohm

outputs at +4 or +8 dBm; a'l
electronics adjustments front
accessible; plug -in PC boards:
built -in two -frequency test oscillator
to set bias and record EQ: bias
test points on rear panel.

Excellent start time and tape handling
from integral reel servo.

Transport: 30 and 15 ¡Ps speeds
(15 and 71/2 ips on special order);
smooth, gentle tape handling with
fast start time (500 milliseconds at

Long -life deep -gap Otani heads:
plug -in convenience.

hinged access to transport
adjustments: motion sensing to
prevent tape damage: full edit
mode to spill tape: head lifter
defeat for cueing; rugged, heavy
duty power supply; all steel
console -built like a tank.
15 ips):

Heads: Superior quality extra
long -life deep -gap heads: brass
block mounted Permalloy construction for even wear and quiet
performance; plug -in for ease of
removal and realignment. These
heads really deliver the goods and
they keep on delivering session
after session.

Otani Corporation
Industrial Road
San Carlos, California 94070

981

(415) 593 -1648

TWX: 910- 376 -4890

Want to know more? Call us for
the name of an MX- 7308 -equipped
studio near you so you can hear
their story first hand.

Manufactured by Otani Electric Co.. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
for additional information circle number 47
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getting "a really great bass sound ", and a
"really good drum sound" that has, you
know, a certain amount of punch in the
kick drum and the snare and toms sound
this way, and then a "really dynamic
Then when you put it
piano sound"
all together, it may not fit. So I'm startusing mike
ing off with everything flat
placement, getting as good a sound as
possible - and then enhancing it. I'm trying to use as little EQ as I can. But I do
EQ, and I have a lot of stuff that I've
done that's final mix now that was mixed
with next to no equalization whatsoever.
Because it was done going in. I mean
everything was done like the first time
right, so I didn't have to go back and do
it.
I'm not into that trebly bass sound at
all. I know what that is - like Stanley
that's very
Clarke and people like that
popular, but to me the bass is always
down in the bottom where it belongs. It
should be on the bottom down there
where it was meant to be. It's not really a
lead instrument -- it's too clunky an instrument. It's like you don't have a lot of
French horn leads, in most classical music.
Or any contrabass solos, you know? It
belongs down in the bottom. I saw Return to Forever live once, and to me all of
that lead bass, all of that busy bass playing was really nothing. I just didn't enjoy

...

-

-

it at all.
Pick sounds can he way up. I had just
finished mixing an album, for 20th Century, and the bass was very poorly recorded. I didn't do it someone else did

- and

-

had a great deal of difficulty with
the bass because there was so much clicking. It was up around 7k, so I was like
using notch filters and things to try to get
it out. I think part of the thing of recording a good bass sound is making sure your
machine
the bottom end of your machine
is aligned right and your bias is correct, because bass tends to bring out incorrect biasing in a tape machine more
than anything else. You'll get bubbles,
rocks, kkkkkkkkkkkk - kind of a whooshing sound. It's quite common. We don't
have that here at Davlen.
Bias is a whole trip. 'There has to be a
certain amount of bias voltage applied to
the record head so that the carrier
the
bias carrier, which is an ultra -high frequency
is applied in a uniform manner,
in which to align the oxide particles to a
specific way so that they can then have a
signal placed on them. And if they're not
exactly aligned right
the bias carrier
doesn't go on the tape right
the bass,
being as broad and low- frequency an instrument as it is, tends to throw off this
.
.
.
this forming of iron oxide particles
which form the sound, and a lot of extraneous noise is introduced at that point.
High- frequency extraneous noises, like
bubbles and clicking and then non- uniformity and non -linearity . . . This sounds
like a dissertation on bias, but that's sort
of what it is. I think having the machine
I

-

-

-

-

-
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aligned properly is very important, so
that the bass sound comes back off the
tape like it is on the buss. It's really im-

portant.
The bad resonances are usually very
low. A dead E and A string. Open E and
open A are often too low, and don't
match up with the rest of the thing.
Doesn't match up with the D and G
strings at all. That's where you run into
problems. Also rattles
to try to get rattles and pick sounds out ...You could do
that with equalization or slapping the
player's fingers until he behaves.

-

Track Allocation
There was a time when I was taking
amped and a direct track extensively, but
I don't
anymore. 'Cause I would find
later on I'd either combine the two, or
find I'd be using the direct one.
If I do take two tracks of direct bass,
what I usually do is run one through a
flanger, and synthesize the sound that
you would normally get with all the guitar toys. I'd rather do that, than use like
an MXE or a . . .What is it? Mutron, or
any of those things. I'd rather do it in the
get a phased bass sound
control room
from the control room using a Hanger, as
opposed to doing it with those things. I
like to do that better
it's cleaner. So I
use two tracks for that - one is the
flanged sound, and I can integrate just
the amount of flanging I want, or if a part
in the song changes, you can like then
suddenly change the quality of the bass,
by adding this new sound. It has its advantages.

-

-

One Particular Player (Chuck Rainey)
With Chuck I use a limiter usually
I use an Inovonics or an 1176. The Inovonics if I'm going for a very tight, short
sound rather compressed, rather pick -y
type of sound. Chuck is one of those
players that if the band is 14 takes, he got
it exactly the ... What he did on the first
take and on the 14th take are exactly the
same. He's so professional and so uniform
you know, he really is right in there.
Now with him I tend to roll off the bottom and compress his bass. That's been
for stuff that's like out of his field, like
not jazz things
things that were more
"popular" the things that he is not normally hired for. He seems to do really
well on those. I love his playing on things
that are out of his bag so to speak.
He has a couple basses
he has two
Precisions I've seen, and he has a Yamaha
bass, which sounds very awful to me. We
used it once here and I had him go back
to the old Precision he normally uses.
Sometimes I mike his amp, it depends.
Usually my setups have been such that a
little bit of bass leakage into the rest of
everything has been kind of nice. 'Cause
since we don't use baffles or anything
anymore
you know, it's been one of
those things."

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ron Malo
continued from

page
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He has spent the 70's in Los Angeles,
working mainly out of Devonshire Sound
in North Hollywood, and with artists like
Paul Anka, Kenny Rankin, Mac Davis, the
Osmond Brothers, Andy Williams, Dizzy
Gillespie, Weather Report, and Cannonball
Adderly.

Approach to Bass
What I like to hear in the bass is due
to my earlier training, in making ANI 45's
or AM 78's or whatever
an AM record
is that extreme bottom on the bass
does me absolutely no good. It creates
problems in my mastering - I can't get
the level on the record that I want . .
I'm thinking of the end -product when I'm
in the studio, or even before I get in the
studio, knowing that what I want to get
on is the loudest sound that I can
the
fullest sound
without creating a problem down the line. So I want to hear
good definition on the notes, even dynamics, a nice round sound without being
excessively
heavy. Not too much hot tom
extreme bottom. When you're
boosting a lot of bottom in the studio, it
doesn't get out of the studio. It means
the mastering engineer's gonna have to
roll the bottom off the record, and if he
has to roll it off just to get the bass corrected, that means he's rolling it off
everything else. Because he's dealing with
the total record, not just the one instrument.
The amount of energy that every
piece of equipment has to consume to get
extreme bottom on, so that the ear thinks
there's a lot of it, is tremendous! That's a
tremendous amount of energy. When you
look at the difference on the Fletcher Munson curve between say 50 cycles and
1,000 cycles, for the ear to think that it's
It's
the same volume, you're talking
50, 60 dB or something like that, depending upon the listening level, of course.
Then there's the other point that's
important about recording the bass: what
monitor level are you going to record it at?
The ear's frequency response changes
drastically, just between 80 and 110 decibels or something like that, the bass response of the ear changes, not to mention

-

-

.

-

-

-

...

...

Twentieth Century
Chamber Music
The New CPR -16.
Computer Programmed
Reverberation.
In the days when a Hertz was a cycle, you built
live chambers for your "echo" If you had the space, and
no doubt, there's a mechanical plate, a box full of
springs, and some tape loops in your control room
today. All that stuff just to create an ambiance generic
to the recording process: REVERB. The CPR -16 from
Quad -Eight is an amazing new instrument that will
produce all of the reverb effects that you presently
must rely upon all those other devices to do. It
measures 51/4" high, 14" deep, and fits the standard
19" rack. It squeezes cubic yards down to cubic
inches and can gire you a big, deep chamber
sound with a flexibility of control that you can't
get with any other available method of
simulated reverb.
Control over every parameter has been
incorporated: 250 ms to 20 second decay, an
eight position selector for "Room Size" (the
initial delay settingfor determining the spatial
shape you want), program selection for specific
effects other than standard chamber sound, high
frequency damping, and a separately controllable
low frequency flherirg function. The CPR -16
features full uncompromised.16 -bit digital
arithmetic with dynamic range of (> 80dB),
ultra -quiet noise (<- BOdBm), anddíistortionless
(< 0.1% THD) performance. Because the
CPR -16 has a programmable microprocessor at
its heart, specialized effects can be added to its
capabilities at a later time.
And if that's not enough to get you
interested in the latest technology for the studio,
how about the price? $5,995.00 (U.S.) Call or
write -in for full Information. The CPR -16 from
Quad /Eight is Sweet Chamber Music for the
Rock 'n Roll Era.
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the top end, too. Also, the other phenomenon that occurs is how're you gonna tell
if it's in tune? The ear's pitch sense is extremely sensitive to level at the lower frequencies. In other words, the human ear
does not sense pitch on a linear basis, or
with level. It changes. Or rather, its reference of pitch, at different frequencies, is
not a linear thing. If you change the
speed of a tape machine, all frequencies
move up by the same amount. If you
double the speed, it's exactly one octave
higher. The strange thing that happens
with volume is that, as you increase the
volume or change the volume level, some
frequencies change pitch more than others.
So if you have it extremely loud, it may
be in tune extremely loud, and as you
turn the volume down, it's out of tune.
Favorite Bass Sounds
When I think of bass, and thinking of
sounds of bass, we're thinking of something other than the rhythm instrument
in the bottom of the band, so we're talking about an acoustic bass, or someone
like Jaco Pastorius, or a solo bass player,
playing
who's creating a musical solo
harmonics and doing things like that. So
now we're talking about a different
aspect of it. I hear some of the bass that's
on the German records the Fender bass
that's on some of the Deutsch Gramophone records
And I'm not speaking
specifically of rock & roll records, I'm
some of those old Caterina
speaking of
Valente records and stuff like that, where
they managed to get a bass that has definition, sounds big, but doesn't really have
any bottom, but it sounds like it has a lot
of bottom. It sounds loud, without being
clean
loud. It's really a pleasant sound
.
. How they do it or what they did I
don't know. Did I tell you what happened
in London? I worked in George Martin's
studio in AIR and every time I go to
England, do you want to know what they
want to know first? How did we get the
"American Sound " ?! They are copying
the American sound, and that whatever
we hear coming out of England is their
best copy of what we do! So I told them
that, "Do you realize that there's a movement in the United States trying to copy
your copy of us ?" And they broke up.
It was a total breakup, and I talked to the
guys that work at AIR, and at Advision
Studios, and at Audio International, and
some session guys that were there. And
they said, "How do you get that drum
sound, and how do you . . . ?" And I'm
not talking about just the Chess stuff.
The grass is always greener on the other
side of the ocean, so to speak.

-

-

...

...

-

.

-

-

The Player
I'd say that the biggest variable I've
observed is in the musician, not necessarily in the bass or how you record it. How
they play it, the technique that they use.
I mean, I'm talking about the finished
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product
the sound of a bass. Okay.
Every producer or artist has an idea of
not necesshow he wants it to sound
arily the way the bass player wants it to
sound. Okay, what is a good bass sound?
he says, "I want
You got a producer
this ", so you try to give him what he
wants, you have a musician out there that
may want to hear the bass he's playing
completely different than the way you
want to record it. So you have little fights
occasionally as to how you're going to
pick him up and how you're gonna record
him, etc. And that is an agreement that
has to go on between the producer, the
mixer, the bass player ...
With the caliber of musicians that
I'm working with today as opposed to

-

...

-

-

I'm working with the
15, 20 years ago
top men in the field.The very best bass
players available in Los Angeles, if you
will. Of the dozen best, I'm working with
Wilton Felder, Jerry Scheff, Lee Sklar

...

...

I mean, when you take
Chuck Rainey
Wilton Felder and Joe Osborne
these
people you're talking about the epitome
of bass players as far as current records
are concerned. So, these people all have
styles, and they're hired for their style,
not their sound. Now a lot of times people confuse what is the sound against the
style. I mean, that is the man's sound if
he plays on a hit record and they say,
"That's a great bass sound ", then that becomes the style of it. It's how he picks it,
whether he uses a pick, whether he uses
his fingers, whether he plays down by the
pickup or up by the frets
All of that
affects the sound coming out of the instrument. Now, the engineer cannot control the way the man plays. He can't ...
How can he control the artistic playing?
If you're having a problem getting a bass
sound that you want, over a period of
years you start to figure out, "Well, okay,
you can do this and do that and do that
". How far can you bend the particular musician? Now a person that's just
doing semi -amateur, run -of- the-mill recording, out there in the world, he doesn't have Wilton Felder or Jerry Scheff as
bass players or one of these people. Now,
first the person he's recording probably
doesn't have a lot of studio experience, so
you've got a problem like to start with.
Most of the gigging bass players
the working bass players
that play in
groups or whatever
I find their whole
sound, if you go to the stage, is all bottom, and no "point" on the bass, no definition of the notes. No percussive quality. They're playing loud, and they're
only trying to "move air" with the bass.
So they're not too concerned with . .
They've let their articulation go they're
not fretting as tightly as they could so if
you turn all the highs off of the bass and
boost the bottom, all you hear are the
notes and if the string buzzes on a fret,
you don't hear it. So, you've got a bass
player that may not be playing
cor-

-

-
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-

-

-

-
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rectly, and you bring him into the studio
and he's bom-bom -bom -bom
It's not
giving you the definition. Say he's playing
all the right notes and he's playing the
right figures and everything, so you say,
"Well, okay, we want to brighten it up ",
and the guy says, "Well, no, man, that's
not my sound ". Then if you do get him
to brighten up, all of a sudden you're
hearing "bssst, bssst, bssst, bssst
". Because he's not fingering properly. So you
have a problem. No, there's no way to
solve that problem.

...

...

The Equipment
I like the Hofner myself. They made
two Hofners
they made a long neck
and a short neck. The reason I liked the
bass is because it had very good brilliance.
I mean, because of the dual pickup arrangement or whatever. However, it was
built, you could get a beautiful, bright
definition on the top end almost guitarlike sound at the top end. Knowing the
Hofner basses that I had recorded, it was
a beautiful bass to record
and you still
got the extreme smooth bottom. In other
words, it was a hi -fi bass, if you will. I
mean, it had
. top, and bottom, and
mid-punch, and with the adjustments
the tone adjustments
that were on it,
you could get a nice sound. It was a very
"musical" bass maybe that would be a
definition for it. A very musical- sounding
instrument, as opposed to a bom-bornbom -bom Fender bass.
The thing that they're working with
now is the fretless bass. To get the musical sound. Some of the bass players . .
Jaco Pastorius, who I just recorded with
Weather Report, uses a fretless bass, for
some things. You don't have frets in your
way, and it's a very bright-sounding bass.
I've never recorded a Rickenbacker
bass that I'm aware of, so I don't know if
I could comment on a Rickenbacker.
The Fender bass
all of the Fender
basses
characteristically have a very
tight sound, as opposed to ... a "singing",
"musical" sound. Out here some of the
guys have Gibsons for a particular sound,
but it was always either the Fender or the
Hofner.
But talking about the different basses,
and how you treat them ... I don't treat
then different. In other words, if we
wanted a Hofner sound, we would use a
Hofner. If we wanted a Rickenbacker
sound, we would use a Rickenbacker.
And that's up to the bass player. Wilton
Felder I think carries two basses with him,
and if one bass doesn't give him the
sound that he wants, he'll use the other
bass. And he'll say, "Ah, this one doesn't
have quite the sound that I want for this
record ".
As far as those Roto -Sound strings go,
again, that is the musician's prerogative.
Because of the musicians that I'm working with, I don't have to go out and adjust their drums, I don't have to go out

-

-

-

.
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-
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and adjust the bass player's bass . . . I
used to have to do that, certainly, but
currently I may go out and say, "Hey,
that's a great bass sound. What're you
doing ? ", and he'll tell me, but I don't
have to go out and tell him, "Hey, that's
the wrong . . . Let's try these strings or
something like that ".
: just
finished mixing.an album for
American Flyer, that they had done in
Toronto, I believe. And they had that
very bright, pointy, clangy bass sound of

-

you will
ba -tong
very metallic sound.

...

you know. It's

a

Mikmg
I stopped miking the amp about 15
years ago. None of the Chess records had
miked bass, and none of the Rolling
Stones that I did were either. The guitar
amps were direct and the bass amp was
dire t, so any ambience that was in the
room on any of the Rolling Stones
records that you've heard that I've done
was strictly being picked up by the piano
or the drum mikes. I'm sorry
the drum
mike. The bass drum mike or the one
overhead microphone.
Occasionally you do mike the bass.
Agin, with the players that you have,
they're so good that the direct is all you
need. And I'm not doing groups. I'm not

-

doing that many group recordings, of
rock groups, per se. I'm doing Top 40 -type
single material with Paul Anka . .
If I
.

THE TRIE

do rock & roll

... I

did the Maxine Night -

engale release that's out now. I'm doing
straight-ahead music, as opposed to artistic compositions by a group, by a self-con-

tained rock group. Then when you do
those things sometimes you do go into
different sounds
putting a room mike
up, and doing things of that sort. So
we're talking about maybe a different
class of recording.
I would use any mike I got left over.
I mean, that's a decent microphone.
There are certain mikes that you wouldn't use, but ... I'd sometimes use a Shure
series microphone. On Jaco's bass amp,
let's see, we used a Shure for some of the
pickups
545, the very cheap one. It's
basically the same microphone as the
SM57. It's the same capsule element and
the same design. It's a grading system, so
It's the same microphone. It's the same
basic characteristic. I'm sure that the top of- the-line ones are a little better quality
than the bottom -of- the -line ones, but for
the uses of the microphone and the normal limitations of that particular capsule,
they're all in the same ballpark.

-

-

Direct
Basically I record all my basses direct
a bass amp. I can't
remember when the last time I miked a
bass amp was. Oh, I miked Jack's bass
amp, very slightly. And it's miked right
on with the direct. And it's hardly there

don't generally mike

at all.
I don't do a thing significantly different with any bass player that comes in
here unless it's a problem bass. The for-

mula that I've developed, or whatever, to

...

record a bass
We have these directs
that they use here at this studio, basically
just bridging transformers. I think it's
60,000 ohms to a 200 ohm primary or
secondary or something, and that just
feeds the mike input of the console, and
bridges across his bass output
the bass
instrument output. That feeds into the
console, I feed it through an LA -3A Teletronix limiter. And if I do any equalization at all to the bass, it will be at 1,800
cycles, and peaking, and it may be anywhere from nothing to 10 dB, depending
upon the bass player. Very seldom do 1
have to do anything to the bottom end of
boost, cut, roll.
the bass
direct
So we record it one way
possible equalization is at 1,800 cycles.
On this console that happens to be an
equalization point. I found that it happens to work very nicely, with giving a
fairly sharp sound to an electric bass,
and it just happens to feel right. And it
works with, again, most of the bass
players.
The direct boxes that we're using,
and the only ones that I've ever used are
basically a UTC transformer that bridges
the output of the bass, and feeds microphone level into the console, so it's just a

-
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616-452 -1596
Your Direct Line To
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT
We represent, stock, sell and service only the best
such names as
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-

Auditromcs

Nortronics
Pulse Dynamics

Ampex

Ramko
Revox
Russco
Scully
Sennheiser
Shure
Sony

Beyer
Cetec
Crown
DBX

Edcor
Electro -Voice
Editall
Fidelipac

Soundcraftsman
Spotmaster
Switchcraft

LPB

Marti
Micro -Track

TEAC

Nagra

Tascam

Neumann

UREI

transformer. No resistors or anything.
Now we did have, like I say, at Chess
basically the same transformer arrangement except with clip leads, to clip across
the speaker terminals or a jack -to -plug
into the external speaker jack, to get
some of the amplifier sound into the bass
or into the guitars. Kind of going back wards to the old Chess sound.

Limiting
The bass I do limit. I use the LA-3A
by preference, because ... maybe it's not
too fast. The characteristic of the limiter
seems to work very nice on vocals and
bass. And it's
well the result is pleasant.

...

Equalization
Now the difference in sound with
whatever the setup is is up to the bass
player. Some bass players are brighter ...
We have a thing with Jerry Scheff
excellent bass player. Played on Presley
things, and he's played on a lot of great
records .
Jerry would hear his direct
bass in the earphones and it would sound
too bright to him, so at the beginning of
the session I'd get the bass sound, right ?,
then he'd put the cue phones on, and as
we're going, he's turning the highs on
his bass and l'm equalizing up, and we'd
end up at the end of the session that I'd
have 14 dB of equalization in, putting
top end back on his bass. Ile turned the
actual tone control on the Fender, just
turning it down as I went up. We didn't
communicate
. It bothered him to
have to hear it that way, and we've finally
come to an agreement
we had a little
discussion and I said, "All right, I'll meet
you halfway ", and so in extreme cases
now for Jerry, as I put my equalization
in that I want on the tape, and then on
the monitor I de- equalize it with the
reciprocal equalization, just for him. Ile
doesn't care what you put on the tape,
as long as that's the sound you want, but
for him to be able to play, he has to hear
it a certain way, and I guess that's true of
any musician. You base what you do with
your fingers or mouth or hands or feet or
whatever on what you hear coming to
you, whether it's an acoustical sound or
in a room or whether it's what's coming
through the earphones on your head.
And the current way of recording out
here is everyone uses headphones and you
have a separate headphone cue mix that's
totally different from what you're listening to in the control room. And specifically tailored for the purpose of musicians. This studio has four cue systems,
so it's feasibly possible to have four totally separate and different cue mixes in
the studio at any given time. The singer
could have one, the bass player could
have one . . . Of course, somebody's
gonna have to share if you've got more
than four people in the studio.
Absence equalization is something

-
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a lot of people forget about. Everybody thinks boost, and sometimes taking
out will produce a more pleasant effect
than a lot of boost. I do as little equalization as necessary, to get the sound that
I get
you either love it or you hate it.
I prefer not to equalize at all if it is possible. I do what I have to do to make it
right, and sometimes I'll take the .
What you have a tendency to do is you
take a course of action that you think is
right, and you will keep continuing in
that course of action of equalizing, boosting it, and rolling and everything else,
and you may lead yourself down a road
that's totally the wrong direction. And so
the best thing then is to take it all out
get the equalizer out of the circuit, flip
the in /out switch, pull it out. Because
your ear becomes accustomed to these
changes, and the lack of it sometimes is
Well, you end up with the totally
wrong thing. I've seen people in here with
the boost and cut controls operating at
the same time at the same frequency.
That's a cute trick. On the Lang equalizer.
I actually came in and I saw someone
boosting and cutting at 50 cycles! On the
same equalizer! It must have been purposeful
it had to be purposeful. I don't
think they understand the function of the
equalizer. On the Lang, there is a separate
boost and a separate cut control. Actually
it's been done because they are separate
switches and you can select different frequencies so you could boost at 200 cycles and cut at 25 cycles, if you wanted.
But if you cross over the opposite way,
and you cut above your boost, you have
the interaction going on. It's not a parametric, where you can sit there and get
very narrow frequency bands. Very
strange phenomena occur and basically
what you're getting probably is just distortion. Because of the two circuits interacting with each other. But again, if it
sounds right . . It's good if you know
why something is happening. You should
know why that something is working, so
that you can take a logical course of
action. If you know that there's a particular problem, you should know how the
equalizer reacts or will control it. So it's
good to have some background. I mean, if
you turn someone that knows nothing
about it loose with an equalizer, he doesn't know . . . You say, "That's for the
highs, that's for the lows ". and that's
pretty broad. There's a broad spectrum in
there.
I'm still working with this 1,800
cycle frequency point, for some strange
reason. I've got half- octave steps here on
these particular equalizers, and I just
swept down through it and everything
else. The particular sound that I like and
the producers that I work with like seems
to be at 1,800 cycles. And that's either
more at that frequency and then if there's
a noise problem or something, we roll off
at 10,000 to get rid of anything that's
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occurring out there. l'ou might boost

something or cut something in the lower
areas, depending upon the particular
character. And this is done after the
limiting on this particular setup here. In
other words, the equalization is done
after it's been compressed a little bit. And
I only use enough compression so that the
notes come out consistent so that, if the
bass player hits a note a little lighter than
another note, you still get the constant
beat, but not so much that you've taken
his dynamics away from him and he can't
play louder in one passage and softer in
another passage. Again, with the type of
people and the type of sessions that I'm
working with, I have to produce a record
in a given period of time. I don't have
time to spend an hour on a bass sound
and two hours on a drum sound, and 15
minutes on this and that. In other words,
they want to be able to start recording
within that three -hour session, because
I'm locked into that three -hour time
schedule as opposed to a 12 -hour or
24 -hour situation with a group. So I have
to come up with a setup and a group of
conditions that will produce a good
record, 99% of the time. Immediately,
and be ready to move on the options. So
a lot of the questions that you're asking
are pertaining to group recording. And
I'm talking about the everday studio -type
recording where we get sidemen to come
in and play. And it's a little different
condition.
the
I do record group musicians
bass player that we just had ...What was
the bass player the other day? Oh, he
He has an Orban Paracame in with
metric equalizer, he has an Eventide
Omnipressor, and an Eventide Instant
Flanger, and a Crown D60 amplifier. And
that is his package, and he feeds you the
output of his package. Not the direct off
his instrument, and so I told him that he
was a little noisy and he says, "What frequency? At what frequency ? "! I said,
"Could I get a little brighter sound ? ".
He's a good bass player, and it was just a
matter of us . We'd never worked together
he was a substitute because Wilton Felder was supposed to be on the
date, and the answering service apparently screwed up the scheduling, and here we
got a studio full of musicians and no bass
player. And we were able to get this fellow to come in, and he's great. He's playing on a lot of big records .
I'm trying
to think of his name. Anthony Jackson,
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believe it is.

One Particular Player (Jaco Pastorius)
Jaco is a
a very musical bass player
He's into the music that he can make
with a bass as opposed to just a rhythm
instrument. He's an excellent musician.
Now Jaco creates his sound by hearing
what's coming out of his amplifier, but
what we're picking up on the direct pickup from the bass directly seems to be

-
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better sound, but if he doesn't have the
amplifier out there to work against, he
has problems.
Actually it was a very enjoyable situation, recording Jaco. He was a new bass
player with Weather Report, so it was a
different
I think he played a couple
of tunes on the previous record that I
did, and on the last album this "Heavy
Weather"
he was the exclusive bass
player with the group, because they were
in a transistion period. Alphonse Johnson
was the bass player with Weather Report
previously.
When I record him, I mix the direct
with the microphone, till I get whatever
sounds right. Mostly direct, and a little
bit of his amplifier. 'Cause his amplifier
doesn't have the definition that the direct
has, and he's very happy with the bass
sound. When he comes in here, he's
happy. Now most of the time when a bass
player comes in or any musician comes
in, he can't tell me how to get my sound.
All right?
say, "Let me do it my way,
you come in and you listen, if it's not
right then we'll make whatever adjustments that are necessary to do it ". In
other words, "Play a little bit of bass, or
play your drums, or whatever, then you
come in the control room and you listen,
and if it's not the sound that you're
happy with, then we'll adjust to make it
correct. But give me my shot first, because I am the mixer ". I said, "Rather
than make me change what I know works
most of the time ... ". I don't useexactly
the same amount of limiting and exactly
the same amount of equalization every
time - there are fine variables within this,
but that's where I start. I know on the
LA -3A, for instance, that I'll set the
threshold at a certain point and I set the
output at a certain point, and that,
coupled with the gain structure of this
particular console, and those pickups out
there, will be my starting point. Then I
either add more mike gain, change the
threshold, change the equalization or
whatever to get the particular sound
for that particular bass player on that
particular tune. Now sometimes it's
changed within a tune. If it's a tune and
there are changes that occur within the
tune - changes in sound that have to
occur within the tune, then you make
those changes. Again, we're making records for ears not for graphs and charts
and things like that. It's what the end product sounds like.
I try to make hit records as opposed
to hi -fi records, and I've always contended we're in the business to make money
and not to make records for our own personal enjoyment. I mean, what my personal tastes are and what I do may not be
the same. I have to make a commercial
phonograph record, and I think that's the
job of all recording engineers - to make a
commercial phonograph record. A saleable
record.
.
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'For the very best Studio

Construction available ...
usually wears nail bags carries hammer and tape
- drives crew very hard
`:r,, and smiles all the while ! !
Occasionally, he's caught
looking at plans. Is also
known for doing work all
over North America, giving
firm estimates, exacting
dates of completion and
No BULL
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guilty of construtting the following
He pleads

'studios:
Record Plant, Los Angeles,
Studio C
Century 21, Winnipeg,
Canada, new studio
Sound Interchange,
Toronto, Canada, new
studio
Superscope, San Fernando,
California, new studio
Chicago Recording Company,
Chicago, Illinois, Studios 1,

*
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*

*

2 and 3

Szymczyk's Bayshore
Recording Studios, Inc.,
Coconut Grove, Florida,
new studio
Bill

*
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He leaves

trail of 'Happy
is easy to

a

Customers', and

follow

... and his prices are

fantastic
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Call for information and details

;.

RUDOLF A. BREUER
805 / 273-3792
Lic. No. 238315
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Let our Series 79
bring out the best in you.
Buying a recording system is a
lot like getting married. It's a longtime partnership. That's why 3M
hasdesigned a total recording system
that even the most finicky and
demanding engineer can love. With
these features that free your
mind from equipment worries to let
you concentrate on performance:
A "brainy; new way to locate cues.
An exclusive Series 79 feature.
Our new Selectake II Cue Locator
combines a powerful, mini -computer
to program and locate cues digitally.
Cue overshoot and long crawl
times are completely eliminated.
Saves time, saves tape. It can
even save sessions.
The steadiest capstan drive in the

business. Our exclusive 3M
Isoloop" differential capstan drive
gives you smooth tape flow, easy
R-e/p 76

threading and editing, and precise
tape handling. More than that,
it achieves incredibly low wow and
flutter and excellent tape to -head contact by reducing unsupported tape length to just 3 %z"
Transport changes at your
fingertip. Mode to mode transport
changes are made via logic
circuits for direction change and
braking at the touch of a button.
No more jams, tape spills, or
machine damage.
Roll along at your own speed.
Speeds of 7 %z, 15 and 30 ips are
switch selectable with automatic
equalization for each speed. Variable
speed control (6 to 36 ips) is
standard on multi -track and optional
on the 2- and 4 -track models.
These recorders grow as your
needs grow. Buy a recorder to fit
for additional information circle number 53

your current needs in 2-, 4 -, 8 -, 16and 24 -track configurations.
Optional heads and guides let you
convert your recorder to up to
24- tracks later on.
3M quality means Money,
Money, Money in the long run.
You've got to consider your recording
gear's resale value when you trade
in or trade up.
Recording people know that 3M
gear is built to last a long time. That
proven reputation helps it keep
its value.
So, if your current recorder isn't
doing you justice, get together with
the Series 79. And bring out the
real you.
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maintenance:

better way
to adjust Azimuth
A

by

NEIL HOPPER
Virtuall all instructions supplied
with professional tape recorders and
alignment tapes direct that azimuth be
adjusted for maximum output of a
high- frequency tone, regardless of the
number of tracks. However. most enginccrs realize that %Olen two or more
tracks are available, relative phase of the
tracks is notch more sensitive to azimuth
error than is output level. Relative phase
of two tracks can be observed on a
dual- trace oscilloscope or on any oscilloscope set up for a Lissajous (x -y)
display. Because most recording studios consider oscilloscopes to be service bent It rather than control roots equipment. nn any engineers use the console to
SUM Itvu or more tracks and adjust azimuth for tnaxiununi sum, which obviously
occurs when the tracks are exactly in
phase. The peak obtained with this method is much sharper than the peak ohserved on individual tracks, Intl We can do
bell,'r.
Table shows !hall the peak °ccuring
when two sine %.tees are in phase is quite
broad when compared with the null
I

which occurs 'when they are 180 degrees
out of phase. .\ phase shift of 1(1 degrees
will only cause a (1.03 dB drop in the stun
(difficult if not impossible to see). but
when observing the null, the sane phase
shill will produce a VI' meter reading of
-15 I, uunparcd to no signal. or minus infinity V('), which is easy to see. If that
isn't easy enough to be seen, or if even
better resolution is wanted, the gain can
be increased. (You can't in( ar:Ise the gain
with the stun method; in fact, you have
to decrease the gain by at least 3 dB to
get an on -scale reading.)
If your console doesn't have phase
reversing switches built into the input
modules. it will be necessary to construct
a phase -reversing patch cord (make sure
it's clearly labeled as such). A phase -reversing patch cord can be used to adjust
azimuth without going through the
console, provided your machine has
balanced output and the meters on the
machine bridge the output lines. Simply
connect one output to the other with the
phase -reversing patch cord. and the VU
meters on the machine will indicate a null
when both tracks are in phase. Or, if you
can find a convenient location, you can
mount a momentary double -pole single-

switch on your machine and
connect it as shown in figure I. In either
case make sure the outputs are balanced
and slay balanced (the inputs to your
console or monitor system Wright he
unbalanced). because if the low side is
common. connecting them together out
of phase will connect both high sides to
common (in other words, a short circuit).
This will I,,,, /, like a null no matter what
the two channels are doing with respect
to each other.
It your machine has unbalanced outputs. all is not lust. :MI you need is an
extra meter, which should be connected
between the two high sides as shown in
figure 2. When the outputs of the two
channels are at the same level and in
phase. there is no voltage difference between the terminals of the meter. so the
meter will indicate a null. II there is a
phase difference between the two channels, the meter will read as shown in the
difference column of table 1. 'I his setup
can also be used to monitor relative phase
of the two channels of a stereo mix. The
more out- of-phase information present
in the mix. the higher the meter reading.
Notice that a phase difference of 60 degrees will cause a reading of (1 Vt'. and
anything over 90 degrees will pin the
meter.
This system is actually loo sensitive

throw

for some situations. The measurement
system must be matched to the size of
the quantity being measured. For example, you can use a magnifying glass to
watch an ant moving around. but a high
power microscope would be useless in the
same situation because the ant's motion
would be larger than the microscope's
field of vision. .\ similar problem arises
when adjusting azimuth on a multitrack
machine. Because of gap scatter and
different amounts of phase shift among
different tracks. phase relationships between two adjacent tracks on a multitrack machine is not necessarily the best
way to measure azimuth. It's better to
compare two tracks farther apart from
each other. closer to the edges of the tape.
The trouble with this is that an azimuth
change of only a small fraction of a
degree will cause a phase difference of
several cycles between the two tracks, SO
there will be several nulls in the general
vicinity of correct azimuth. Even at the
proper null, slight variations in azimuth
caused by less- than -perfect tape tracking
may cause wildly fluctuating meter readings, a situation like the ant under die
microscope. So the less sensitive summing
method is more useful in this case. Even
so. we still have the problem of several
cycles of phase difference between the
tracks for relatively small azimuth error.
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An easy way around this is to add a few
tracks from in between the outer tracks;
all the tracks will be in phase only when
the azimuth is correct. There are a couple
of ways to sum more than two tracks.
Besides the obvious way of summing
them through the console, you can patch
them all to the same milli (or you can
build an octopus patch cord) and then
feed the mult to an auxiliary meter. (If
the meters on your machine bridge the
output lines, you won't need the auxiliary meter.) If you decide to use the console for summing, keep in mind that
every time you double the number of
tracks, the level in your summing amplifier increases by 6 dB, so decrease the

levels on the input faders accordingly.
If you are adjusting reproduce
azimuth to tones on someone's master
instead of a full -track reproduce align-

ment tape, watch out for the possibility
of the tones having been printed 4, 8, or
16 tracks at a time instead of simultaneously (not everybody has 24 busses on
their console). In this case, you can't
compare phase between two tracks near
the edge of the tape. The best you can do
is to compare phase between two simultaneously recorded tracks as far apart as
you can find them. Again, throw in a few
tracks from in between to make sure
you've found the right peak.
This method is so sentitive that it's

best to start your azimuth adjustment
with a mid -frequency tone rather than a
high- frequency tone. There are a couple
of reasons for this. First, it's just about
impossible to adjust azimuth to the
wrong null at a mid -range frequency, although a 360 degree phase shift between
tracks at 15 kHz occurs not far from zero
degrees phase shift. Second, different
amounts of phase shift may occur on different channels at different frequencies.
Certain amounts of phase shift are expected on all channels because of the equalization circuitry; but because of track -totrack variations in the head, the exact
amount of phase shift at any given frequency will vary among the tracks. This
equalization- related phase shift is present
at high frequencies with any equalization
characteristic, but with NAB equalization
it is also present at low frequencies. Azimuth should not be adjusted at low frequencies because the magnitude of phase
difference due to equalization difference
is greater than that due to azimuth error.
So the initial azimuth adjustment
should be made at a frequency located on
the flat portion of the equalization curve.
Equalization should then be adjusted for
Flat response (or at least identical response between the two channels), and
then the phase relationship between channels should be checked at several higher
frequencies. Little or no azimuth adjustment should be required at this point. If
the phase relationship between channels

MCI'S NEW HELPING HANDS
Fat Albert Productions' Ron Albert, as everyone
knows, is a great mixer -but MCI's new JH -50
Series automation system has made him even

greater, by giving total recall of his previous
mixes. MCI can give you creative helping hands,
too, with its easy -to -use, low -cost automation
for all MCI consoles of the JH -400 and JH -500
Series.

.
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87, 57th AES Convention, at
Los Angeles Hilton, May 10 -13
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fication to accept the new automation, which
can be added in a few hours. The JH-400 Series
consoles also can be automated, including
grouping, by the JH -50 system.
In the tradition of MCI, a retrofit kit is available
to provide all required circuitry (including
faders) for automating existing consoles in
the field.
Call your local dealer today and ask about automating
your console. Ask for

MCI
MCI
MCI
MCI

JH -50 -416
JH -50 -428
JH -50 -528
JH -50 -542

for
for
for
for

JH -416
JH -428
JH -528
JH -542

Consoles
Consoles
Consoles
Consoles

6th AVENUE FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33308 (305) 566 -2853
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varies considerably with frequency, azimuth should be adjusted so that phase
difference is minimized over as broad a
bandwidth as possible.
After reproduce azimuth has been
adjusted as carefully as possible, record
azimuth should be adjusted to match reproduce azimuth (while monitoring reproduce phase). Bias should always be adjusted before record azimuth, because the
signal is not being recorded on the tape
at the gap itself. but at some point after
the gap. the exact point varying with the
strength of the bias field. Once bias has
been adjusted, record azimuth is adjusted
the sane as reproduce azimuth
adjust
azimuth at a mid -range frequency, adjust
equalization, then check phase relationship at higher frequencies.
Of course, this is not really a different way of adjusting azimuth, its a different way of measuring azimuth error.
Everything else remains the sane. However, because this method is more sensitive than the method you may have been
using, it may bring to light problems in
your equipment of which you were unaware but which have been there for
some time. An unstable reading will result if your machine has high peak -topeak azimuth variations. Even though the
reproduce head is secure in its position
once it has been adjusted, if the path of
the tape varies as it passes over the head,
the effective azimuth angle between tape
and head varies. This can be caused by

-

either your transport or the tape itself. If
your alignment tape has seen lots of use,
even very slight wear on the edges of the
tape will cause instability in tape tracking, which will in turn cause variations in
azimuth. Sometimes even brand -new tape
is slit out of tolerance (yes, even from the
most reputable manufactuers nobody's
perfect). If the tape is slit too narrow, it
has lots of room to skew, and if it's too
wide, it can bind in the guides or even be
squeezed out of the guides (which can
cause worse skewing than too -narrow
tape). Tapes from different manufacturers are often slit to different widths. If
possible, it's a good idea to standardize
on one type of tape and have your reproduce alignment tapes manufactured on
the same type of tape.
Transport problems causing unstable
tape tracking are more common and us-

ually more severe than tape problems.
Worn bearings, sticking brakes, bent reel
flanges, and other defective components
will obviously cause fluctuations in tape
tension. Tension must be correctly adjusted when these problems have been
eliminated, of course. If any of the heads
or guiding components are even slightly
displaced from vertical, the tape tension
will cause an upward or downward force
on the tape. The capstan must also be
vertical and the pinch roller must apply
equal pressure across the width of the
tape. On a closed -loop transport the vertical position of the pinch rollers is criti-

cal. A very slight misalignment in the
height of either pinch roller can cause
drastic shifts in the tape path. Worn
guides and /or heads will sometimes cause
a bistable tape path -- sometimes the tape
will go through in one path, sometimes
another. It may even snap from one path
to the other while the tape is in motion.
Usually the only cure for this problem is
replacing the guilty guides and replacing
or relapping the heads.
If your equipment is in good condition, this method is better than the summing method because it's more accurate,
and easier than the oscilloscope method
because it doesn't require as much equipment. It is even possible to adjust azimuth to program material when no tones
are supplied, provided that there is a
sufficient amount of high frequency information common to both channels
(Lead vocal usually works fine.) Simply
monitor the difference signal and adjust
azimuth to the point where the center
channel disappears.
Correct azimuth adjustment is more
important than many people realize, especially when you consider that most
stereo program material is heard most
often in mono (even on F11, most people
are listening on mono sets). This method
should make it easier for studios (and
radio stations, too, if we're lucky) to
keep their azimuth consistent, with the
end result being bettter quality audio at
the listener's end.

Powerful
alternative.
SAE 2500 Professional Dual -Channel Power Amplifier

When you compare power amplifiers, you have to look at the
hard facts. The SAE 2500 Professional Dual- Channel Power
Amplifier has them -top power, specifications, reliability and
features that make it the most "powerful alternative."

Power. 450 Watts RMS per channel, both channels
driven into 4 Ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz at no more
than 0.1% total harmonic distortion. Or, 300 Watts
RMS per channel, both channels driven into 8 Ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz at no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion. *Plus, a new, smaller wide -channel power
transformer coupled to 4 computer -grade capacitors for a
power supply that varies no more than 10% from no load to
full load. (For extra protection, there are relay and thermal
cut -out devices.)
Other Specifications:
4 or 8 Ohms with any 2 mixed
0 05 Max.
frequencies between 20Hz and 20kHz at 4/1 voltage ratio
±0.25dB, 20Hz to 20kHz
Frequency Response at rated power
Noise
Greater than -100dB below rated power
2.Spsec. rise and fall time
Transient Response of any Square Wave
40V/p sec.
Slew Rate
Front panel: 19 "Wx7 "H, Chassis: 15 34'"D
Dimensions
(excluding handles, controls and connections)
*These specifications comply with FTC requirements for power

IM Distortion from 250mW to rated power at

Reliability. The SAE 2500 gives you high current capability
with Parallel- Series- Output Circuitry (PSO)- without loss of
wide power bandwidth, low leakage current or super -high
slew rate. Sixteen triple- diffused output transistors have an
electrical and thermal SOA 50% higher than maximum design
requirements for reliable high demand capability. This configuration can handle anything from continuous full signals
to highly reactive surge loads -all day long without failure or
overheating. Dual relay disconnect circuits and plug -in board
design further assure reliable performance.
Features. Feedback level controls assure a constant input impedance of 50k Ohms and reduce the noise figure to more
than 1OOdB below rated output in all positions. Loudspeaker
protection relay- activated circuit automatically disconnects
speakers in case of ±DC outputs. Plus, direct power reading
VU meters and forced air cooling.
The SAE 2500 Professional Power Amplifier weighs only 58
lbs. making it practical for portable sound reinforcement,
public address, communications and recording applications.

The professional alternative.
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Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, California 90060
Please send me the reasons (including available literature) why the SAE 2500
Professional Dual -Channel Power Amplifier is the "'Powerful Alternative. ""
Name

Address
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POWER...

how much is enough?
by chris foreman
Just about everybody from Altec to Yamaha now builds a
"super power" amplifier (or maybe two or three models). In

fact, the audio consumer is currently faced with Alvin Toffler's
(Future Shock) "overchoice" dilemma: there are so many different amplifiers, with such widely varying specifications, features and prices, that making a wise purchasing decision becomes a real challenge.
This article presents some guidelines for amplifier selection,
and discusses the meaning and usefulness of some amplifier
features and specifications. In addition, it examines the foundations for the initial decision to buy a "super power" amplifier:
How much power is enough?
An Unofficial History of the High Power Audio Amplifier
We might arbitrarily define a "high power" amplifier as
one able to deliver more than 100 watts continuously to a
loudspeaker load
on a per channel basis for a multi -channel
amplifier. By this definition, the high power amplifier in tube type designs, got its start before World War II. Many of the
later tube -type high power amplifiers, such as those produced
by Altec, McIntosh and others in the 1950's and early 1960's,
are still performing well in recording studios, Elk's Lodges and

-

other installations.
When transistor amplifiers first gained acceptance in the
1960's, they were usually limited to lower -power designs, and
were often failure -prone. The transistors themselves were part
of the reason for early failures; most designs used germanium
power transistors which, in general, have limited thermal capabilities when compared to modern silicon devices. The primary reason for many failures, however, was that the amplifiers were not designed to adequately protect themselves
against excessive input signals or overheating or against the
common overload condition that results from simply hanging
too many speakers on the output. Most tube -type amplifier
designs, however, were inherently resistant to these abuses; I
can remember connecting three and four 8 -ohm speaker cabinets to the "8 -ohm" output on my tube -type Fender guitar
amplifier!
Armed with their new protection circuit designs and higher
power silicon transistors, the manufacturers began to develop
higher power transistor amplifiers to meet the demands of an
increasingly watt -hungry audio buyer. Thus, the buyers and
the builders reinforced each other, and soon the first "super
power" amplifiers appeared. Again, arbitrarily, a "super power"
amplifier could be defined as capable of delivering 200 watts
(or more) per channel, continuously, to a loudspeaker load.
At least one manufacturer set out to educate the buying
public to the advantages of a super power amplifier for even
small home stereo systems. Their reasoning went something

driven into "clipping ". By using a much larger amplifier, of
200 to 500 watts per channel or more, the system has enough
peak power capacity to avoid most clipping and lower the distortion levels significantly, without raising the average listening level.
An Examination of the Above Concepts, and General Criteria
for Selection of an Amplifier
For the owner of a home stereo system using low- efficiency
"bookshelf" style speakers who demands realistic concert -hall
listening levels, these ideas are valid and accurate (provided the
speakers can withstand the high power peaks). For the more
general situation, it is necessary to understand more of the
background behind the ideas. In particular. it is useful, at this
point, to discuss the relationships between amplifier electrical
power output, speaker system acoustic output (SPL) and the
effect a room may have on that acoustic output. These relationships affect the decision of how much power is enough,
and should be considered for each application. Then, secure in
the knowledge that a potential buyer will carefully calculate
the total power needed for a given application, the discussion
turns to an examination of other aspects of amplifier choice.

Commonly Encountered SPL Levels
One of the first steps in designing any sound system, is to
determine what range of SPI, levels it will have to produce.
The chart in Figure
shows some typical levels for various
types of systems. It also shows possible ambient noise level,
nominal operating level and dynamic range for each of these
systems.
1
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Reasons For Using a Super Power Amplifier
Many speaker systems, especially home stereo speaker
systems, achieve their smooth, natural sound and compact size
by sacrificing efficiency. In trying to reproduce realistic listening levels from a pair of these speakers a small amplifier, of say
50 watts or less per channel, will be driven into extreme clipping, producing up to 40% or more distortion on musical
peaks. In other words, the 0.1% or 0.01% distortion rating of
a low power amplifier is meaningless when the amplifier is
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Your $5,000.00 monitor
system just went down
because of a 194z fuse in
your power amp.
Dynamic Range
Dynamic range can be defined as the difference, in dB, between the loudest and the softest levels in a performance. However, the softest levels of a performance must he audible above
any ambient room noises or sound system electronic noises.
Thus, another definition of dynamic range is the difference in
dB between the loudest level of a performance and the ambient
noise.
The dynamic range of a live performance may be as great
as 100 dB or more. For a concert of classical music. the 100 dB
dynamic range may represent SPI, levels ranging from a low of
20 dB SPI, to a high of 110 or even 120 dB SP1..* This 100 dB
dynamic range implies a power variation of ten billion to one
(see Figure 2). In other words, for a live concert sound system
with 10.000 watts of peak power capability, the minimum
levels would be abo 't one -millionth of a watt - quite a variation! 'l'he 60 dB aynamic range of a good classical record
(phonograph disc) represents a power variation of "only" one
million to one. Thus, for a home stereo system with a peak
power output of 100 watts, the minimum power levels would
still an appreciable
be about one ten -thousandth of a watt
variation.
The average or "nominal" level of a performance may be
anywhere from 10 to 30 dB below the maximum. In a sound
system, the difference between the maximum output and the
average level is called "headroom ". If a sound system can produce a maximum of 100 dB SPL at a given distance from the
speaker system, and is required to produce 90 dB SPL average
level, then its headroom is 10 dB. If the musical performance
being reproduced by this system has peaks of 120 dB SPL,
* If the room noise is appreciable, it may limit the lower SPI.
figure to 30 or even 40 dB SPL (and thus limit the dynamic
range as well).
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with a 90 dB average level, this same sound system would
"clip" the highest 20 dB of the performance, causing considerable, audible distortion.
Once the system's maximum levels and "headroom" requirements are known, the next step is to calculate the electrical power required to produce these
levels from a given speaker system. Loudspeaker sensitivity ratings are the key to computing the required electrical power once the desired SPI, levels are established.
Using Loudspeaker Sensitivity Ratings
The sensitivity rating of a loudspeaker relates its sound
pressure level at a given distance (usually four feet, one meter
or 30 feet) to its electrical input power (usually one watt or
one milliwatt). While the sensitivity rating is similar to an
efficiency rating, it is not the same. An efficiency rating relates acoustic power output to electrical power input, and includes sound eminating in all directions from the loudspeaker.
In contrast. the sensitivity rating relates the sound pressure
level (not acoustic power) to the electrical power input, and
includes only on -axis measurements.
In a free -field condition (an anechoic chamber or, to a
good approximation, outdoors) the sound pressure level at any
distance from the loudspeaker can be calculated by the following formula: (SPL values are expressed in dB, distance values
in feet or meters)

Formula
SPLD1

=

SPLD2 - 20 log

D2
D1

Where DI is the distance used in the sensitivity rating. SPLDI
is the SPI. given in the sensitivity rating, SPLD0 is the unknown SPL, and D2 is the distance at which the unknown SPI,
is

measured.

This formula leads to the simple rule. known to most sound
engineers, that sound pressure level drops 6 dB each time the
distance from the source is doubled (when D2 = 2D1). For example, if a loudspeaker produces 80 dB SPI, at a distance of 4
feet, then the SPL will be 74 dB at 8 feet, 68 dB at 16 feet,
and so on.
Indoors, the calculations are complicated by reflections
from walls, ceilings, floors and furniture. In order to accurately
calculate the attenuation of sound at a given distance from the
speaker system indoors, two new factors are needed:
1. The "Q" of the speaker system, a measure of its direc-

tivity.*
"R ", for the indoor area under
describes the room's sound absorption).*
Given these additional parameters, Q and R, calculate the
room attenuation by following the following steps: First, convert distances 1)1 and 1)2 to dli loss values.
2. The room constant,

consideration

(

"R"

D(dB loss)

=

Formula

2

(\

Q

-10 log

Formula

Attenuation from

D1

to D2

=

-

llc. = U1 x 10 1(db close

4
R

+

4trr

Where r is the distance from the source, and tr = 3.14.
Second, find the total attenuation of the sound from distance Di to distance 1)2 by subtracting the two loss values just

calculated:

the levels of direct sound from the speaker and reflected sound
reverberant sound -- are equal). Second,
from walls, etc.
assume that after reaching the critical distance, the sound does
not attenuate appreciably with increasing distance.
These two assumptions are usable for rough approximations, provided the critical distance is known. The critical distance depends on both the room constant ( "R ") and the "Q"
of the speaker system. To get an idea of the critical distance in
a particular room with a given speaker system, play a constant
volume source through the speaker system (pink noise will
work well). Then measure the SPI. close to the speaker system,
but farther away than the speaker system's largest dimension.
Next measure the SI'I, far away from the speaker system, in
the reverberant field. (You know when you are in the reverberant field because the sound level does not vary appreciably
when you walk closer or farther away from the speaker system.)
Then use the following formula to approximate the critical distance:
Formula 4

3

D2(dB loss)

-

D1 (dB loss)

Subtract this value from the S1'I, value at D1 to find the
actual SPI, level at Do.
This whole process can be simplified by making some
assumptions. First, assume that sound levels indoors attenuate
at 6 dB per doubling of distance, just like the outdoor case, up
to the so called "critical distance ". (At the critical distance,

-

dB far)/20I

Where De is the critical distance, and Di is the distance where
the first (close) SPI, measurement was made.
To use these approximations for finding the attenuation
at any distance up to the critical distance, use Formula 1. To
find the attenuation at or beyond the critical distance, substitute the critical distance De for D2 in Formula 1. (Past De, the

SI'I, will not attentiate appreciably.)
Now. to demonstrate the usefulness of all these formulas
and concepts, here's a sample problem: Find the amplifier
power required to produce 90 dB SPL at a distance of 100 feet
assuming the following parameters:
Speaker system sensitivity = 101 dB SPI, at 4 feet from
of pink noise, band limited from 500 to 3,000 11z.

1

watt

750

If you had a BGW amp,
you wouldn't need a 194
fuse and you'd be back
in business.
The BGW Amps.
We think of everything.
BGW Systems: 13130 S. Yukon Ave., Hawthorne, CA 90250 213/97
In Canada: Omnimedia Corp., 10245 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Que
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Speaker system pink noise power capacity
operational bandwidth.

Speaker system "Q"

=

7

=

50 watts over its

important to carefully set headroom and average levels.
It is also useful to examine what would happen if a
speaker system with a different sensitivity were used. The

for the bandwidth from 500 to 3,000
Figure 3
Results of Example for Varying Speaker Sensitivity

Hz.

Room Constant "R" = 10,000.
Using formulas 2 and 3:
D(dB loss at 4') = -10 log(

D(dB loss at 100')

=

-10 lo

Speaker System

4

47x

16

+

10 000

)- 14.5 dB

101 dB SPL

°\41rx10,000 + 10,000

_ 33.4 dB

Thus, the attenuation at 100 feet = 33.4 dB - 14.5 dB or
18.9 dB. This means that if 1 watt is fed to the speaker system,
producing 101 dB SPL at 4 feet, the level at 100 feet will be
101 dB - 18.9 dB = 82.1 dB, or approximately 82 dB. This is
8 dB less than needed, and to produce the required 90 dB SPL
at 100 feet, the 8 dB loss must be recovered by adding 8 dB to
the speaker's 4 foot output level, raising it to 109 dB SPL.
One way to recover the 8 dB is to increase the power fed
to the speaker system. To calculate the total amount of power
necessary to add this extra 8 dB of SPL, use this next formula:

Formula
Pwr req

=

5

Pwr (in sens rat) x 10 (needed dB /10)

Thus, our power needed =

1

watt

x 10

(s n o) = 6.3 watts.

Since this is well within the speaker system's power capacity, the goal has been accomplished. However, there is no
Figure 2
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allowance for headroom in this calculation. Remembering the
dynamic range discussion, a musical program may have peak
levels that are considerably higher than its average levels. If
the 90 dB SPL required in the above example is adequate for
peak levels, then the power calculated is adequate; if the 90 dB
SPI, is to be the average level, then the system needs additional
power to allow for these peak musical levels. For a live reinforcement system, 10 dB of headroom is usually considered
adequate. Adding 10 dB to the above power figure multiplies
it by a factor of 10 (see Figure 2). Thus, instead of 6.3 watts,
the system needs 63 watts of amplifier power to be able to
produce the peak levels of this program. If 20 dB headroom
were required, for reaching 110 dB SPL peak levels, the power
required would be 630 watts! It becomes apparent that it is
* For a detailed discussion of "Q'; "R" and the entire subject
of sound system design, see "Sound System Design and Engin-

eering" by Don and Carolyn Davis, published by Howard
Sams Company.
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Sensitivity
watt 4' rating)

W.

95
89
83
77

dB
dB
dB
dB

SPL
SPL
SPL

SPL

Power to Achieve
90 dB SPL at 100'

6.3 watts
25.2 watts
100
watts
400 watts
1,600
watts

Power to Achieve
90 dB SPL at 100'
with 10 dB Headroom

63 watts

252 watts
1,000 watts

4,000 watts
16, 000 watts

chart in Figure 3 shows the power and SPL figures for the
same sample problem if the speaker system sensitivity is varied.
The extreme importance of the sensitivity rating is apparent
from this chart. Even a small 3 dB reduction in sensitivity rating means that an amplifier of twice the size in watts will be
needed to give the same SPL rating at 100 feet.
Multiple Speaker Installations
Doubling the number of speakers, each receiving the same
amount of power, increases the SPL level by approximately
3 dB. Thus, two speakers, each receiving 50 watts of amplifier
power produce approximately the same SPL as one (same type)
speaker receiving 100 watts of amplifier power. The "approximately" results from the fact that stacking one speaker on top
of another will normally result in an increase in the effective
"Q" for the combination. Thus, when compared to a single
speaker receiving 100 watts, two speakers (same type as single
speaker), each receiving 50 watts of amplifier power, may produce a total SPL at a given distance that is greater than the
3 dB gain that would be expected. The exact amount of "Q"
increase for a given speaker system configuration is hard to
calculate, however, and experimentation may be the best way
to measure the "Q" increase in any given situation.
To review: the amount of amplifier power needed for a
given sound system depends on the maximum SPL needed at
the listener's position, on the amount of headroom required to
avoid peak clipping, on the environment (room) in which the
system will be located and, in particular, on the speaker system ratings.
After going through the calculations and finding the amplifier power required for a given system, it might be tempting
to "double" that power in order to double the available sound
level, and increase the headroom to a point "far beyond" that
which is needed. After all, the "super power" amplifiers are
available at a relatively low cost per watt. However, doubling
the power will only add 3 dB to the total SPL, and in increase
of 3 dB SPL level is not detected by the human ear as a doubling of apparent loudness. This physchoacoustical effect is
stated by a physiological principal called the Weber - Fechner
Law.

The Weber -Fechner Law
In its general form, the Weber- Fechner law applies to all
our senses: The amount of additional stimulus needed to produce a perceptible change is dependent on the amount of stimulus already present.
In mathematical terms, the Weber- Fechner law suggests
that the human ear responds to changes in sound level in a logarithmic manner. More simply, this means that for a sound to
seem twice as loud, it requires approximately ten times as
much amplifier power.

Biamplification
The "brute- force" method of increasing headroom is to
simply add more and more power. Unlike the "brute- force"
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method, biamping (or triamping, etc.) a system can significandy increase the amount of headroom with little or no increase in the total amplifier power capacity.
Program material (music or speech) is made up of many
different frequencies and their harmonics. Most music, especially popular music, is bass heavy; that is, the low frequency
material contains much more energy than the high frequency
material. When both high and low frequency material, such as
a flute and a bass guitar, are present in a program, the high
energy bass frequencies can "use up" most of the power in a
power amplifier leaving none for the high frequencies. The result can be severe clipping (distortion) of the high frequency
material. By biamplifying the system with an electronic crossover, the high frequency material can he routed to its own
power amplifier, which can be considerably smaller than the
bass power amplifier and still avoid the clipping problem. This
results in an effective increase in headroom that is greater than
would be obtained by simply using a larger, single amplifier
rated at the same power as the combined bass and treble amps
in the biamped system.
Figure 4A
shows a low frequency waveform from a
power amplifier output. The peak -to -peak voltage of the waveform is 127 volts, corresponding to 45 volts RMS. If this voltage were applied to an 8 -ohm speaker load, the power level
would he 250 watts.
Figure 48 shows a high frequency waveform from a power
amplifier output. The peak -to -peak voltage, RMS voltage, and
power into an 8 -ohm speaker load are less than shown in Figure 4A and correspond to a 16 watt output into an 8 -ohm load.
The levels of these high and low frequency waveforms are fairly typical of musical content.
Figure 4C shows the effect of adding the signals of Figure
4A and Figure 4B, corresponding to a low frequency note and
a high frequency note being played at the same time. Note
that the total peak -to -peak voltage (which would be 56 volts if
it were not clipped) is greater than the peak -to -peak voltage of
either signal by itself. For an amplifier to produce this voltage
into an 8 -ohm load, it must be rated at 392 watts (power is
proportional to voltage squared). Since the amplifier used for
these examples is only capable of 250 watts, this waveform is
clipped, especially the high -frequency component.
If the same two waveforms in Figure 4A and Figure 4B
were reproduced by two separate amplifiers, the total ampli-
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fier power capacity needed would only be 266 watts (the sum
of the two powers), not 392 watts. This power could be provided by one large and one smaller amplifier. Thus, using one
large and one smaller power amplifier to produce these two
waveforms reduces the total needed amplifier power capacity.
Or, by using two larger amplifiers, there is a substantial increase in headroom.

Note that the actual power delivered to the speakers remains the same in the biamplified case as it would have been in
the non -biamplified case. The advantages of biamplification
are realized in increased headroom, and therefore in a reduced
need for amplifier power capacity.
Features and Specifications
Once the "super power" decision has been made, the ultimate selection of one brand of amplifier over another must be
made on the basis of cost, reputation, availability, and on the
relative merits of each amplifier's features and specifications.
There are a wide variety of different features on the various brands of power amplifiers. Many add significantly to the
price of the amplifier, yet can add significantly to its usability
as well. Decisions need to be made on the merits of any given
feature versus its cost. One way to determine the approximate
cost of a feature would be to compare the amplifier with one
not having the feature.
Balanced Inputs are useful for professional installations because a balanced line tends to reject outside hum and noise
pickup better than an unbalanced line. However, most balanced inputs utilize transformers, and to use an audio input transformer on a power amplifier, with its large A C power transformer, means using a considerable amount of magnetic shielding
to prevent the input transformer from picking up hum from
the power transformer. It may be less expensive and more
effective to use an amplifier with unbalanced inputs, and to
build an input transformer box that can be located some distrance from the amplifier. By remotely locating the transformers, less expensive input transformers (having less magnetic
shielding) may actually yield lower hum levels. Some manufacturers are offering XLR input connectors that lead to an unbalanced input circuit as an alternative. The XLR connector
offers professsional quality and avoids accidental disconnection, but it costs far less than the combination of XLR connector and input transformer. Other manufacturers offer XLR
input connectors and a socket for a high quality input transformer that can be added at extra cost.

VU Meters are useful when speaker power levels need to be
constantly monitored, or when the two channels of a stereo
amplifier must be accurately balanced. They also perform the
simple function of indicating whether or not the amplifier is
receiving a signal and delivering an output. Some manufacturers
are offering "peak-reading" meters (PPM's), which allow an
accurate reading of the amplifier's maximum power output
and help the operator avoid overpowering a speaker system or
clipping the waveform. A variation of the peak- reading meter
is a strip of LED's which light successively to show increasing
peak power outputs. These will not show variations as precisely
as a meter (precision is limited by the number of LED's) but
the LED's are probably less expensive. Other manufacturers
are offering separate VU meter panels which can be mounted
in a rack along with the amplifier. This gives the buyer the
choice of buying or not buying the option.

Monophonic Operation

is offered on some stereo amplifiers.
This may be accomplished by a simple switch, by a circuit
modification or by using a special type of input splitter transformer. In the "mono" mode, the two channels operate together in a "push- pull" configuration into a single load (speaker
system). Since the effective output voltage is doubled, the
potential power output, compared to a single channel, is quadrupled (power is proportional to voltage squared). The main
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is the amplifier's power supply capacity. Another
advantage of this mode of operation is that the output signal
is balanced. Thus, in many cases, the amplifier can drive a balanced "constant voltage" speaker system. Depending on the
size of the amplifier, this may be a 70 -volt line, a 25 -volt line
or some odd rating.

Input Attenuators (volume controls) may be useful in some
systems, and superfluous in others. In some systems, such as
a commercial sound system where the installer doesn't want
the operator to have access to "too many knobs ", front -panel
input attenuators may be more of a hindrance than a help.
Some manufacturers offer "straight- through" amplifiers with
no controls for these applications. Others offer simple linear
potentiometers, and still others offer sophisticated dB- calibrated, stepped input attenuators. This last type of control can be
very useful for a portable system that must be set up the same
way night after night in different rooms and for different
shows, or for a disco or studio monitoring application where
the system may need to be "faded" and then brought back up
accurately to the previous level.
Cooling Fans are built -in to some amplifiers, and other amplifiers have mounting provisions for them. This option is good
for an amplifier that will be operated at high continuous power
levels in a confined space, or in a high ambient temperature environment (such as a constricted portable rack, or in an outdoor "blockhouse "). Even if the amplifier can operate in the
high temperature environment without the cooling fans, its
lifetime may be increased by adding them. Some amplifiers
that advertise "massive heat sinks" may have them physically
located in a position that makes it very hard to direct airflow
onto them from an external cooling fan.

Protection Circuits All modern amplifiers offer some degree
of electronic protection. In some cases, however, the protection circuits protect the amplifier adequately, but may offer
little or no protection to a loudspeaker load. In other cases,
the protection circuits themselves may actually harm a loudspeaker in attempting to protect the amplifier! This last type
of circuit reacts to an overload or to a highly reactive load by
delivering high power spikes (transients) to the output stages
which may sound like static or a faulty input cable. Other protection circuits offer a high degree of protection to both the
amplifier and the loudspeaker load. Some amplifiers have
delayed turn -on and fast turn -off circuits in the form of output
relays or special semiconductor circuits. These help reduce the
possibility of loudspeaker damage from turn -on /turn -off transients from the amplifier or any other electronic equipment
connected to the amplifier. These same circuits may also disconnect the loudspeaker in the event of a large amount of DC
voltage or excessive audio signals appearing at the output. DC
voltage can be disastrous to a speaker voice -coil. Other amplifiers offer AC coupling at the input or a choice of AC or DC
coupling at the input to allow protection against DC offset
from a preamplifier, mixer or other device. Thermal protection
circuits, which may be as simple as a thermostat that shuts
down the AC power, should be smooth -acting and, when possible, should also be self- resetting. To prevent thermal shutdown
during a performance, one manufacturer offers a thermal protection circuit that, rather than completely shutting down the
amplifier, automatically limits the output power to 40% of
normal.
Other Features Various warning lights, AC accessory outlets,
multiple output connectors, plug -in preamplifiers, and so on,
are useful in some situations, and are offered on some units.
Other important "features" are the manufacturer's warranty,
the overall "serviceability" of the amplifier, and its general
physical ruggedness. Does the manufacturer provide easy access
to parts and service information? Is there a warranty service
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center near enough to do you any good? Is the amplifier physically and electronically designed for easy servicing? Is it rugged enough to withstand the rigors of a concert tour? Watch
out for power transformers that are poorly supported, and
could physically pull off the chassis under extreme "g- forces ".
Similar considerations apply to internal components. Regarding serviceability, a plug -in circuit card would be infinitely
more desirable than a circuit card held down by umpteen wires
and located between a "massive heat sink" and an even more
massive power transformer. Warranty and serviceability are intangibles until something goes wrong.
UL Approval can be useful for some installations, and may be
required to meet bid qualifications in some cases. An amplifier
that meets the UL specifications has passed a very rigorous set
of tests with regard to its electrical and fire safety. Other governmental agencies, such as the City of Los Angeles, also offer
safety approval services, and their stickers may be a requirement on other installations. These certifications say nothing
about audio performance, however.

Specifications
Modern amplifiers, in general, have such high standards
for their performance specifications that comparing them on
that basis is a hit and miss proposition, at best. Yet without
the aid of a set of expensive test equipment, most buyers depend on the manufacturer's specifications (or those provided
by an independent test lab) as the only measure of relative performance available.
The question, then, is how good is good enough? Is an
0.1% T.H.D. rating good enough, or does the application call
for a 0.005% rating? What does a 45 volt per microsecond slew
rate sound like? And why is that better than 25 volts per
microsecond? The questions are endless, yet valid, and the
answers would be very useful to a potential buyer. The following ideas are attempts at some non -technical explanations of a
few specifications. Where applicable, guidelines are presented
for determining just what is good and what is bad. These are
by no means "rules ", however, since the importance of any
specification depends heavily on the application and on the
"ear" of the listener.
Types of Power Output Ratings
Peak power refers to the maximum undistorted power
output of an amplifier. Most amplifiers cannot sustain their
peak power ratings for long periods of time due to thermal
and/or power supply limitations. Because there are many different methods of rating an amplifier's peak power, and because peak power is generally only a few dB higher than average power capacity, few amplifiers are rated by this method.
"RAIS" power is actually a misnomer for average power.
Average power is usually measured with a sine wave input signal, and is equal to the square of the amplifier's maximum RMS
output voltage divided by its load impedance. Because RMS
voltage is used in the formula, the resulting power rating is
commonly called "RMS power ". To be more accurate (in terminology), many amplifiers are now rated in watts of "continuous average sine wave power ", which is measured in the same
manner.
Professional power amplifiers, not sold for home hi -fi use,
are not required to meet the power rating standard set by the
FTC (Federal Trade Commission), a standard meant for consumer (hi -fi) power amplifiers. However, most professional
power amplifiers have been designed for operation under
severe operating conditions and would easily pass the FTC
ratings. In addition, a UL rated amplifier has passed thermal
tests that are probably considerably more severe than the
FTC tests. Many amplifiers are UL- certified for 8 -ohm operation, but are unable to pass the 4 -ohm UL tests due to their
severity. Ilowever, these amplifiers may work well into 4 -ohm
loads under normal operating conditions.
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Power Output at Clipping
This rating commonly indicates the maximum peak output capabilities of an amplifier at 1 kHz with an 8 -ohm load.
The amplifier may or may not be able to produce this amount
of power at frequencies near the ends of the audio spectrum,
far removed from 1 kHz.

Power Output versus Load
Within their power supply limits, most power amplifiers
act like perfect voltage sources, that is, their power output rises
linearly with decreasing load impedance. When the load impedance drops below a given value, the amplifier's protection circuits may begin to limit the power. This specification is often
given in graph form,
Distortion
There are many different forms of distortion, and comprehensive distortion ratings offer a means to compare the performance of different amplifiers. At the same time, distortion ratings are among the most confusing when it comes to making
an actual buying decision. Perhaps the confusion is even greater
because there seem to be more factors affecting the sound
than those types of distortion commonly specified.
Harmonic distortion, is characterized by the appearance at
the amplifier output of harmonics of the input waveform which
were not present in the original input waveform. Total Harmonic Distortion, or T.H.D. is the sum total of all of these unwanted harmonics expressed as a percentage of the total signal.
Harmonic distortion, in an amplifier, can be created in
any of several ways. The T.H.D. rating of a power amplifier
refers to creation of unwanted harmonics by the amplifier during "linear" operation (normal input and output levels, impedances, etc.). Ilarmonic distortion is also created by "clipping ",
a form of "non- linear" operation, which occurs when the signal level at an amplifier's input is high enough to drive the
amplifier beyond its rated maximum output. The amplifier, in
attempting to reproduce this signal, reaches its maximum output voltage swing before it reproduces the top of the signal
waveforms. Since the output voltage cannot rise any farther,
the tops of the waveform are "squared off ", or clipped. Clipping distortion adds odd upper harmonics (3rd, 5th, etc.) to
the original signal.
Another form of harmonic distortion that occurs in some
power amplifiers is called crossover (or notch) distortion.*
Crossover distortion can be caused by improper bias in the
output transistors of an amplifier. The amount of crossover
distortion products remains the same whether the signal is
large or small, so the percentage of distortion goes down as
the signal level goes up. Thus, an amplifier with crossover distortion may sound relatively distortion free at high output
levels, yet sound "fuzzy" at low levels. Some amplifiers have
internal adjustments which enable a service technician to control the amount of output transistor bias, and therefore control the distortion. Others have automatic biasing circuitry
which needs no adjustment and minimizes crossover distortion
under normal operating conditions.
One trick in interpreting harmonic distortion ratings is
deciding which of the above types of distortion the rating refers to. For example, crossover distortion can be considerably
more irritating than simple production of harmonics of the input waveform. And, in general, higher harmonics (above the
7th or thereabouts) are also more irritating than lower harmonics, and odd -order harmonics (3rd, 5th, etc.) are more

"Crossover'; in this case, refers to the transistion between
the positive half and the negative half of the output voltage
waveform in a "push pull" class B or AB power amplifier; it
has nothing to do with the crossover used to divide frequencies
in a speaker system.
*
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irritating than even -order harmonics (2nd, 4th, etc.). This is
because the lower harmonics, especially the even -order 2nd
harmonics are "musical" in nature, and simulate naturally
occuring harmonics from a musical source. The difference in
the type and level of these different harmonics in the distortion products of different amplifiers is one reason why two
amplifiers with the same distortion ratings may sound very
different indeed.

Intermodulation distortion, or I.M. is characterized by the
appearance in the output waveform of frequencies that are
equal to the sums and differences of integral multiples of two
or more of the frequencies present in the input signal. The difference between intermodulation distortion and harmonic distortion, is that two or more different frequencies must be present to produce intermodulation distortion (only one frequency is needed for harmonic distortion to appear), and that intermodulation distortion products are not always harmonically
related to the original frequencies.
Intermodulation distortion may be more irritating than
harmonic distortion since it produces distortion products that
are not harmonically related to the input signal. Some manufacturers are now giving low -power I.M. ratings as well as high
power ratings. This practice should probably be encouraged
and extended to harmonic distortion, as well, since much of
the output of a sound system may take place at very low amplifier power levels, as shown by Figure 1.
Another interesting question about distortion is just how
much distortion can actually be heard? Realizing that some
types of distortion are more "bearable" than others, it still is
questionable whether an 0.01% distortion rating is actually
audibly better than an 0.1% distortion rating. Harry F. Olson
in Acoustical Engineering (D. Van Nostrand and Co., Inc.,)
states the results of tests which showed that distortions as low
as 0.5% were audible to critical listeners when background
noise levels were low and the sound system bandwidth was
wide (allowing high frequency distortion products to be heard).
Whether or not lower distortion figures than indicated by this
study are audible in certain situations is open to question.
Frequency Response
The frequency response of a power amplifier describes the
variation in its output signal level as the frequency is changed
while the input signal level is held constant. A "flat" frequency
response curve is an indication of an amplifier's overall quality
and its ability to respond to upper and lower harmonics of
audio frequency signals.
Because extreme stability is necessary for some types of
commercial sound applications, notably 70 -volt lines, some
manufacturers of commercial sound amplifiers restrict frequency response or allow relatively high distortion in return
for increased amplifier stability. However, many of the newer
"super power" amplifiers can, to a considerable degree, be
said to embody the "best of both worlds" because they have
good frequency response, low distortion and high stability
under difficult loads.
Offset Voltage
This specification indicates the amount of DC voltage naturally present at the output of the amplifier. A high DC voltage could damage the loudspeaker load. Offset voltage is a
rare specification, but could be valuable information to a prospective buyer.
Unit Step Function Response
A unit step function is like the leading edge of a square
wave which goes up, but never comes down. The response to
this input indicates the output of the amplifier for a DC input
signal which might come from a faulty, direct -coupled preamplifier or mixer. The response to a unit step function will be
another unit step function for a DC coupled amplifier, but will
look something like a single pulse of a sagging saw -tooth wave
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men and engineers acclaimed it
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control and engineering
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We invite you to compare
the features designed into the CS
series. You'll see why no other
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into a Peavey.

CS -200 $324.50 *
Monaural power amplifier
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20 Hz to 50 kHz response
Lem than 0.1% THD
Less than 0.2% IMD
LED overload indicator
19 -inch rack mount
Forced air cooling

CS-400 $424.50

*

CS-800 $649.50

*

Stereo power amplifier
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20 Hz to 50 kHz response
Less than 0.1% THD
Less than 0.2% IMD
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Forced air cooling

StEreo power amplifier
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Loudspeaker protection
system
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19 -inch rack mount
Forced air cooling

*Suggested Retail
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for an AC coupled amplifier. Again, this is a rare specification,
but is of considerable interest in protecting loudspeakers.
Power Bandwidth
The power bandwidth of an amplifier is a measure of
its ability to produce high power output over a wide frequency
range. The limits of the power bandwidth are those points
where the amplifier can only produce 1/2 the power that it
can produce at 1,000 Hz. While the frequency response is
measured at relatively low power output (1 watt), the power
bandwidth is measured at the amplifier's full power output
(before clipping).
Phase Response

The phase response of an amplifier is a measure of the
amount of time delay it adds to different frequencies. An amplifier with perfect phase response would introduce equal time
delay at all frequencies reproduced.
An amplifier with poor phase response would change the
shape of a waveform that was made up of a fundamental frequency and several harmonics by delaying each harmonic differently. It is difficult to say just how much phase shift is tolerable. One audio engineer says that I can demonstrate that
phase shift can cause very audible differences in the sound, yet
he claims he can demonstrate just as well that phase shift
causes absolutely no audible difference!
Channel Separation
This specification indicates the output from one channel
when a signal is fed to the other channel.
Hum and Noise
Hum or noise from a power amplifier disrupts a program,
and is irritating to a listener. Both poor separation and high
hum and noise levels could be considered forms of distortion.
Rise Time
Rise time is a measurement of the amount of time an
amplifier requires to respond to a square wave input signal.
The rise time of an amplifier is an indication of its high frequency response. A fast rise time corresponds to a wide frequency response. A common way to measure rise time is to
use a 1,000 Hz square wave output signal of one volt peak -topeak amplitude. The rise time is the time the amplifier requires
to change from 10% (0.1 volt) to 90% (0.9 volt) of its output.
To improve measurement accuracy, the first and last 10% are
normally not included in the test (any slight non- linearities
that occur in the test signal or the amplifier could lead to

measurement error).
Slew Rate
Slew rate

is a measure of the ability of the amplifier
to follow a fast -rising waveform at higher frequencies
and higher power outputs than are used to measure the
rise time.
It might seem reasonable to assume that the
fastest slew rate for an audio waveform occurs at
20 kHz. However, this is not the case. When one
frequency is superimposed upon another, the combined waveform has a slew rate that is greater
than the slew rate of either signal by itself. The
actual value of the slew rate of one of these waveforms (or any waveform) depends not only on the
frequency, but on the amplitude of the waveform
as
well. Thus, the criteria for a good slew rate
specification, which indicates that an amplifier can
reproduce
these
combination
waveforms,
varies
with the maximum power output capability of the
amplifier. The higher the power, the higher the
required slew rate.
The question, again, is what does a good or bad slew rate do
to the sound of an amplifier, and again, this does not have an
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easy answer. Changes in sound from a poor slew rate specification (a slew -limited amplifier) would probably come at high
power outputs with complex program material and would be
most noticable at high frequencies.

Input Sensitivity and Gain
An amplifier's input sensitivity indicates the input drive
voltage needed to produce its rated output.
Gain (from the IEEE definition) is the ratio of an amplifier's
output power to its input power, usually rated in dB. Many
manufacturers specify the voltage gain of their amplifiers converted to a dB value (dB = 20 log voltage gain). The difference
is important, and the method of gain calculation should
be
given along with the specification.
Output Impedance
The output impedance of an amplifier indicates its ability
to act like a perfect voltage source. An amplifier with a very
low output impedance is a good approximation of a perfect
voltage source and will deliver increasing power levels into
lower impedance loads in a linear fashion (according to Ohm's
Law).

Damping Factor
Damping factor is a term that is derived by dividing the
load impedance (speaker or other load) by the amplifier's output impedance. Thus, a high damping factor indicates a low
output impedance at a specified load.
The cone /voice -coil assembly of a loudspeaker gains
inertia during its back and forth movements. This inertia can
cause it to "overshoot ", that is, to continue movement in one
direction, even when the amplifier is trying to pull it back in
the other direction. An amplifier with a low output impedance
can "damp" (reduce) unwanted loudspeaker motions, as explained below.
During the "overshoot" movement, the voice coil of the
loudspeaker interacts with the loudspeaker's magnetic assembly to produce a voltage called "back E.M.F." (electromotive
force). This action is similar to the operation of a dynamic
microphone. If the amplifier's output impedance is low, this
"back E.M.F." voltage is shunted through the amplifier's output circuits to ground, and back to the voice coil. Since the
path from the voice coil, through the amplifier's output circuits, and back to the voice coil is a complete circuit, a current
flows in the voice coil. This current, causes the voice coil to
act like an electro- magnet; the electro- magnet (voice coil)
interacts with the magnetic assembly of the loudspeaker, and
the unwanted overshoot is reduced (a magnetic braking action).
If the amplifier's output impedance is low (considerably
less than the impedance of the loudspeaker voice coil), this
damping action is limited only by the resistance of the voice
coil combined with the resistance of the speaker lead wires.
While the value of a high damping factor in reducing cone
overshoot is disputed, a high damping factor is evidence of
good overall engineering design.
In addition, in many cases, the damping contributed by a
properly designed speaker enclosure is far more effective in
controlling unwanted cone movement (overshoot) than the
damping ability of the power amplifier.

Types of Amplifiers
There are a number of new technologies being applied to
consumer power amplifiers which, as they mature, will certainly be applied to professional designs as well. At least one type,
the Class D or switching amplifier, is already available from
one manufacturer in a professional model.
Classes

The "class" of an amplifier describes the operation of

its output stages:

Class A amplifiers are designed such that current in the output
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stages flows all the time. A class A amplifier stage operates
essentially over a linear portion of its characteristic. Most preamplifier, and predriver stages are class A, and some newer
consumer amplifiers offer class A operation for the output
stages.

point, is cost, and that should be solved in time through higher
production rates and better technology. In addition, due to
the extremely high frequency, high voltage pulses generated in
a class D amplifier, there is some chance for a kind of distortion that would be similar to slew limiting.

Class B amplifiers are designed such that current in the output
stages flows only part of the time (usually about half the per -'
iod of a sinusoidal input signal). Because an audio amplifier

Transistors vs Tubes vs VFET's vs IC's
Except for a few low -power paging quality amplifiers, today's professional power amplifiers use bipolar (conventional)
transistors. A few use integrated circuit front -ends, and there
are any number of older tube -type amplifiers still around. Consumer amplifiers, on the other hand, are offered with tubes,
bipolar transistors, vertical field -effect transistors, integrated
circuits or just about any combination. Again, some of these
technologies may be showing up in professional amplifiers as
soon as their cost drops a little.
Our faithful companion, the electron tube, or "valve" as
my British friends would say, has just about had it. Tube -type
amplifiers had some definite advantages, however. Their distortion characteristics were "different ", and for this reason,
they could sound "nicer" on certain program material. They
were usually easy to repair, because the most common malfunction was a bad tube. In general, most tube -type designs
were well enough established that they had had all the "bugs"
worked out of them, and most servicemen were familiar with
them.
Unfortunately, a super-power tube -type amplifier tends to
be rather large and produces a great deal of excess heat. Therefore, their uses are pretty well limited to permanent installations. A carefully designed transistor amplifier, on the other
hand, has an indefinite lifetime which, considering the high
cost of labor these days, is a real advantage to the non- technical buyer. Finally, the quality and availability of original and
replacement tubes is diminishing rapidly, partly because of the
advent of all solid state television. So goodbye to our old
friends. However, at least one new technology, the vertical
field effect transistor or "VFET ", claims to he the replacement technology for tubes. Claims for the VFET include little
or no saturation at high voltage output, no thermal runaway,
low output impedance, no carrier storage and the possibility
of designs using very small amounts of negative feedback
(which, all of a sudden, seems to be an enemy, rather than a
friend). Assuming all these claims are true (and truely advantageous) the VFET will probably appear in a professional
amplifier, again as soon as the cost comes down.
Bipolar transistors, of course, are far from dead in conventional designs, and may be the best choice for the newer
switching designs as well. Integrated circuits are becoming
more popular for preamplifier stages, but are not used for output stages except in some low power consumer devices such as
car radios. Even the higher-power hybrid IC's are not yet cost competitive with discrete designs, partly because of the difficulty of adequate heat dissiaption from an IC package.

obviously requires amplification of an entire input waveform,
B audio amplifiers have two output stages, operating in
"push-pull ". One stage amplifies the "top" of the waveform,
the other amplifies the "bottom" of the waveform.
class

Class AB amplifiers are designed so that current flows in the
output stages for slightly more than one -half of the time for a
sinusoidal input signal. In a push -pull configuration, a class AB
amplifier avoids much of the crossover notch distortion that
occurs in a push -pull class B design during the transistion from
operation of the "top" half of the push -pull circuit to the

"bottom" half.
Class C amplifiers also operate only over a portion of the waveform, usually less than half of a sinusoidal input. Thus, even in
a push -pull configuration, class C amplifiers do not have any

direct application to audio. However, one manufacturer now
offers an amplifier deemed to be "Class G'; and another offers
an amplifier designed for "current dumping ". Both of these
amplifiers operate using output stages that are similar to class
C designs.
Class 1) amplifiers are relatively new, although the concept is
not new. The audio signal to a class D amplifier controls a
pulse- width -modulation circuit which, in turn, controls a very
high frequency switching power supply. The switching power
supply directly feeds the speaker load through an audio low pass filter that removes the "carrier" frequency (the frequency
at which the power supply operates).
A well designed push -pull amplifier inherently cancels
even -order distortion harmonics. A class B amplifier is as high
as 78% efficient. Thus, most professional high power amplifiers are push -pull class B (or class AB) designs. The preamp
and driver stages are usually class A because a class A amplifier,
operating entirely in its linear range, and not in a push -pull
configuration, does not have to be compensated for crossover
distortion. The reasons given for the use of class A output
stages in some new consumer amplifiers is that the class B and
AB designs require non -linear circuits to compensate them for
crossover distortion, and that these circuits may add more distortion than the push -pull configuration cancels. In addition,
it is claimed that the compensation circuits in a class B or AB
design, which may involve large amounts of negative feedback,
can cause extra distortion in preamp stages at high frequencies
(where the feedback loop cannot respond). This may be similar to the so-called "TIM" distortion. In any event, a class
A amplifier will never be more than 25% efficient (with
an output transformer, a class A amplifier can achieve 50%
theoretical efficiency) and thus they are not practical for
professional amplifier outputs. With the top 25% efficiency,
a class A amplifier would produce 3 watts of heat for every
1
watt of output power! Even with an expensive output
transformer, the efficiency would still be lower than a class B
or AB design.
Some hope for improved efficiency along with controlled
low distortion lies in the class D switching amplifier. Its high
efficiency results from the fact that there is never any current
flow in the output stages in the absence of signal. Its low distortion could be compared to a computer "error rate" which
might be reduced merely by increasing the number of "bits
per second ". Most of the common distortion-causing circuits
and components in a conventional analog amplifier are simply
not there in the class D amplifier. The major drawback, at this
R-e/p 94

How Much Power is Too Much?
Regardless of what class or type amplifier, there is an
upper limit to the desirable power output for a given application, as well as a lower limit. Decisions need to be made on
the basis of maximum SPL allowable (thinking about legal
aspects, noise pollution and hearing conservation), speaker
power capacity and the available budget for amplifiers.
There is enough data available to persuade almost anyone
that sustained high SPL levels can cause permanent hearing
loss. Unfortunately, rock music fans are still subjected to incredible SPL levels at some concerts, and often go away shaking what's left of their heads in disappointment. That's something for promoters, musicians and sound system owner/operators to think about. If these fans are staying away from concerts they might enjoy simply because of the SPL level, then
that is hurting the pocketbooks of those promoters, musicians and owner /operators, as well as the ears of the fans.
Enough.

The only comment that needs to he made about the budget is that it is always a good idea to double check all calculations used to determine needed amplifier power, and the data
used in those calculations. Make sure that amplifier ratings are
adequate, yet not excessive for the application. A "small"
3 dB error would lead to the purchase of twice as many ampneeded (or half as many!).
Speaker system limits may be the most difficult to determine, and to plan for. Speaker system ratings are varied and
it's hard to interpret them for one manufacturer, much less to
compare the ratings between two different manufacturers.
However, there are a few general ideas concerning speaker system power capacity that may aid a decision about how much
power is too much.
Loudspeakers, whether cone -type or compression drivers,
have two predominant failure modes. Thermal failure happens
when too much average power reaches the speaker voice coil,
causing it to burn up. The other type of failure, mechanical
failure, happens when too much peak power, usually at a low
frequency, reaches the speaker, causing overexcursion. Mechanical failure may be evidenced by torn speaker cones or suspensions, or torn or shattered compression driver diaphragms, or
voice coils that have come loose from their mountings.
For a given SPL, a low- frequency signal requires greater
voice -coil excursion than a high- frequency signal. This means
that for a high- frequency driver, frequencies below its rated
cutoff may cause overexcursion. Thus, for a high -power system, higher crossover frequencies are in order. As a rule -ofthumb, the power rating of a driver must be divided by four
each time the crossover frequency is lowered by an octave. In
other words, for a driver rated at 20 watts of pink noise from
2,000 Hz to 20 kHz, using a 1,000 Hz crossover frequency
would mean that a maximum of only 5 watts could be safely
delivered to the driver. This rule does not necesarily work in
reverse. In other words, the example driver will not necessarily
handle 80 watts of pink noise above 4,000 Hz. Woofers have
similar low- frequency limits, although for excursion these
limits are largely determined by the type of cabinet design. A
properly designed woofer cabinet can do a lot to save a woofer
from mechanical failure.
In some cases, a higher power amplifier may actually
cause less abuse to a speaker than a low power amplifier. If
the low power amplifier is forced into clipping on high power
musical peaks, the tops of the clipped output waveforms are
similar to a square -wave signal. The speaker cone (or drive diaphragm) is forced to move in one direction, then stay there for
as long as that portion of the waveform is clipped, then move
back in the other direction and stay there as long as that portion of the waveform is clipped. While the speaker cone or
driver diaphragm is hanging out there in one place, it cannot
produce any sound, yet it is still receiving energy from the
amplifier. This energy becomes heat, and may result in thermal
failure. Since a higher power amplifier would be less likely to
clip the waveform, the possibility of thermal failure is reduced.
On the other hand, the high power amplifier may be able to
push the speaker cone or driver diaphragm beyond its excursion limits, so it's a good idea to consider both possibilities.
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In general, the overchoice available in super -power audio
amplifiers can be a good thing for an informed consumer, and
with competition and technological changes being what they
are, there is probably no end to the future possibilities. Have a
good time.
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the latest
from these

crown

amplifiers?

All thee of these dual channel power amplifiers now include a rear panel mono /stereo switch.
No internal wiring changes are needed.
You now have a choice of 70 volt (DC- 300A),
50 volt (D -150A) or 25 volt (D -60) balanced line out-

put in mono.
The D -150A now includes dual channel attenuation controls on the front panel.
The DC -300A is now rated at 155 watts per
channel min. RMS into 8 ohms, 1Hz to 20kHz with
total harmonic distortion of .05% at rated output.
The D -150A is now rated at 80 watts per channel
(same conditions) and the D -60 at 32 watts per
channel into 8 ohms, 20 to 20kHz, THD .05 %.
Some things don't change.The ability of Crown
amps to deliver full rated power continuously with
distortion almost eliminated. Rugged construction.

Conservative design. A full three -year warranty
covering parts, labor and round -trip shipping.
Good news. Good listening. Write or call today for your copy of the latest spec sheets on these
amps Crown International, 1718 Mishawaka Road,
Bcx 1000, Elkhart, IN 46514. Phone 219/294 -5571.

When listening
becomes an art,

crown

Box 1000, Elkhart IN 46514
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flew Poducts
with synthesizers, computers and a wide
range of control and effects -generating
devices.

Offered in a standard version of 16 input by 16 output channels, the console
may be expanded to 32 x 32 or ordered
in configurations down to 8 x 8 with provisions for easy future expansion.
Designed by theatre professionals and
backed by Auditronics' many years of
proven performance in the recording and
broadcast fields, the 600 offers the first
full- featured alternative for the needs of
the live performing arts.
AUDITRONICS, INC.
207 SUMMIT STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
PHONE: (901) 276 -6338

AMI rROMCS

600 SE_11ES CCNSOLE
Auditronics. Inc., has announced its
600 Series, a new line of audio control
console specifically engineered for use in
the arts. Filling the range of needs from
theatrical sound effects to sound reinforcement, A.V. and television production, the 600 is said to offer the user a
tool designed with special requirements
of "in performance" situations in mind.
The completely modular consoles
offer two mike and line inputs per each

input channel. Extensive facilities are provided for multiple external effects devices,
multi -track recording simultaneous with
effects or reinforcement use, and complete interfacing of the console's monitor
and talkback circuits with the house headset intercom system. Separate output
channels for foldback, paging and reinforcement are standard, with an additional 16 x 16 channel preset matrix for
effects outputs. All faders are DC controls, allowing easy interface of console

Tune In Plerformanee

For Your Scully Studio Recorders.

Think Ferrite
Times Life All Travk Formats 100's in Service
Cnconditilonal Warranty.
Fznrite Heads Available for all Professional Recorders.
110

SAKI MAGNETICS INCORPORATED
(A ('ufr /or,uu ('urporu(mn)

1649 12th Street

Santa Monica, Cahforma 90404

1213) 4519611

for additional information circle number 64
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RUGGED NEW ELECTRET CONDENSER MICROPHONE ANNOUNCED
BY ELECTRO -VOICE
The new Model 1776 microphone being introduced by Electro- Voice, Inc.,
Buchanan, Michigan, is a ruggedly built
cardioid condenser with all the fine performance characteristics of a professional
condenser. It is eminently suited for live performance sound reinforcement and
superior quality recording.
The 1776 is designed for both handheld and stand use. Built with a strong die cast and machined case and tough metal
screen protecting the head, the microphone will withstand the most severe
handling and use
so is ideal for on -theroad applications. Since the 1776 electret
has a permanently charged element, the
microphone needs no bulky and troublesome electronics for powering, making it
a highly reliable and easy -to -use instru-

-

ment.
The electret condenser generating system is mechanically uncomplicated adding to its reliability and high quality performance. Frequency response of the
1776 is 60 to 18,000 Hz; its transient response, or reaction to sudden tone burst
such as a drum beat, is excellent; it has
exceptionally high output resulting in
more sound output from the amplifier
and also allowing the 1776 to be used in-

"THE PORTABLE
PROFESSIONALS "

l

The nevv "69 mixirc console it
combination with tt" e also rem.
B67 tape recorder provides the
remote recc rdist iiith the hich =st
quality capability in an easy tc
move packe ge.
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WILLI STUDER AMERICA INC. Professionai Aud o Equipment.
1319 Broadway. Nashville, Tennessee 37203. Phore 615-329 -95716.
in Canada STUDER REJOX Canada Ltd., phone 416-423-2831.
for additional informaticr Ìircle nJrrber 65
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to almost any tape recorder input. The
microphone is a Single -D cardioid, according to the company, with good off axis reduction of sound pickup. Using the
microphone close up is said to emphasize
bass tones, a sound desired by many
vocalists. The 1776 has excellent gain before- feedback characteristics making it
superior for difficult sound reinforcement
jobs.
The Electro -Voice Model 1776 condenser microphone has on /off switch, is
finished in non -reflecting gray, is furnished with a 15 -foot professional cable
and stand clamp. User net price is $99.00.
It can be purchased with 25 -foot professional cable with 3 -pin connectors on both
ends as Model 1776P at $105.00. (Suggested prices slightly higher in Western
states.) The microphones were engineered and are being manufactured totally
in E -V United States facilities.
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.
600 CECIL STREET
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 49107
PHONE: (616) 695 -6831
for additional information circle number 66

ORBAN /PARASOUND NEW MODEL
622 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER
Encompassing all of the features of the
field -proven Model 621 series, the new
622 offers in /out switches on each of its
four bands, standard balanced input with
output transformer option, extensive RF

shielding, and 115/230 volt, 50 -60 Hz AC
power supply included in the package.
A new proprietary parametric band pass filter is virtually immune to the effects of control wear, and complements
their unique "constant Q" design by permitting -40 dB notches to be consistently
obtained. TIID has been reduced to less
than 0.025 %, 20- 20,000 Hz @ + 18 dBm.
All other features of the 621 series are
retained: four cascaded sections, each
with non -interacting, continuously variable center frequency, bandwidth, and
amount of boost or cut. Each section
tunes over a 25:1 frequency range, with
broadly overlapping coverage for maximum flexibility. An overload light is provided which monitors all potential overload points in the circuit, and overloads
can be easily corrected with the integral
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PORTABLE SOUND BA I' FLITS
FROM SUGARLOAF VIEW
Sugarloaf View, Inc., introduces a series of interlocking studio "Gohos ". Separation is better than .85 NRC. Two

The 622 will be offered in single and
dual-channel configurations on a 31/2" x
19" rack mount.
For more information contact:

o

t

for additional information circle number

gain control.
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lARASOUND, INC.
680 BEACH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
PHONE: (415) 673 -4544

r

--

-

widths are offered
3' -0 ", and 3' -6" in
all three models. Smaller models are designed for drum platforms and seated instrument positions
sloping plastic top
portions provide vision and variable
sound reflection. All models are on high
quality brass casters and utilize an interlocking hinging system for system connection and support without "legs ". Durable washable fabrics are available in
many colors and fireproofed if required.
SUGARLOAF VIEW, INC.
75 EAST 55TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10022
PHONE: (212) 759 -7588
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SYNARE PERCUSSION SYNTHESIZER
The Synare Percussion Synthesizer,
first in a family of revolutionary electronic music instruments from Star Instruments, is the first fully integrated percus-

.en strings
alectrums
Ripped skins
Lin= stands
Pipkss maracccs
Crxkling leads
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Soundcraft Series

1.

-

;

V1:orld's first road reier Quilt into o s: rcng -1e'il flight case.
Turn it off, shut the d, Chow it in the xa :k cl tFe truck
I

It'll work perfectly tomo-ow. And t'onarro andton-orrow,
for years to come.
12 into 2 or 16 into 2.T-Kee mixes; na n !tereo,rr.onitcr and ec-o.
Ecch input channel has .ariable IineWrric atte-ruaticn,
4 -band equalisation, peak level LEC indca -cr, =cFo and

for additiona it form aiiionr

cid number

7C

monitor (foldback), pan mute and pH.
Each output has 2 -ba1cJ qualisotior,(sodcestile monitor
master) and the illuminated 'U meters sFow mc ster, monitor or p#
THD<0.1 %Max nic gpir 70dB. Re at ve i -F it Bise- 125dBm.
Multicore cable and s-aoe box also cvc ilabe.
Soundcraft Electroi cs Li -cited 5 -3 Great SL -tar Street
London EC1VOBX Eng c nd TIephone 0125- 3°3Telex 21198 Telegrams5oun «raft LDN E1
Soundcraft North amer :a Divi!icn
?O. Box 883 JFK Station Jonoica NewYYrk 11z-30 USA
telephone (212) 528 8158 -el Ex 01 -2203

is a performance
oriented instrument that provides the
drummer with unlimited sound possibili-

sion synthesizer. Synare

^,

ties.

The four percussion pads can be tuned
like a timpani or Roto -Tom to any desired pitch or timbre range. Striking a pad
will produce the sound that has been set
by the front panel controls. The pads are

"zone sensitive" allowing the performer
to dynamically shape and control the
sound as he plays. The synthesizer has
four sound sources (VCA, white noise,
pink noise, ring modulator), full mixing, a
wide range voltage controlled filter, and
dual voltage controlled amplifiers. Synare
mounts on a standard tom -tom stand and
may be positioned to be compatible with
the arrangement of the drum set.
Suggested retail is $795.00.
STAR INSTRUMENTS, INC.
DEPARTMENT R
BOX 71

STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076
PHONE: (203) 684 -4421
for additional information circle number
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ASHLY CONSOLES FEATURE
VERSATILE EQUALIZATION
Ashly Audio has introduced a line of
high quality, portable mixing consoles designed for sound reinforcement or recording.
The S.E. series combines all signal pro-
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cessing components for it complete sound
system in a rugged, portable modular
package. The mechanical design allows
the use of the lightest possible materials
without sacrificing durability or strength.
A 32 -in, 8 -out console weighs only 130
lbs.
The signal path of the console is designed to be as clean and quiet as theoretical limits will allow. State -of-the -art
integrated circuit amplifiers in plug-in
sockets are used where possible without

compromising performance requirements.
Ilybrid or discrete circuits are used in
noise critical areas.
The S.E. input is designed for extreme
dynamic range (126 dB) and includes a
shielded input transformer, low noise mike
preamp, and LED peak overload indicator.
Input equalization is provided by a 3
hand semi- parametric equalizer. Said to
be much more flexible than fixed or se-

COMPLIMITER

lectable frequency types, this equalizer
allows continuous adjustment of both
amount and frequency of equalization.
Range is ±15 dB, equalization curves are
broad, constant "Q ", precise reciprocals
to avoid "peaky" tone control sound.
The specially designed summing amplifiers used in the S.E. series have a noise
level within a few dB of theoretical limits,
making 100 dB signal to noise ratios a
practical reality in actual performance.
A peak limiter maintains close control
of sub -master levels, has adjustments for
attack, release, and ratio, and may be bypassed if not needed.
Tri- colored LED arrays are used to
meter the console outputs. These meters
can read true peak, or average level.
Four band parametric equalization is
used for sub -masters and outputs. Each
hand provides ±15 dB amplitude, 50:1
fequency range, and bandwidth adjustment from a broad 3 -1/3 octaves to 1/20
octave for true narrow band filtering.
Of special interest is an all solid state
preview -solo system with independent level control for monitoring individual inputs in true stereo position.
The S.E. series is available in studio
and sound reinforcement formats and as a
multiple -mix stage monitor system.
ASHLY AUDIO, INC.
1099 JAY STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14611
PHONE: (716) 328 -9560
for additional information circle number 73

MODEL 610
Used in recording studios; disc mastering studios; sound
reinforcement systems; TV, AM, FM broadcast stations to
maintain a sustained average signal at a level significantly
higher than that possible in conventional limiters, and with
performance that is seldom attained by móst linear amplifiers.
Rack mounted, solid state, new functional styling, the
Model 610 is in stock for immediate shipment.

Specifications are available from:

P[CIHA TONICS
770

R-e/p 100

WALL

AVENUE, OGDEN,
(801) 392 -7531

UTAH
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TELEFUNKEN NOISE REDUCTION
SYSTEM READY FOR DELIVERY
After three years of intensive development efforts, Telefunken has started deliveries of its unique Telcom c4 Noise Reduction System.

LEVIATHAN BASS HORN
This is the legendary Leviathan, our f fiberglass bass horn for two 15" loudspeakers.
It comes in three sections as pictured below: the back pod which houses the loudspeakers, the 48 Hz flare horn itself,
and the optional extension for increased frequency range, projection and efficiency.

able, and built to last. That's reason
enough to make Community bass horns
the foundation of some of the best touring

What does efficiency mean? Because of
our design criteria any Corn -

munity bass horn's output is
typically 4-6 dB above its wooden competitor's. To you, the professional sound person, this
means that you need fewer bass
horns to fulfill your requirements and, consequently, less
drivers and electronics to power them. In addition, our bass
horns weigh thirty to forty percent less than the old wooden
horns meaning an additional
savings in reduced installation
and freight charges.

Not shown are our other bass
horns: the FRC /B, designed to

provide true horn performance
in the smallest possible package,
and the aptly named BLT, or
Bass Long Throw, which does exactly that over several hundred yards
with the closest attention to transients.
Like everything else that we make, our
Levi, FRC /B and BLT are rock solid, portSPECIFICATIONS
Flare Rate

Operating Range
Driver
Size (HEIGHT /WIDTH /DEPTH)
Weight (less drivers)

systems around, but add to that their unbeatable efficiency and you've got the
bottom line for a full spectrum of professional appli-ations.
EXTENDED LEVIATHAN

Need a couple of bass horns?
See your Community dealer. You might
only need one.

BLT

FRC/B

48 Hz

52 Hz

66 Hz

from 50 Hz
Two 15"

from 60 Hz
One 15"

43i4"/691/4"/64"
175 LB

44 "/44 "/56"
90 LB

from 75 Hz
One 15"
30 1/2"/40 "/44"

COMMUNITY LIGHT (Sr SOUND, INCORPORATED

E

65 LB

5701 GRAYS AVENUE, PHILA, PA 19143 0 (215) 727 -0900
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compressor. This slakes it possible for the
first time tu use a four -basin system in
long lines transmission, sat wine contmunic;ltions and other .Heals \when such alignment t annut be guaranteed. The 30 dB
of dynamic range improvement is all
enormous step forward in making the
tape medium sleet the capability of the
disc record.
In its initial release, the 'l'cleom t-I is
bring .old as a retro- tilting cad for units
manufactured by Dolby Laboratories
sut Il as the :;till, ali I, and the multi -track
units of the \III series. Re-alignment 01
the .\ .lem is not ne( e.s,Ir\ \when avilrhII t Titi r from the c.1í.'2 taud to the Tel-

Felcont is a compressor /expander
(compander) which applies hr,uul ne\v
and patented \o. 3,91ì9.(i811) methods to
the production of a stabilüed gain controlled amplifier .s\.Irm. It divides the
audio signal into four separate pass hands
and applies the proper al lark /release I)ehawior Io each of these hanti. separatel .
a process whit h has e\ulccd over the last
twelve eau's .as, it is said ill company literature, to be the hest approach to corn011 then produces a
pander design. 'I
constant compression factor over the
entire 1i\ n:nnir r.tilgt which assures that
the e\pandet will always tack the compressor property, even if the expander is
not t IostI .tligtltd tit tale level oI the
(

I he
I'elcon c -II) t and sells for
and is .Isail.lble through Gotham's
rhised plot!es.ional ;ludi) dealers.
G0111. \ \I Au Dio ( :ORI'OR.\ l IU\
1(1.1. I
11 \1. %S11I\(; ION S
10(11
1.()R1K,
PlIU1\I: (212) 711-7 II I

\l

\I:\\

S77110

fili

1

1
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I.. \ICI.. \l'I)IO III'.. \I)l'IIO \t-.
Nat'l. I It() \. \101)1.1. 12H11
The 111' \I I2(11) providers source scare
(ion (off -stereo, roc I, 1tic 2) and level
control for tour slit! air headphone..

\\I.SI

II).

(

-

,') x 2.3
inches III,;) x 6. -1 x 19.1 centimeand weigh, less than 2 pounds (1. -1
kilograms). For user convenience. both
phone and XI.IL connectors ;Ire supplied.

This compact box measures

x 7.:)

total printed
1'ht' III' \1 1200 tuili,
circuit t'ullslrllttit>n ;11111 is complete \with
an output nulling connector for easy system expansion ;Ind two watt current limiting resistors for protection of voltage
-

TWIN -GRAPHIC OCTAVE EQUALIZER
1G- 2209 -600 BALANCED IN /OUT

SWITCHABLE HI or LO IMPEDANCE
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or UNBALANCED INPUTS
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or UNBALANCED OUTPUTS
TWO SEPARATE MONO SECTIONS, IDENTICAL CONTROLS
L.E.D.'S FOR VISUAL INPUT /OUTPUT BALANCING
SWITCHABLE HI and /or LO SHELVING
SEPARATE ZERO -GAIN SPECTRUM CONTROLS
GOLD- PLATED CONTACTS ON ALL SWITCHES
ZERO -GAIN: Unity

0.5 dB, controllable 20-

6 dB, --12 dB.
20, 480 HZ
-0.5 dB 20 Hz to
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
20,480 Hz at zero setting.
DISTORTION: Less than 0.05% THD @ 2 volts.
RATED OUTPUT (600 -OHM BALANCED): -f 20
{

dBm into 600 ohms.
OUTPUT CIRCUIT: FET Op -Amps (Balanced or
Unbalanced).
20 dBm.
MAXIMUM INPUT LEVEL:
EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE: Below 90 dBm with
E.Q. switched in Below 110 dB at max. output.
EQUALIZATION FREQUENCIES: Each octave centered at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920,
3840, 7680 and 15,360 Hz.
12 dB at center freBOOST /CUT RANGE:
quencies.

(.901feZUt0AVAA
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1721 Newport Circle. Santa Ana.

FILTER TYPE: Toroidal and Ferrite -core.
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 120 ± 15% VAC 50/
60 Hz less than 10 Watts or 240 :t_ 15% VAC
50/60 Hz less than 10 Watts.
FULL -SPECTRUM LEVEL: Front panel 18 dB,
variable master level controls.
OCTAVE -EQUALIZATION: 10 Vertical controls
12 dB per octave.
each channel,
E.Q. IN -OUT: Front panel pushbutton switch for
each channel.
TERMINATIONS: 3 -pin XLR's for inputs and

outputs.
WEIGHT: 18 pounds.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 23 pounds.
FINISH: Front panel horizontally brushed, black
anodized aluminum. Chassis cadmium plated

steel, with black textured finish.

Cirfornia 92705

FOR

Moat DETAILED INFORMATION CIRCLE WADER LARD
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sources.
The box can sit on its rubber feet on
any flat surlat e, snap on to strike or MUSIC
Shit's \with OWiunal clamps provi(Ietl, or
be wall mounted using convenient screw
slots on the rear of the box.
Priced at $1 89.00, the unit is available fur immediate delivery.
1 \-1:S- II.. \Kf. Al 1)10
111'II.S111RI. ItOtI.1.\'. \RU
;1-:1.1-1S, CA 90018
1.0S
PI ION I.: (2I3) tint s -0303
for additional information circle number 77
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ANALOG
Innovations, Inc., recently
dured their new Analog Delay system.
Designed to electronically perform the
functions normally associated with tape
\1

\R

ur disc echo units, the A1XIt Analog Delay provides the user with variable delay
tittles from 33 to 300 millisec-onds, with
a dynamic range of 8(1 dB,
.\ regeneration control provides multiple echoes with valuing decay tintes
from a single repeat to the point of feedback. .\ mix control allows any combination of dry and delayed signals. Special
low- noise circuity ensures quiet Operation in the most critical of applications.

P1F YOU'RE LOST

Everytime you search for
program material on your tape
machine? Let the El -Tech
Take Finder find it for you!

'The Take Finder'
Shown Actual Size
Locating program material on tape machines has been a problem since the early wire
recorders. To overcome this problem on expensive multi -track machines, manufacturers
have recently provided a remote digital readout which indicates exact tape location.
Unfortunately these readouts have not been available for most machines since they were
designed specifically for these recorders. Now, the El -Tech Take Finder gives the owner of
any tape machine a simple inexpensive tape location digital readout.
The El -Tech Take Finder indicates tape location on a large 5 digit L.E.D. display, which
can be located up to 25 ft. from the tape machine. A small cable connects the display unit to a
sensor which optically senses reel rotation. The sensor picks up reel rotation without any
mechanical inter- connection by illuminating
the edge of the reel and sensing the amount
of reflected light. By placing small pieces of
black tape on the reel edge light reflection will
be interrupted as the marker passes under
a;
the sensor. The sensor is easily adjustable for
any tape width which means you can use it
on your 2 track, 16 track, or any type
machine.
The display unit contains a memory for
holding selected numbers and also gives a
relay contact output when the memory and
display equal. By connecting the relay
output to the stop circuit of a machine
automatic return to a memory number can
be obtained.
Many hours spent searching tape can be
saved with the Take Finder. The Take
Finder allows you to find any position on
.

tape without

the hassels normally
encountered.
Only $349.95 from the following

distributors:
El -TECH
P.O. Box 23108
Nashville, TN 37202
615- 546 -3467

Nashville Studio Systems
16 Music Circle South
Nashville, TN 37203
615 -256 -1650

patent pending

The Express Sound Company
1833 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
714 645 -8501
and other professional sound distributors
-

for additional information circle number
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The MXR Analog Delay is intended as
maintenance free alternative to
existing tape and disc echo systems.
a low cost,

With a suggested retail price of $299.95,
the MXR Analog Delay is designed for a
wide variety of applications, including
electronic musical instruments, P.A., and
sound reinforcement.
MXR INNOVATIONS, INC.
P. 0. BOX 722
ROCHESTER, NY 14603
PHONE: (716) 442 -532(1
for additional information circle number
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SPHERE ANNOUNCES NEW
MASTERING CONSOLE
This mastering console is designed to
meet today's requirements of a highly
sophisticated system with the flexibility
to make corrections in the sound quality
and to improve quality of masters made
under less than ideal conditions. The con-

The ADR Vocal Stresser
It's a unique audio package. And
here's how to use it.
In the Broadcast Studio
Make wide adjustments to programme material before broadcast; eg. 'doclines to make them more

tor' telephone

suitable for broadcast.
The equaliser improves signal quality;
the compressor improves mean level; the
expander in gating mode attenuates noise
during pauses, and the limiter controls
peaks.

In the Mastering Suite
Control every medium, from disc cut-

ting to cassette duplication, particularly
reducing sibilance and adjusting overall
dynamic balance.

sole employs A and B input groups to allow preset equalization or filtering to be

changed between bands when cutting.
Each group is switchable or will follow
lathe spiral control. Graphic equalizers
are featured. Push -button controlled inserts are provided for ancillary equipment. Lamps in illuminated push buttons
verify relay operations, assuring function
has taken place.
SPHERE ELECTRONICS
2020IA PRAIRIE STREET
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
PHONE: (213) 349 -4747
for additional information circle number 80

SOUND 1%'ORKS1101' UNVEILS
NEW DISCO/BROADCAST MIXER
Ultra -high performance and flexibility

In the Recording

Studio

The sky's the limit, or at least the
creative ability of the artist and the engineer is. With vocals, or indeed any signal source, you can get very exciting
sounds.
The Vocal Stresser is basically the
F760X Compex- Limiter and the E900
Sweep Equaliser intergrated as one, with
all functions switch -selectable.
For instance, the equaliser can be switched out of the system and used as a
separate unit, accessible through its own
input /output from a different channel.
Or switched before or after the Corn pex- Limiter or even in its side chain.
The benefits of these three modes are
considerable.

a low -cost phono mixer/per -amp is
offered in the Sound Workshop 421
Broadcast /Disco Mixer. Designed for
broadcast production, disco, and home
use, the Sound Workshop 421 provides 2
stereo phono inputs (magnetic; RIAA), 2
stereo high level inputs, and microphone
input (low or high Z.) Any of the stereo
inputs can he assigned to the "active summing" cue buss whether or not that input
is "on the air" or not.
VCA controlled "talkover" can drop
the music level as much as 20 dB when
the microphone is punched in. A 3 position EQ switch on the mike input provides for flat response or ±8 dB (a) 100 Hz
for maximum voice intelligibility. A
sharp low -cut filter (switchable) eliminates power absorbing rumble from the

in

1

Used before, you get maximum signal conditioning and still maintain critical overload control.
Used after, you get an enhanced cornpression effect although the limiter gets
equally affected by the varying signal
shape.

And in the side chain, the equaliser
becomes an extension of both the threshold and compressor controls, making
them particularly sensitive to chosen
frequency bands.
Send for full technical specifications.
gregg audio distributors
1019 North Winchester
Chicago, L 60622
Telephone: (312) 252 -8144
I

We make sound

sound better.

R-e/p 104
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usually used. Unlike folded horn designs,
the SR -2I5 maintains proper loading to
above I kllz to permit crossover to the
mid -range driver anywhere in the favorable 500 to 800 llz region. The two driver SR -215 further insures smooth operatidn by use of a center phasing plug to

turntables without adversely affecting the
program material.
Sound Workshop's Tri -Lite LED Readout gives accurate indication of both average and peak output levels (nominal level
is internally adjustable from -10 dBm to
+4 dBm.) The monitor section can select
either the cue or program buss, and drives
the internal 3 watt headphone amp (plugin card) or an external monitor amplifier.
The program output utilizes a highly linear booster amplifier which is stable into
any value of capacitance load and will
provide drive levels of up to +20 dBm into 600 ohms or greater, and +26 dBm into 300 ohms. Link jack patch points provide access for system EQ or other effects
(reverb, delay, etc.) while maintaining
line drive capabilities.
Low noise op -amps are used throughout, all IC's are mounted in plug-in sockets, and maximum TIID is .1 %.
The Sound Workshop 421 Broadcast/
Disco Mixer carries a 2 year parts and la-

bor warranty and sells fur S500.00.
SOUND WORKSIIOP
1040 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
ROSI.YN, NY 11576
PHONE.: (516) 621 -6710
for additional information circle number 82
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minimize interference between the two
woofers.
Maximum sound output is 136 dB SPI.
on axis at four feet, when equiped with
Gauss 5840 drivers. Rated frequency response in this configuration is 55 to
1,200 IIz ±3 dB. The unit measures 42 "H
x 36 "W x 28 "D, and weighs 149 lbs. less
drivers. the SR -215 is equipped with
"roadie" type corners to withstand the
rigors of road use, and its black Durane
polyurethane finish provides excellent

lIE AUDIO

LOW FREQUENCY SOUND

REINFORCEMENT IIORN
The new SR -215 bass reproducer is designed for applications requiring response
to 40 llz at extremely high sound levels.
The horn is built with sufficient rigidity
to handle the power of any commercially
available bass drivers, and its cross- grainlaminated 11-ply hardwood construction
makes it less prone to panel resonances
than other low frequency horns of this

type.
The horn flare is maintained at a true
exponential rate to deliver a smoother
frequency response and better efficiency
than the radius or quasi -exponential flares

One Great Performer
For Another.
monitor
The gauss

series.

Now, three great performers that upgrade the
standards of professional sound. The Gauss sound is
full-bodied and smooth.

MP

All three Gauss monitors feature our 4140 horn. Foam
filling in all the cavities eliminates unwanted
resonances. And roll off is so good that very little
room equalization is needed.

Available with single 15 ", double 15" and double 12"
woofers. Our model 2154 puts out more sound
pressure level than any studio monitor on the market
today. Our monitors are offered in the bi- amplification
mode only; so you may select both crossover frequency
and filter slope ... with any of the currently available
electronic crossover networks.
So you get our smooth Gauss sound...Great
performance that you can hear.

Cetec Audio
For the Educated Ear.
Main Office
A division of Cetec Corporation
13035 Saticoy Street No. Hollywood, CA 91605
(213) 875 -1900 TWX: 9104992669

European Office
A division of Cetec Systems Ltd.
16 Uxbridge Rd. Ealing, London W52BP England
01- 579 -9145 Telex: (851) 935847

for additional information circle number 83
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moisture resistance and scuff protection.
Standard convenience features include
steel mesh screen to prevent foreign objects from contacting woofer cones,
woofer spacer plates to prevent tone slap
at extremely high levels, and tee -nut fasteners to facilitate quick woofer change.
Roadie wheels and handles are available
as an option.
FORSYTiIf:.\l'DIO SYS7.L\IS
75 NORTH BEACON STREET
W'A ll RTOWN, MASS. 07172
for additional information circle number 84

AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) TO MARKET
AK 4000 CONSOLE IN U.S. THROUGH
EVERYTHING AUDIO
The AK 4000 console, equipped with
40 inputs, 40 Perfect Q parametric equalizers, 32 group outputs with digital readout, 6 cue systems incorporating Super cue, 8 echo returns, 4 -I limiter /compressor/de- essers, 4 -I noise gate expanders, 672
position patch ha . 32 track remote control, 36 meters. a digital tinter /clock. and
:\utofade, is all contained within a 7' IO''
width.
Included within the group /monitor
area of the nodule :ire full multi -track
controls, the track number corresponding
to that group and monitor. This integration allows the console logic IQ control
the master sync, replay and record conditions of the multi -track; enabling simplified and more carefree operation by
the mixer. The ultimate advantage, how-

a logic controlled
is Supercue
which
always
system
dropping -in
feeds the musicians cans with personal
foldback, regardless of the drop-in routine selected by the engineer. Also, for
the first time, the engineer can pre -sync
before drop -in. It is said to he the fastest,
most foolproof, one button drop -in sys-

ever,

tem yet devised.
For the first time in a production console, AK have introduced a VC:\ control-
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with your RECORDING EQUIPMENT needs, from
2 Tracks to 24 Tracks."
CALL or WRITE for FANTASTIC Package Prices ...

We can help you

Route 8, Box 525, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601
Phone: (614) 663 -2544

r:

WOO .ti

.P ..0i1

CONCEPT SERIES CONSOLE
ANNOUNCED BY AUDIO CONCEPTS/
I)AVI'. KELSEY SOUND
Available in both I (i x 8
and 24 x 16 configurations,
the consoles will feature full
modular construction with
push button sub groupselec1

Audio GEAR

MirnRool

quad compression and /or expansion as a
routine mixing aid.
.\ new Perfect Q parametric equalizer
is introduced which maintains the harmonic bandwidth correctly when using
frequency shift.
EVERYTHING AUDIO
7037 LAUREL CANYON BOULI:V :ARI)
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, (:A 91605
PHONE: (213) 982 -6200
for additional information circle number 86

Builds iECORdINC, STUd1OS at

Stils

led Compressor /Limiter /De -esser plus a
noise gate /expander in every channel. The
side chains of each device can be routed
to the adjacent module allowing stereo

tion. independent stereo
monitor /mix down busses
with pan and positional .oloing on all cues, echo sends
and returns and sub group
outputs. Monitor and e
functions arc through th:
input modules (I6 and
track mix down) anI Bath
input position has two patch
points plus a direct out.A
full halat.ed and notroaled
patch hay is t.: -hided and
Jensen
transfol(ners are
used througl,cttt.
Concept
is tentativer priced at
59,600.00 and S17,0(70.00.
AUDIO CON( ;E l'7 :i, INC./
I

DAVI'. KELSEY SOUND
7138 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
IIOLLVWOO ). t:.\ 900-16
PHONL: (213) 8:íI.7172
for additional info,ntation circle number 87
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LREO
PEAVEY CS -IOU STEREO
POWER .AMI'I.II ILR
Thu Peavey LIcutronics Corporation

model CS -400 Stereo power amplifier k
designed for commercal sound reinforcement applications as well as studio and
home applications. Each channel of the
CS -400 is capable of 200 watts (rms) output into 4 ohms. The CS -400 boasts a
very wide frequency response from 20 Ilz

BOOKS

85% Of

ARE WoRkiNq IN ThE

MICROPHONES: DESIGN and
APPLICATION ...
by Lou Burroughs
A practical. non-theoretical reference
manual for those involved in the application of microphones for recording,
TV. motion pictures. sound reinforce
men

t

$20.00
BOOKS
P.O. Box 2449
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028

Hardcover

R -e /p

HANDBOOK OF MULTICHANNEL
RECORDING
by

F. A /ton Everest

320 pages

kllz (+0,

-I dB). Total harmonic
distortion is less than .05%, intermodulation distortion is less than 0.1%. Other

to 60

features include LEI) overload indicators
on each channel; steel reinforced, zinc
die-cast front panel; forced air cooling;
and a 19" rack mountable chassis.
PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORP.
P. O. BOX 2898
MERIDIAN, MISS. 39301
PI ION L: (601 183 -5365
for additional information circle number 88
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*Addendum from pages 23 & 40:
CTS, London and Musicland, Munich,
were used for string overdubs during
production of "BREEZIN'

-\SSIFII-

I) ADVERTISING
ES
RATES
Prepaid* with submitted copy:
$40.00 per column inch
(2t/a' x 1 ")
(One inch minimum, 4 inches maximum. Space over 4 inches will he
charged for at regular display advertising rates.)

(

....

....

201 illustrations

The

book that covers it all
a
comprehensive guide to all facets of
multi -track recording
acoustics
construction
studio design
equ
ipment
techniques
and much,
much more
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hardbound $10.95

.

Paperback $7.95

(415) 781-6306

FOR SALE:
3M 4- Track, 15 -30 ips, $3,900
Phase Shifter, $190
Two Studer A -80 Electronics, $800 each
V.9.O., $400
AKG BX -20E Reverb, $2,500
(2131 461-3717 - Ask for Brian!

P.O. Box 2449

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028

CONDENSER
MICROPHONE
with SYMSI 48 powering
and variable pattern

AMPEX CD2000 cassette duplicator,

$2,000.00
AMPEX MM1000 16 -track recorder,
74x15 ips.,
$13,000.00
CALL (2 161 621-0810, Mon.-Fri., 10a -5p

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

ALTEC

604E

.

DC -63

FOR SALE:

The DC -63 has every
thing required by fir
st rate professional

studios. Two ring
switches built around 4 reed switches
and a potentiome
ter for selection of
the desired direct
tional response
pattern. All this
located on the
-

microphone
for easy accThis gives
at hand 44
ess.

A

distinct
combina-

...

Hardbound
$19.95
R -e /p BOOKS

o

BFqiN OcrobER,

FEbRUARY, ANd JUNE

The all -time studio monitoring favorite is
still available
brand new and factory

81/2x11

College for Recording Arts
665 Harrison Street
San Francisco, California 94107

BOOKS

LEBANON VALLEY COLLEGE
ANNVILLE, PA 17003

by Don & Carolyn Davis

graduates got jobs because they were persistent and
didn't give up. And because they gained enough
experience to he immediately valuable to a potential employer. This is what the College for Recording Arts is all about.
You'll learn from professionals who are active in
the Music Industry.
You'll learn by experience in our many studios: a
16 -track studio. a radio broadcast studio, a disc
mastering studio with the latest Neumann disc
mastering system. and a separate 8 -track studio
with une of the most sophisticated synthesizer
systems available today.
You'll learn the principles of Audio Engineering.
Music Production, Music Law, Music Business and
Finance, Studio Electronics. Disc Mastering, and
Electronic music synthesis
If you are seriously interested in starting a career in
this industry. and have the desire to work hard for
it, call or write for our Catalog.

EQUIPMENT

Details Frank Stachow
BLAIR MUSIC CENTER

296 pages

It's because our curriculum has one main purpose:
to prepare you for a Music Industry job. Our

SEMESTI RS

Harmony, and Instrumental master classes.

SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING

Institute.

Sciences

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028

INTENSIVE short summer college level
courses in Recording Technology, Synthesizers, Jazz Improvization, Popular and Jazz

411111/1

It's not by chance that the College for Recording Arts is fully accredited by the
National Academy of Recording Arts and

P.O. BOX 2449

*If billing is required add 20 %, $8.00
per inch.
SERVICES

BOOKS

RECORd /MUSIC INdUSTRY

send check or money order to:
R -e /p

OUR GRAdUATES

fresh from Audiotechniques for only
$345 each, prepaid, and that includes
shipping. Order 4 and deduct 5% from
total. Well accept checks, money orders
or cash. (Do not send peanuts.)

audiotechniques, inc.
142 Hamilton Ave., Stamford, CT 06902
Telephone: 203 359 2312

dia

tion possibilities.
The cap

phi
agms
and rec

sule

tangulai

with
two

shape. Un
beatable in the

highest class'
GREGG AUDIO DISTRIBUTORS,
1019 No. Winchester, Chicago,
I

L

60622 (312) 252-8144
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EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS
BOTTOM LINE ORIENTED
F. T. C. BREWER COMPANY
P.O.Box 8057 Pensacola, Florida 32505

CATALOG

FREE

&

AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES
KITS A WIRED
AMPLIFIERS
MIC EO, AC N,
LINE, TAPE, DISC,
POWER
OSCILLATORS
AUDIO
TAPE BIAS
POWER SUPPLIES

for additional information circle number
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FiudioTapi

STAGE, STUDIO, AND
BROADCAST SYSTEMS
AKG, BGW, Cannon, dbx, Electro- Voice,
Altec, Eventide Clockworks, JBL, MicMix,
Orban /Parasound, Orange County, Otan,

Pultec, Robins, Sennheiser, Sescom, Shure,
Sony /Pro, Soundcraft, Switchcraft, Tascam,
and Urei. TURN /KEY Permanent, Mobile,
Wiring /Switching Networks
COMPONENT SALES, CONSULTAENCLOSURES, FLIGHT
TION,
CASES, CUSTOM CONSOLES AND
RACKS ... CONTACT

MIDWEST SOUND COMPANY
Chicago, IL 60629
4346 W. 63 St.
(312) 767 -7272
WANTED: Coils or forms for Westrex 3D11
cutter. Ampex tape deck. Panoramic or graphic equalizers, etc.
CONTACT: DALE MATTESON
Visalia, CA 93277
1604 W. Laurel
(2091 734 -0532

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT

for professionals

Everything from Atlas to White
CMG SOUND, INC.
12266 Wilkins Avenue
Rockville, MD 20852 (301) 881 -2660
FOR SALE:

LEADER & SPLICING TAPE

-

EMPTY REELS & BOXES
All widths, sizes.
COMPETITIVE

t?t
Drv

FROM STOCK

-

Recording Supply Co.
1233 Rand Road
Des Plaines, IL

one
iyli
Corp 312/2',

-

-

FOR SALE:
AUDITRONICS 501 CONSOLE, 26 channel
input, output. 24 track monitor. Spare
studio monitor module, control room monitor module, fader, and output switching
module. 3 spare input modules. With producer's desk. S19,500.
CONTACT MICHAEL FRASER OR
JOSEPH BOGAN
DAWNBREAKER RECORDING STUDIOS
(213) 361 -0173 or 365 -9371

3M SERIES 400 M -23, 8- TRACK
tape recorder. Six years old, replaced
heads (minimal wear), very good condition. Specifications and pictures available upon request.
CALL W. RAMSEY
(512) 478-3141, 478 -9294

Beyer, Urei, Stax, Sennheiser, Tapco, BGW,
and more!
SEND FOR PRICE QUOTES
ZIMET PRO AUDIO
Dept. REP
Roslyn, NY 11576
1038 Northern Blvd.

EVENTIDE Clockworks Digital Delay
1745A. Dual outputs, excellent
Model
condition. Factory new specifications.
$2,000.00
WEISBERG SOUND, INC.
(212) 966 -0896

with Agfa. Ampex, 3M Tape

-

Panel.

FOR SALE:
MCI JH -528 Recording Console,
$46,000. Replacing with new automated JH -528 -B Plasma Display.
SOUND 80, INC.
(612) 721 -6341

CASSETTES, C- 10 -C -90,

-

Tascam, TEAC, Sound Workshop, Otani,
dbx, Nakamichi, MXR, Dynaco, ADS, E -V,
Eventide, Shure, Maxell, Ampex, A KG Pro,

OCA RECORDS, INC.
2832 Spring Grove Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45225
(513) 681 -8400

On reels or hubs.

OR SALL:
Eventide Harmonizer asking $1,000
$400
Eventide Omnipressor
$1,650
Quantum QM8A Mixing Console
New Stephens 24 -track tape machine with
additional 16 -track heads, special teflon
best offer
tape guide, wow and flutter .01
over $21,000
ONE STEP -UP RECORDING STUDIOS
8207 W. Third Street
(213) 655 -2775
Los Angeles, CA 90048
f

MASTERING SYSTEM
Consisting of 32B Neuman Lathe, Westrex
Mark II Cutting System, Gotham Transfer

FRANK RUHL

REEL TO REEL TAPE
Ampex, 3M. All grades,

EQUIPMENT

L - D SYSTEMS & SOUND
Sentry /Professional Products, Otani,
Sescom, AKG, Tapco, Switchcraft, Trouper
Series Mixers, Vega Wireless, Sessions, QSC,
and more.
PRICES WONT BE BEAT
WRITE OR CALL FOR QUOTE
Houston, TX 77081
7120 Atwell
(713) 668 -1188
E -V,

MEASURE ROOM ACOUSTICS
professionally. Acoustilog's Model
232 Reverberation Timer incorporates the following advantages- One person operation, 3% accuracy, internal pink noise generator, 3 -digit
readout.
ACOUSTIL OG
New York, NY 10013
(212) 925-1365

19 Mercer Steeet

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT

AND SERVICES
P.A. and custom touring sound systems,
studio equipment and turn -key installations, theatre and disco sound. Representing over 100 audio lines including:

AKG, Allen & Heath, Alembic, Altec,
Ampex, B &W, Beyer, BGW, Cetec,
Cerwin -Vega, Celestion, Community
Light & Sound, dbx, Denon, Dokordei
Dynaco, Emilar, ESS -Pro, E -V, Forsythe Audio, Fons, Furman, GailienKruger, Gale, Gauss, Goldring, GrAce,
J &H Formula 4, Kelsey, Koss, Lamb,
Langevin, 3M, 3A, Marantz, Meteor,
Mitsubishi, Maxell, Malatchy, MXRPro, Otani, Russound, Rc"ox, SAEC,
Sennheiser, Scotch, Shure, Soriab,
Sound Craftsman, Soundcrdit, Sound
Workshop, Sony, Switchcraft, Sescom,
Stax, Supex, Tapco, TDK, Tascam,
Technics, TEAC, Thorens, Uher, West
,

Check Audiotechniques First
..FOR DBX
Everybody's talking about the
great new dbx K9 -22 cards that
adapt your Dolby system to dbx
noise reduction. Deliveries are
limited, so get your order in early.
Call us for all your dbx needs.

audibtechniques,inc.

142 Hamilton Avenue, Stamford, CT 06902 Telephone: 203 359 2312
R-e/p 110

Penn.

ALL EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY IN A

WORKING E " ;VIRONME:VT. COMPETITIVE PRICI,VG & COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE.
K & L SOUND
75 N. Beacon St. Watertown, MASS 02172
(Attn: Ken Berger)
(617) 926 -6100

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

SMALL 4.16 TRACK STUDIOS
Detailed technical assistance + acoustical
consulation, from our engineering division
to our clients - either here or via phone &
included FREE.
Tascam Warranty Service Station + Sales
Sonic Engineering Lab, 11% Old York
Road, Willow Grove, PA 19090, Phone

(215) 659.9251.
The Only One

.... Now the best selling multi -track

MCI
recorder!

MCI
only from AUDIOTECHNIQUES,
Inc. in the great northeast!
.

.

Tape recorders from one to 24 tracks

Recording consoles up to 40 inputs

MCI sales

-

- service,

factory trained technicians.
Studio Design and
construction service.

-

WANTED

EQUIPMENT

-

for small scale productio,
business, 12" LP & 7" Record Presses, com
plete with Extruders, Trimmers, etc. Airmail
Quotations to:

STANDARD TRADE INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 5969
Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa

4

' hr ,
.

FOR SALE:

IIIG11 INTENSITY turned sound reinforcement + disco + 4 -24 track studios, including narrow band (5 Hz!)
feedback and ring mode suppression, detailed regenerative response
environmental equalization ±
dB
at your ears, room design /measurement /treatment, 15 %. articulation loss
of consonants, our 18 dB computer
designed crossovers and enclosures.
1000's of customized and expandable professional products including:
splayed fiberglass horns, consoles,
comp /rms /peak limiters, continuously
variable electronic crossovers, digital/
acoustic /analog delays, omnipressors,
Hangers, reverb, echo, doubling, tripling, p.a. noise reduction, piczo transducers, frequency shifters, notch filters, etc. All shipped prepaid
in
sured. Sonic Engineering I.al,,.
/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,
Pa. 19090, (21 Vii) 659-9251.
+Anechoic Chamber+
Inventors /Engineers
I

AUDIOTECHNIQUES, INC.
142 Hamilton Avenue
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 359 -2312

-

WANTED TO PURCHASE
16 - 24 Track Studio
Los Angeles Area
(213) 887-6393
Contact Mr. Evron
Soundcraft, 16x4
$2,950
2 - Urei 527A
$1,050 for both
ABADON -SUN
P.O. Box 6520
San Antonio, TX 78209
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 531 -7392
Ask for Galen
FOR SALE: One 3M -M64 2 track recorder,
15 -30 ips, absolutely brand new condition.
If interested, call Alan Kubicka or Cleon
Wells at --

CHICAGO RECORDING
(312) 822 -9333

URIE, Sennhelser, Crawn,
Emllar, Cetec, Yamaha, Otarf,
Shure, AKG, etc.

r

electro- acoustic

systems

I

1/4

P.O. Drawer 1923
Athens, Ga. 30601

150 N.

Hull St.

(404) 353 -1283

TIME DELAY UNIT AND EFFECTS GENERATOR

r,
0.01.111,01.

.,...s.

ra

y

...forCREATIVE TIME TRANSLATIONS

-

TIME WARP
The only delay line and effects generator offering glitch -free, continuously variable
time delay plus POLYTONE tm, the automatic generation of harmonically related musical notes, and
providing full remote control capability on all functions. Its Extended Tone Memory can hold a note
smoothly for almost 30 seconds and the Saturable FM feature provides superb ring modulator effects.
From guitar to synthesizer, TIME WARP is terrific.
In addition to these special features, all of the more common effects such as phasing, flanging,
tunneling, Doppler shifting, artificial (automatic) double tracking, true vibrato, true chorus, slap -back
e',ho, pitch change and recycling reverberation are also available from TIME WARP.

Complete with internal power supply and remote control connector, TIME WARP occupies only 13/4
inches i-t rack space and won't cost you the earth. Don't settle for less ... in versatility or quality.
Coming soon -- A foot pedal interface unit for
direct coupling and musician control of TIME
WARP with any instrument.

IN1TC
MIX

MICMIX Audio Products, Inc.
2995 Ladybird Lane
Dallas, TX 75220 (214) 352 -3811

for additional information circle number 93
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EMPLOYMENT

EQUIPMENT

HOLZER
AUDIO

TASCAM 80 -8's IN STOCK!
Model 5's and 5 EX. Crown, 3M, AKG,
Shure, E V, Sentry III, and IV B's.
Ask for Beni
ROWTON PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
(502) 898 6203

PRODUCTION ENGINEER

Opportunity for experienced production
engineer in top recording and production
facility in mid-Atlantic market. Multitrack music experience necessary. Send
resume and production sampler to:
Box AIP, c/o R -e /p
Hollywood, CA 90028
P.O.Box 2449

ALL AROUND AUDIO MAN
production run & systems checkout,
trouble shooting. Challenging job for self
;tarter, working with a leading console man
facturer. Southern California.
SEND RESUME OR CALL BOB BUSHNEL L
SPHERE ELECTRONICS
20201 -A Prairie Avenue
213/349 -4744
Chatsworth, CA 91311
-

Scully 280 add -ons

FACTORY
REPAIR
Contact us direct for factory
repair on Haeco, Westrex,
and Grampian cutterheads.

.

.

pair of Dolby 361 s or any 19"
x 31/2" electronic panel. Only $49.95
FOB Bridgeport. Send check with order.

Accepts

a

Rus Lang Corporation
247 Ash St., Bridgeport, CT 06605
Telephone: 203 384 1266

TRACKS!! The complete semi -pro record ing center. Get our low prices on TASCAM,
I'F.AC, NEOTF:K, MULTI- TRACK, DBX,
MXR PRO, SIIURE, BOW, TAPCO and
mane others.
available.

studio

Complete

Holzer Audio Engineering Corporation

[RACKS!! from

14110 Aetna St.. Van Nuys, CA 91401

DJ's MUSIC LTD.
1401 Blanchan
l.a Grange Park, 111. 60525

(213) 787-7733

packages

(312) 354-5666

Direct Box
Professionally Built for
Studio & Road Use

Unique AGS Automatic
Grounding System

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
Manufacturer of high quality stereo
equipment is seeking a young, aggressive
individual to plan, implement and manage
its sales program.
Sales and Management abilities in the con-

hum and buzzes

sumer electronics field.
Submit resumes in confidence to:
Box RU, c/o R -e /p
P.O. Box 2449

Switchable filter for
"miked speaker" sound

Won't change the sound
of your instrument
Diecast, engraved box;
shock -mounted switches
One year warranty

$74.95
Ask about our snakes, cables and
other "goodies in little black boxes."
Windt Audio Engineering
13026 Sat coy St., No. 4A
N.

Hollywood, CA 91605

12131

768 -0100

position in new product development
with TAPCO -one of the nation's leading
professional audio equipment manufacturers. Responsibilities include origination of
new product ideas, product idea evaluation,
presentation of new concepts and programs,
and a close working relationship with engin
eering and marketing groups throughout the design and market introduction
stages of new product development.
Some experience with state -of- the -art
electronics circuitry is required, EE prefer
red. A thorough knowledge of products,
procedures and techniques used in profess
ional sound work is essential, as is a fundamental understanding of pro -audio sales and
marketing practices.
Working with a forceful team of new
product planners, the qualified individual
will play an integral role in the future of this
dynamic and fastgrowing company. TAPCO
offers competitive salaries, superb employee
benefits and, of course, all of the environmental benefits of the great Pacific Northwest.
All qualified persons are invited to
apply for this excellent opportunity. Send
all pertinent data, including salary history to
Doug Schauer, Product Planning Manager.

Applicants must have proven record of

Twin Faraday shields kill
Accepts all levels, pickup
to 1000 -W amp

PRODUCT PLANNING SPECIALIST
Ideal opportunity for enthusiastic individual seeking a responsible marketing

Hollywood,

Ca

90028

TECHNICAL AUDIO PRODUCTS CORPORATION

3810 148th Avenue, N.E.
Redmond, Washington 98052
(2061 883 -3510
-

Sales Manager
Professional Audio Products
Fast growing, established manufacturer of digital audio products needs
proven sales manager with good track record in audio industry to manage pro audio
dealer and commercial sound contractor sales.
Hands -on experience in recording studio operations or commercial sound
systems desirable. This new position reports to President.
Please send resume or call.

60 Turner Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154/617 -891 -6790

exicon

for additional information circle number 96
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... continued from page 19
AUTOMATION "DITHER"
allows the use of a Rewrite mode, providing (if desired) a smooth transistion
to and from write mode.
It is MCI's belief that the user of an
Automated console does not want to and
should not be required to "know what's
going on in (the Automation's) little
binary brain." The mix engineer wants
to sit down at a mixing console with minimum training, and do an automated mix
with greater ease and less effort than
would be required if the console had not
been automated. The mix engineer and
producer want to be freed of the operational limitations to devote their efforts
to creativity.
With the MCI Auto Nulling logic the
"little binary brain" worries about level
shifts, getting back to the read value, and
all the other bothersome chores of auto-

ever since. By the time of the AES show
in Los Angeles we will have over half a
dozen automation systems installed and
working.

LEXICAN REDUCES DELTA -T
PRICES UP TO 23 PER CENT

Lexicon, Inc., has announced a major
price reduction on its Delta -T 102 line of
digital audio delay systems.
The precentage price reduction will be
dependent on system configurations. For
example, a typical studio stereo system
with two independent input channels,
240 ms of delay, three outputs, and VCO
special effects module will carry a net
professional price of $4,700 versus a previous price of $5,894. A large mono 102B
configuration with 320 ms of delay and
five outputs is reduced to $4,900 from
$6,380, a 23% reduction.
According to Ron Noonan, President
of Lexicon, the company elected to pass
on to its customers production cost savings in its 102 series line due to a higher
volume of sales. The Delta -T 102 series
is designed for studio use and large sound
reinforcement systems.
Lexicon has recently introduced a low
cost Model 92 digital delay system at a
net professional price of $1,560 for small
installations such as churches, school auditoriums, and discotheques, as well as
studios.

mation.
The Harrison /Allison package offers
no method of observing the actual operation of the automation. This problem
has been completely eliminated with the
MCI automation system. MCI provides a
Plasma Display meter which can be
switched to a VCA DC status mode. This
metering mode shows the operator the
DC voltage returning from the automation to each fader. The operator can see
at a glance the relative position of each
fader in the mix. The ability to see as well
as hear the levels is a valuable aid when
doing any automation manipulation.
WILLIAM G. DILLEY TO RECEIVE
In conclusion, we would like to comDISTINGUISHED ENGINEERING
ment, with pride, on our record in one
AWARD
area mentioned by Mr. Buff reliability.
MCI is the only company which has demWilliam G. Dilley, founder of Spectra
onstrated a working automation system Sonics of Ogden, Utah, has been named
on the floor of an AES show for everyone to receive the Distinguished Engineering
to see and abuse. The JH -528 console we Alumnus Award of the University of
shipped to the Paris show was installed Colorado College of Engineering and
within three hours and worked perfectly Applied Science. The award is the highest
throughout the show. It was then shipped honor that the College can bestow upon
o Conney Studios in Cologne, Germany, an alumnus.
and installed by an MCI dealer. He comMr. Dilley played a creative role in the
pleted his work within one day. The con- American space vehicle development,
sole with automation has been working then founded his company for the manu-
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Check Audiotechniques First
.

a r presents...
"THE

PACKAGE"
1000 Pure Vinyl 45 RPM

Records.

Labels -Black & White at this
Price.
All Metal Parts & Processing.
Mastering by Dick McGrew using
Neumann VMS 70 Lathe and SX
74 Cutter.
Guaranteed Delivery.
COMPLETE
PACKAGE...
1FOB DALLAS

$/09ßD

"The Package" consists of

1

-step

processing. Re- orders are not pos-

sible without remastering.
Call Toll Free for more Information.

800 -527 -3260

aitnecord

manufacturing corp.
N. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas.Texas 75207 (214) 741 -2027

902

When You're
Trying to Put a
101b. Sound
Into a 51b. Bag.
The Model LAS is ideal for the protection of
amplifiers and speakers from power overload.
It has smooth, natural RMS action to monitor
the audio signal level and limit power output
to a safe value preset by the user, without
destroying natural transient peaks. It also
helps the mixer who must continually watch
for poor microphone technique and large
dynamic ranges during live performances
Inputs and outputs are balanced, or may be
used single ended. High input impedance
and low output impedance allow patching
flexibility. Half rack size, under 5300.00.
Available from your UREI dealer.

FOR NEUMANN

We're one of the nation's largest
Neumann dealers. Our microphone
specialists can recommend the
Neumann mikes best suited to your
requirements.

LA-6

AUDIO LEVELER

s

NEUMANN MICROPHONE SALES AND RENTALS

audiotechniques ¡nc.

142 Hamilton Avenue, Stamford, CT 06902 Telephone: 203 359 2312

.,...o,o
UNIVERSAL AUDIO

atw,,,,
rov,,.

11922 Vaieno Street, No. Hollywood, Calif. 91605
12131 764 -1500
Exclusive export agent
Gotham Export Co- porahon, New York
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Ile returned to CU to earn the bachelor

of science degree in architectural engin-

facture of advanced electronic equipment.
Spectra Sonics has become a leading designer and manufacturer of sound reinforcement equipment, recording studio
equipment, and electronic apparatus for
testing and research.
Born in Sterling, Colorado, Dilley graduated from North High School in Denver.
His engineering career at Colorado University was interrupted for three years
while he served as a fighter pilot in World
War II. He was decorated several times for
valor in 1071.11.
(

eering in 1951. As a professional engineer
he made major contributions to the missile program, some of them still classified.
Others include a system for the Thor vehicle that reduced countdown time by 50
per cent.
Dilley was responsible for determining
what data were required from airborne
launches, for designing the instrumentation with which these data were obtained,
and for processing of the information received.
He designed, manufactured, and supplied international timing signal converters for all missile launch complexes at
Vandenburg Air Force Base. Ile has published more than 250 engineering papers
and technical articles and holds 14 U.S.
and foreign patents.
As a civilian pilot Dilley has competed
in U.S. and international air races and has
set aircraft speed records. Ile is a member
of national associations for broadcasting,
television, motion pictures, audio engineering and aviation.
Ile and his wife Jean live in Ogden.
"fhc h;t\'c two children.

HARRISON consoles are
available world -wide from the
following select organizations:
Austria. Switzerland
and Eastern Europe:
Studer International AG
CH -8105 Regensdorf. Switzerland

Benelux (Belgium. The
Netherlands and Luxembourg):

Hennen B V
NL -6940 Gennep. Netherlands

Canada:
Studer Revox Canada Limited
Toronto. Ontario M4H 1E9 Canada
Denmark:
Quali -fi A/S
OK-2930 Klampenborg. Denmark
Far East (Except Japan):
Studer -Revox Hong Kong Limited
Wanchai. Hong Kong B CC

Finland:
Into OY
Helsinki 17. Finland

France:
Studer France
75015 Paris. France
Germany:
Franz Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH

APRIL 1977 MARKS 100th ANNIVERSARY OF MICROPHONE
ed to have passed the limits
fic credibility at that time.

of scienti-

Upper photo shows the original microphone of March 4, 1877. In the lower
photo is the telephone transmitter,
forerunner of all talking pieces used in
the world's telephones today, included in
the Berliner Caveat of April 14th. With
mouthpiece added it was acquired by
The Bell System.

Elektronik. Mess- und Tonstudiotechnik (EMT)
D-763 Lahr 1. West Germany

Greece:
Electronica O. E
Athens 134. Greece

Italy:
Audio Products International
20131 Milan. Italy
Japan:
Shindenshi Manufacturing Corp
Tokyo, Japan

Mexico:
Ingenieros en Electronica Asociados S A de C
Mexico 10 DF
Spain:
Neotecnica. s a e
Madrid 8. Spain
Sweden:
ELFA Radio 8 Television AB
S -171 17 Solna, Sweden

1977 marks the 100th anniversary

of

the invention of the microphone by Emile
Berliner, who at age 25 and a penniless

immigrant youth from Germany, who
went on to give the world another of its
greatest benefits in the form of the disc
record and player, the method of mass producing discs from a single master, and
the famous "His Master's Voice" trade
mark.
Emile Berliner's microphone made
practical telephony possible, and its
acquisition by the then -fledgling Bell Systern saved the firm from destruction by
the then -powerful Western Union and
paved the way for Bell's becoming the
world's largest corporation. The loose contact principle introduced by Emile
Berliner and still in use throughout the
communications world today, was deemR-e/p 114

United Kingdom:
Scenic Sounds Equipment
London W1H 7AB. England
United States:
Studio Supply Company
Nashville. Tennessee 37202
Westlake Audio. Inc.
Los Angeles. California 90042
Willi Studer America, Inc.
Nashville. Tennessee 372C1

Willi Studer America. Ina
Hamden. Connecticut 06' 17

Export Agent:
Audio Systems International
Los Angeles California 90036

Harrison
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Farrison

NOW

Affordable Automation
From HARRISON
2824
Automation ready means different things to different people. At
Harrison Systems. it means that our consoles can be connected to an existing
and available automation programmer with a simple multi -pin connector.
Every Harrison console ever produced has this capability. Some are now
being used for automated mixing.
Some manufacturers of recording consoles claim to be automation ready.
Interface with existing programmers,
however, requires additional
circuitry not included in the
console, or the programmer.

i

has all circuitry

NtomatiorlInterfaice jnduded in all its

*waryy

}

` '`

j
;As

1977, all consoles

and tested with
mer during final test. This
compatability should you
-te in the future.

Automation Readiness...
of the NO COMPROMISE philosophy at
IaT50-

ús.44,

'_..
CONTROL

MONITOR

e
Harrison Systems
P O. Box 22964
Nashville. Tenn. 37202
Tel. (615) 834 -1184 Telex 555133
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Station Master.
You con virtually d, ive coast -to -coost
without leaving the sound of o rodio
station using o Shu e microphone.
In fact, you'll encounter almost os
many different models of Shure
microphones os you will stores.
Case in point: the Shure SM7. It
features o wide- rcnge, ulro- smooth
frequency response with show 'n tell
switches that allow me user to select

any of four microphone response
curves: (1) flot response; (2)
presence boost; (3) boss rolloff; and
(4) presence boost with bass rollo`f.

The SM7 also uses on innovative "air
suspension "" integral shock mount for

super-isolation against mechanical

and shock noise.
Ask your Shure dealer for a
demonstration of the show 'n' tell
SM7. Its one Shure "show worth
telling everybody about.
""

TECHNICORNER
is
The Shure SM7 is o unidirecrionc
to
16, 0
microphone with o 40

frequency response. Noise reç
systems cut mechanical noiseim
pop." wind. and electromobry.
Add -on filter devices ore 4ilrer
The SM7 s integrol foam win h
reduces even difficult closeohms
sounds. Impedance is rrore.? to
for microphone inputs rotg dB
300 ohms. Output level: i circuit
milliwort per 10 m'crob?r
voltage: -179dß (0dß
microbor)
1

Shure Brothers Inc.

222 Hortrey Ave.. Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada:
A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

-

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS. MICROPHONES. SOUND SYSTEMS AND RE-IRCUITRY
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